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On Monday November 14 & Tuesday November 15, 2016, Community Meetings were held to discuss and collect feedback from the
community regarding potential boundary changes that would be effective in the fall of 2017. Seven options were developed for community
feedback.
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Participants were asked to fill out both an individual questionnaire and to participate in groups to fill out a group questionnaire. There was a
total of 188 individual questionnaires (92 from Monday and 96 from Tuesday), and 33 group questionnaires (18 from Monday and 15 from
Tuesday). The questionnaire was also made available online so that community members who could not attend could still provide feedback.
There were a total of 339 online questionnaires completed.
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Monday Individual Comments


#1 more effectively squares off the boarders, unlike other options



where buses from different locations would pass each other while

located.

picking up students. It would appear to be more efficient on gas and 

Gives a lot of room for growth. Keeps surrounding areas close to the

dropping off in a timely manner. Most ES kids have friends in their own

school they have walking paths to. Bussing costs down.

neighborhood, this would move them all together.


Future growth of Chestnut Commons! Scioto and Walnut centrally



A more long term solution. Keeps boundaries closer to home

Utilization.

geographically. Provides room for growth at Ashville and Scioto.

Higher utilization at Walnut, increased students at Walnut- moves the

T





Balance- 100% feeder to MS, allows for growth at SES.



Balanced but moves too many students.



Because my child won't have to move, or change classes.



Because my son would be able to stay at Scioto.



Boundary lines make sense in regard to communities/areas sticking

most # of students- 566. Transportation issues- long bus ride for
students.

AF

together.

Good numbers, but it has most number of students moving.



I am in favor of the low utilization of Scioto. Both Walker and Chestnut
Estates show continued growth. Scioto, in most options, will be the
greatest room for growth within the school.



I like that the MS are 100% fed. This option also allows growth for

Bulen-Pierce (both sides of road should go to AES).



Daughter can stay at neighborhood school (SB).

Chestnut Estates development in the new phase? Are there areas in



Dislike- the Northern-most neighborhood, Southern Point, being

S Bloomfield that are being developed?



D



Scioto, which will be needed. How many houses are being built in the

R



moved so far away. The Y program will become unavailable for



I like the idea of the ES moving into same MS for most part.

Scioto students.



Initial goal is to reduce overcrowding at Scioto ES- takes it down 182

Dislike- this option affects >550 students and their families. Northern

from 96% to 72%. It utilized Walnut to capacity, no growth potential in

most communities are relocating students to Southern most schools.

that area. Keeps community together with Commercial Point growth

Southern Point and SB kids would be passing each other. Utilizations

potential at 200%- allows for growth. Walnut can be used for

are still high. Over 200 Southern Point students going to South

additional overflow growth should Ashville grow.

Bloomfield.



It has longevity plans.

Disruptive to many families, helpful in that it reduces the load on



It is so much movement for students and teachers, and would

Scioto and makes the others fairly equal.

change the climate of all Elementary Schools.

5
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Monday Individual Comments


I think the distribution of this seems to work the best.



It makes sense geographically. it does move many students but it

concern is when the farm on 23 in South Bloomfield is developed the

appears that the groups who live near each other would move

students having to move again. I feel the less students that are

together.

affected the better. Also option 1 the utilization at all the elementary

It seems less chaotic than the other options. Seems pretty cut & dry. I

are still at a higher percent than options 3, 4a and 4b. Also more bus

like that the proposed utilization is pretty even with the exception of

routes are needed.





Ashville. I like the MS utilization proportions as well.
It's moving way too many students. I believe in seniority here. We

problem (Scioto) for another crowding problem just over the horizon
(Ashville).

AF

cannot move an entire community like Southern Point (who has been



Moves a large volume of students and teachers. One overcrowding

T





Moves 566 students vs 255 students in options 4a and 4b. My other

established much longer) because new communities closer to the



Moves a lot of kids. Does not affect my children.

school are being built and established after. This is unfair. My



Moves too many students, cost of bus, transportation.

kindergarten child can not make the long commute proposed.



Moves too many students, Scioto underutilized.

It's too much movement for everyone. The increased travel times for



Moves too many students. AES will be overcrowded after new

R

everyone is a bad plan.

growth.

Leaves a lot of room for growth. Impacts a lot of kids.



Moving 566 students.



Leaves room for growth, impacts a lot of kids though.



Moving very young children too far from home. Travel time on a bus-



Like- clean lines (boundaries). Dislike- changing boundaries, not a

too early- too long, increased dangers for small children. Lose child

solution it's a band aid, kids bus all over, kids changing schools.

care from the Y at SES.




D



Like the 100% feeders and the balance at the middle schools. Like



Negative- a lot of students displaced, not enough time to warn

the room for growth at SES.

students and teachers that they have to move=unfair. Positive- 100%

Likes-balance, 100% feeders. Dislikes- # of students moved,

feeder is nice.

transportation- time of transport and cost (increased?).



Option 1 seems to be the option that would be the longest solution.



Makes the most sense long term.

Will teachers be displaced? It gives Scioto the room for the most



Makes the most sense.

growth.
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Monday Individual Comments


Pros- geographically makes sense. Cons- busing.



Scioto area has so much incoming growth, good to leave room for





growth.

community further from their local community of Commercial Point.

Split the line at railroad between Ashville to Bloomfield, not Bulen-

Large amount of kids being affected, 566 is a large percentage of

Pierce.

elementary enrollment. Helps balance all other schools and provides

This amount of children impacted is extreme. Transportation travel

100% feeders to middle schools.

time is unreasonable for the SP community. Scioto is now



underutilized at the expense of dislocating 566 children. My children
My kindergarten student should not be required to travel so early in
the morning and get home so late.

all of the growth projected between Commercial Point and Grove
City. 100% feeder is good.



This does not make any sense students are on the bus longer who live

particular neighborhood. This option also keeps most students as

in Southern Point. Displaces 500 students.

close to their neighborhood elementary school. 100% feeder is good
thing.

Bloomfield which means my kindergarten student next year would be 

This plan moves the most amount of students.

on the bus longer. My current child care will not bus to South



Too far to bus area 4.

Bloomfield. I would have to change child care and add



Too many kids moved.

considerable amount to my morning commute. It would make it



Too many kids moving.

harder for me to make school events. Even if I don't have him on the



Too many students and teachers move. Southern Point is adding 200

R

This is not a good option. Southern Point is furthest away from South

bus, they are still in travel longer so they have to get up earlier and

homes. By this time SBES would be overpopulated.

have less sleep.




Too many students impacted.

This makes geographic sense with the new section of Chestnut Estate 

Too many students moving. Teachers will have to be displaced from

underway already, the 72% utilization will be growing in the near

Scioto.

future. It makes sense to consider that now and address it with a low


This option provides largest balance of students at each respective
school. Boundaries appear logical and not "chunking" out a

D



This option lowers SES utilization percent to 72% which allows room for

AF

do not need to be on a bus for this long. Travel time is unreasonable.



This option balances the enrollment, but isolates the Southern Point

T



growing more than any area. This option is a no-brainer.



Transportation for such a large group of young children would

Scioto utilization.

require them getting up really early to move which does not seem

This option balances other schools when Chestnut Estates area is

necessary. Bus route would be very long.
7
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Monday Individual Comments


Transportation from Southern Point to SB, moving 566 students.



Transportation is a real issue. Moves a lot of students.



Very supportive of maintaining subdivisions and housing that are in
closer proximity to Scioto ES. Great opportunity for continued growth
expected near Scioto ES. This option also has consistent travel
patterns. Simple logistics. Great long term utilization.

T

We are moving too many students. Transportation would be

R

AF

expensive.

D
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Tuesday Individual Comments


Able to pick up large groups at bus stops at one time, making pick



Clean understandable boundaries. Room for growth at Scioto.

up easier and less time consuming than having rural pickups, saving



Dislike- lots of kids moving. Like- more linear spacing of school

gas and time. Are able to go straight down 104 from one

boundaries.

neighborhood causing less time on busses, again saving time and



gas. One neighborhood effected all kids already neighbors and

Dislike the fact that the subdivision is being divided. Buses going to
pass each other from #1 and #2 to go to the new elementary.



Equal MS utilization, plan may last longer.

Scioto underutilized for growth.



Even school population in ES and MS balanced.



Everyone working together to adjust best for district.

T

feeds stay in the same school not split. Larger neighborhood leaves
Affects a lot of students, best for utilization.



Allows flexibility for Scioto and South Bloomfield to expand for growth 

Feeder to MS is solid. Bring projected # on Scioto to allow for growth.

in the next decade. It allows SES and SBES students to attend West MS

Makes sense to move entire subdivision. Cleaner lines- makes

and AES and WES students to attend East MS.

logistical sense.



Allows for future growth at all schools, elementary and middle. Makes 

Frees up West (Scioto), possibly make zone 1 back to Scioto instead

sense geographically. Seems streamlined for bussing.

of 2 depending on population.

Allows for growth at Scioto ES with more homes being built in

R



AF



Chestnut Estates.



Geographic distribution makes sense. Allows for growth at Scioto.
Does this option create any socio-economic concerns across the

Balancing.



Better for the future to not go through the process again in a few



Give Scioto enough room for growth. Good long term option.

years.



Having 100% feeders for MS is important. Also, evening out the



D



Boundaries are together not pulling out communities. Allows for

utilization for ES is most even in this option.

growth.




Busing from Weigand to Walnut. I like the 100% of ES go to the same
MS. Not a fan of splitting ES between two MS. West is still not going to



elementary?

I do like the balance of this plan. Southern Point is a straight shot to
SB.



I don't like how it switches kids at SB to Scioto and moving kids in

have much room for growth.

Scioto to SB... seems unnecessary- frustrating for communities.

Clean split of MS feeders. Allows for growth in Commercial Point-

Between option 1 and 2 I prefer 1, doesn't pick on Southern Point-

Chestnut Commons - 146 houses.

make it an island.

9
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Tuesday Individual Comments


I feel like the lines are very clean on this option and I like how the MS



do not split elementary schools so that students have to go to 2

long term growth, so having them at 89% is a low risk long term.

different middle schools.





I feel that this option moves the most students, but splits the areas

about all the movement.

more equally.



I think this is best because most of the schools will be evenly utilized.

I feel we need to have more growth room for the schools that



Keep classmates together as it feeds to MS.

expected a large growth increase. So we aren't bad again in 5-10



Like- allows for future growth of SES, balances the middle schools.

years.

Dislike- limits future Ashville growth.

I like neighborhoods staying together. I don't like moving 566



students. Some have only one year left of elementary, and moving



Like that utilization is balanced and allows for growth.

the longer bus routes in winter to or from. Early release in winter?



Long bus rides for Walnut- dislike. Seems to be balanced-like.

Delay in winter? Babysitters in place for all neighborhoods.



Looks like the transportation might be less time spend on busses.
Utilization breakdown looks closer. Would it be better, depending on

drop for resale in subdivisions.

the # of kids boundary 1 go to Scioto and #2 portions go to South

R

Convenience of home babysitters lose income. House values may
I like the 100% feeder into MS. I do not like the number of students
being moved.


for growth, long term results.

schools twice in two years aren't necessarily a good idea. Don't like

D



Like- boundaries are cut and dry, most logical, 100% feeders, allows

AF



I think this has the most long term fix across all areas, but I worry

T



I think its good to split up some of the trailer parks. WES has the least

I like the fact that Scioto will have a lower population and that

Bloomfield? Downfall might be number of kids moving.


Makes it drawn at specific line- more fair. Balances out MS.



Makes more sense, movement is distributed more equally between

feeder information is at 100%. I don't like the fact that transportation

district. Long term solution.

is a concern. I really like that the ES and MS are closer together.



Many more students affected than other options.



I like this one best because it balances the whole district.



Middle schools are almost balanced with plenty of empty seats for



I like this option because it moves the most students, which I feel is a

other things. SES seems underutilized considering its size. Long bus ride

long term plan. You will be sending a development together so these

from Hagerty to West compared to East.

kids will keep their current relationships intact and cause less stress on 

Middle schools are balanced. Scioto- allowance for projected

the kids.

growth.
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Tuesday Individual Comments


More of a long term fix. More even distribution.



Movement is distributed throughout district, every elementary school,

most school. Students will pass each other on the route to school!

good utilization %. Very comparable numbers leaving SBES that will

Southern students going north and vice versa. This is unacceptable.



be leaving SES.



Singles out Southern Point. Northern most students going to Southern

Straight shot down 104. During winter, its a road that's being used

Moves alignment is smooth. Utilization change best in this option.

more. More safe. These home don't cost as much as Walker Point.



Moves the largest number of students. More than double commute

Maybe just move the condos to South Bloomfield? More students live

for Southern Point.

in Southern Point. So better in the long run. More students in a



Moving more students in hope have a more permanent decision.

Best one. Growth in Scioto area- low utilization- allowing from growth. 

The district map and utilization seems to make the most sense. All

MS balanced. 100% feeders.

school utilizations are normalized.

Plan is evenly divided- positive that communities aren't isolated. SES
growth at all ES.

mind. Why put a band aid on the situation? Only have the same

Pro- longevity of plan is good. Challenge- moves too many kids.



Scioto sees the most improvement for future growth. Ashville



D

population increases.

R





The lines are split evenly from top to bottom of district, matching
them more closely to each school. Also has the long term goals in

Plan will last for a while.





has room to grow with upcoming growth in area- also keeps room for




community being moved so they stay together.

AF



T



exact issues in a few years.



The utilization of the schools is proportioned. Middle school is
balanced



This allows for the most growth in Scioto with future developments. I

Scioto would see the most drastic change to allow for a great deal

like that 100% of schools go into the same MS, not one subdivision

of future growth. With current projections of developments in the

feels isolated because several people are moving.

Scioto area, they appear to need the most flexibility to grow over the 

This is ridiculous.

years. MS feeders hit 100% which is a positive.

This is too long of a bus ride for children. My child attends Y-Kids in



Seems like a lot of kids would have long bus rides going from home to

Scioto. SB field does not affect this.

school.



This lasts the longest, plans for growth and makes a clean split.

Seems more permanent and will give the elementary schools room



This plan for the most part provides the best opportunity for future

for growth.

growth across the district. I am concerned about transportation for

Seems much more proactive for growth.

the students being moved to Walnut.
11
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Tuesday Individual Comments


This seems like a change for a lot of students and families for a
percentage change achievable with other plans by moving fewer



This seems to better align the schools and set better boundaries.



Too many students and families impacted overall.



Transportation for Northern most points.



Transportation from SP to South Bloomfield would be not time
effective or cost effective. Would have less home time for children.
Transportation, home value, bus ride time, affects too many families



Walnut at 89%=large? Move too many.



Well defined boundaries. Clean middle school lines. Allows for

AF



growth. Affects a lot of students.

Why take kids south of SW and take them north from zone 2 and take
all of zone 1 and take them south SW.

With the growth in the SES elementary, this seems to be the plan with
the best longevity.



D



R



T

students.

Would be concerned with the clientele change.
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Questionnaire Results

Option 1: Monday Group Comments

Option 1: Tuesday Group Comments

Alleviates overcrowding at Scioto, Walnut- elementary low growth



A lot of movement, the number of students moved is very high.

potential, land at Coontz Rd. Keeps community together. Streamlines 

Concern with bussing students to schools that are further. Especially

bussing. Large number of students- long transportation. Future growth

with bad weather possibly causing additional days to school year.

in Chestnut Estates.

Concern with too many students being changed.

District lines seem to make the most sense. Utilization portions seem to 

Equal feeders to MS, 72% at SES.

be pretty equal.



Feeder schools, even numbers, Scioto room for growth.

Do not like how many kids are moving. Travel time, transportation



Good utilization among buildings with transportation length allows for

T



Questionnaire Results

costs.

growth in Scioto, where growth would happen more of a long term

Don't single out a subdivision.

solution, keeps communities together, equal percentage of students



Leaves room for growth, affects a lot of kids though.



Like- long term growth for Scioto, geographically consistent. Dislikemoves a lot of students, distance to school.

AF



being moved.



Half group from SP, half from Chestnut. Split between supportive and
unsupportive. Transportation of most concern.



Liked option 2 better.



Long commute/bussing. No YMCA program at Scioto.

number of students impacted, long bus ride/time on bus.



Lots of movement (teacher and student), high number in Ashville, like 

Majority was supportive.

middle school alignment, Like Ashville/Walnut split.

Moves a larger pocket of kids- we won't have to revisit this issue in a

R

D







Like- clear lines/balance longevity, doesn't target one area. Dislike-

Moved the most students. Percentages were still higher than other

couple of years. Allows for Scioto to grow. Balances out MS.

options. Transportation concerns- data? Post to website.

Neighborhoods aren't split up.



Moves a lot of students. Had one that was very unsupportive.



Room for growth, feeder method good.



Moves most kids, greater change for longevity, lowest utilization for



Southern Point not happy, zones 3 and 4 unhappy- moving a lot of

Scioto is a plus for growth.

kids (566). Allows for growth for long term. Ease of bussing for



Too many kids move, keeps large groups together.

Southern Point.



Too many students move- transportation concerns. S.P. furthest away 

Would this create an imbalance with socio-economic status?

must move- they have been there longer. Scioto becomes
underutilized.


Transportation far, most students move, low SES population can grow.
13
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Questionnaire Results
Option 1: Online Comments
100% feeders into middle schools is beneficial to students and their

Before/ After school from Goddard School in Grove City. Disruptive to

education. Although this is plan is frowned upon by the community it

many students in the district. Length of time it would take to get to

is a smooth transition for students. In a few years, the community

the school in emergency situation. Seems odd to ask the northern

would be happy with the decision and not look back feeling like it

most residents to go to the furthest south school.

was a poor choice for students.





Transportation makes sense for



By far, Option 1 is the option I would like to see implemented for our

students as it is almost an entire bus transporting students from the

district. I like that Option 1 keeps kids in community-based schools

Southern Point area to South Bloomfield.

rather than moving them across the district. That the Scioto and

100% middle school feeders is a huge benefit to the students. Plan

T



South Bloomfield students would all attend West Middle School is also
a big plus, I think, as it does not separate early friendships as they

AF

allows for growth, with each school having either balanced and/or

enter the turbulent Middle School years. I also feel that this option

to transportation and schools/communities being together.

does that best at balancing current needs and resources with future



566 students moved is terrible.

growth. I don't feel the Ashville growth concern is a high priority issue



Affects way too many kids. Doesn't list a challenge of "Moving

because, with the Intermodal development, it seems that the area

students from close proximity to a school further away" when that

north of Ashville, along Route 23, will not be growing as rapidly as the

applies here as well.

area around Scioto continues to grow. Focusing future growth in the

Although I represent students affected adversely by this plan, my

D



R

underutilized. Plan keeps developments together which is beneficial





Commercial Point area is the better option than concern about an

main concern is with the high number of students moved overall. I

area that is not growing at the same rate. While there are a large

can't see how juggling this many students around in all these

number of students who would have to change schools during the

directions can be viewed as positive by anyone except maybe those

first year of this option's implementation, this is the same issue being

who have children that will not be moved.

faced by large and growing (and very successful) school districts

Balanced elementary school and middle school enrollment, leaves

across Ohio (Delaware City Schools come to mind). Option 1 is, by

plenty of room for growth at Scioto.

far, the option I feel will be best for the students and the district, as a

Balanced Middle Schools Feeders to Middle Schools Allowing for

whole.

growth on the West side where it is happening.
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Concerned as Option 1 has individuals that are in the moderate



vicinity of an elementary school being bused to a farther elementary

Displaces too many students especially ones that have gone there
since kindergarten too much change.

school. If lines were redrawn slightly may change to support, but



Displaces too many students. Transportation issues. Geographically,
the area moving is the northernmost geographical area; there are

feeder fix is a positive outcome, as is the utilization at the elementary

larger areas closer to SBE that can be moved

schools allowing for a significant amount of growth in each area that 

Displaces way too many children. It is not fair to those children

each school services. Allowing for this growth allows this option to be

especially in grades 3-5 who have an investment in Scioto to have to

a more permanent fix.

change schools and then allow new students moving in to attend

T

cost of transportation increase would need to be evaluated. 100%

Creates childcare obstacles for working families.



Dislike: Moving 566 students is a lot of disruption for grade school

which ES they attend. It makes more sense due to proximity to move

children. And is only impacting select communities.

Walker Point to South Bloomfield and then have any further

Dislike that it moves so many students (544). Dislike that some

development (i.e. new Chestnut Estates etc.) to S Bloomfield. Like

students are moved out of Scioto because of overcrowding just to

the 100% feeder to West and East that most options offer.



District lines are easily visible.

Should have section 2 on map going to SB and portion of section 1



Do not like the idea of my kindergarten being bused to SB too long of

R

have other students from S.Bloomfield to be moved into Scioto.
south of SR 762 going to SB. Dislike that students who live in the

D



Scioto where they have no investment and probably do not care

AF



northern-most part of county, sent to schools in the southern-most

a bus ride and will have to find new child care.


part of district. The little ones should not be on the bus for lengthy

Does not make since to bus the kids from the most northern part of
the district to the most southern.

periods of time and should go to school closest to home. Dislike that



Drawback 566 students.

move will impact property values of so many homes in northern-most 

Driving children from SP to South Bloomfield will cost additional fuel

part of county. New owners want their elementary students to go to

costs for the school and the families. In case of a family emergency,

school near home and this change will impact property sales and

the South Bloomfield is 20 minutes south of where we currently live

home values in those areas. For example, southern point is one of the

(one way). There also is not after school care for South Bloomfield

most dense area of homes and will impact several hundred home

which our family is dependent on as both the mother and father

values. Also, dislike that transportation cost will be increased.

work in our household.
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Even though this option moves the most students, It makes the most



I am in favor of 100% feeder into middle schools. Large number of

sense. The area near Scioto Elementary school continues to grow

students to move but it would be a new school year in a new

Chestnut Estates is already beginning a second phase & there is

building much like they experience when they move from

more property that could potentially be developed in the near

elementary to middle or middle to high school.

future. I think the real problem is that Southern Point is so big. Even if



I am not supportive of Southern Point students being moved from
Scioto when South Bloomfield students are moved north to Scioto.

reintroduced in a couple of years. The students that you would take

This moves my children to a poorer quality school. The only reason

away from two of the other options would be filled very shortly with
the new subdivisions. This is what happened 7 years ago. A small

T

you choose one of the other options, I think that the problem will be

why we chose to live here was for Scioto.
I am not supportive of this option for the following reasons: 1 - The

AF



Options requires the movement of approximately 390 students out of

the spaces that were left open were filled almost immediately. This

566 from the Southern Point Community to a non boundary area 2 -

option has very clean lines from the top of the district to the bottom. I

Further divides a community that utilizes and supports services of the

like the fact that that 100% of the students from each elementary

connecting CP municipality. 3 - the utilization and balance loads

school go to one middle school. Unlike the situation that my son was

are not significant enough to warrant the change or support of long

put in where approximately 6-7 students from his class were moved

term change and growth. 4 - Kids will be on bus for at least 1 hour

from Scioto to South Bloomfield but then when he went to middle

daily

D

R

number of students were moved from Scioto, my son included, but



school was again separated from most of the students he went to 4th 

I currently share responsibility of getting my child on or off the bus. I

& 5th grade with. I know that some of the parents don't believe that

leave work in Grove City (I do this instead of a lunch) to do so. If my

South Bloomfield's test scores or teachers are as good as SES but I

child attends school in South Bloomfield, I can no longer make the

know that they have good test scores. We also have one of the most

round trip in my allotted time off the clock. As single parents, my ex

caring staff members. My hope is just because one subdivision has

wife and I have no affordable options for child care. A move for our

more members that they won't deter the board members from

child to a different school would place a great financial strain on us.

making a good decision.

I imagine there are other parents in a similar situation in which Scioto

Helps balance class sizes. 100% feeder pattern.

Elementary proximity to Grove City is a help to their family.
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I believe this is not good for our community as its a long bus ride for



the students. I also will lose latchkey that I have at Scioto.

we are considering moving our children further apart, however, at

I believe this option would work out long term verses short. We need

least the school boundary is not completely cut off.

to look at the big picture not just work on the current situation and in



I don't like Southern Point moving to South Bloomfield. My son and ex-

the long run end up back here.

wife live there. As I live in Blacklick, adding an additional drive South

I am very opposed to the number of families this plan affects. Many

is taxing on my son both when I pick him up and my ex. I know other

of your northernmost students have parents that work in Columbus.

families are in the same situation.

This presents many new challenges to them regarding work

T



I dislike that Scioto Elementary is closer than the South Bloomfield and



Point for 14 years. I am one of many daycare provider in Southern

AF

schedules, child care and transportation to and from the

I have been a Professional Daycare Provider in the area of Southern

southernmost schools. In addition, I have travel concerns as many

Point as a provider I have clients who come from surrounding areas,

children on my child's current bus sit 3 to a seat (on back roads). I

this would pose a challenge for families with their childcare needs

feel this is very unsafe on a heavily traveled state highway such as

forcing parents to find new daycare options and affecting us small

State Route 104. The bus seats themselves are designed to be a

business owner with clientele.

R

safety feature. That feature is unable to protect a child in a high



be on the bus, especially when my youngest begins kindergarten.

As well I am concerned with the amount of time my child will be on a

Also, this is a long time for the bus to be in route during potentially

D

speed crash if they are sitting at the edge or only partially on a seat.
bus as the plan would seem to have stops up and down route 104.

inclement weather. (Southern Point community residents.) Also, I

Being in the Southern Point subdivision, I am angered that my child

worry about the financial impact to our community by the possible

would have their bus time extended by sitting through these stops.

decrease in home values.

What is a 17 minute car ride could easily turn into a 45 minute bus



ride. And finally, I have a hard time justifying to my child why she has
to leave a school just to have that school send a number of their



I have concerns regarding the length of time my children will have to

I like having different grade levels in the building. It helps teachers
streamline to the next grade level and students are well balanced.



I like that it provides longevity for the district. It also creates boundary

students to the school she just left. It would seem to me this plan

lines that make sense and won't affect bussing as much as some of

moves about 60 unnecessary children out of Scioto.

the other options would. For me this is the absolute best option

I dislike option 1 because it moves too many kids. It also separates

available. It's a no-brainer.

many kids from their friends.
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I like that it seems to more evenly distribute students (population

solution, not something that will put us right back in this place in 2-3

numbers) among the elementary and creates 100% feeder into the

years.

middle schools. It also appears to not split neighborhoods.



I think it would be easier to move one development than multiple. It

I like the balance for the middle schools, but worry about the SBES

would be less bussing and time to the bus route .

growth going on and having the elementary become overcrowded. 

I think this makes a lot of sense to shift the whole district and then also



I like the balance in the Middle schools and it allows for SES growth.

the division of the middle schools is 100% by schools.



I like the clean boundaries. Also, I believe anyone within the village
limits of Commercial Point should get first dibs on Scioto.



capacity, it allows for minor redistricting with Walnut Elementary.

I like the fact that, while some students now have to be transported



I think this seems to be the most fair option as far as how it is laid out.

to a school that is farther away from their residence, none of the



Impacts to large a number of students. Seems to be to short term.

distance increase is huge, and the students that do have an



It allows open space for Scioto. Middle schools are fairly balanced.

increased distance just have to go straight down rt. 104.



It does not make sense to bus students who are the furthest away to

I like the fact that, while some students now have to be transported
distance increase is huge.

R

to a school that is farther away from their residence, none of the
I like this option because it appears to be the one that will most

D



South Bloomfield.



time.





It has the best long term outcome as far as leveling out the student
numbers.



equally utilize our current building space for the longest period of


I think this option allows for future growth. While Ashville will be 83%

AF





T



It is unfair to move some students and to lower home values by doing
so when there are other options that would not move anyone.

I like this option best because I think this is the smartest and most



It just impacts so many kids and buildings.



It would move an entire neighborhood of children to a school further

convenient way to separate the student between the schools better

away than Scioto. This neighborhood has been established. I don't

and keep the kids bus ride times reasonable and fuel costs

think our neighborhood children should be uprooted and moved

reasonable.

from their school to account for growth in new or potential

I really hate it that my tax dollars had to pay another $20,000

neighborhoods. It also affects our property values. We moved to

because a handful of people in Southern Point felt their kids were too

southern point for the great schools and changing out elementary

good to go to South Bloomfield Elementary. It really makes me sad.

school to south Bloomfield, which has a lower rating, would affect

I strongly feel like we should select an option that will be a long term

home values.
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It is the most fair.



Long bus rides for Southern Point.



It just makes the most sense.



Long term solution. SP will take up 1/2 the occupancy of SB and



It would seem that most elementary students would go to the school

better utilize the school. Even divide of locations and into feeders -

closest to their home.

100% Moves all the same neighborhood which supports cohesiveness

It's not fair to move an entire subdivision due to growth of another.

and community! Only additional 2 miles to travel to get to SB.

Too much disruption in a community, students and families lives.

Currently SP travels the furthest to get to Scioto of all the other

Creating longer drive time for students AND parents when they need

neighborhoods.



to pick up students.



Keeps students together from elementary school into middle school,

child is not impacted and needing to relocate then I am supportive

middle school. Busing changes very little for the students in zone 1,

of option one, if my child would have to relocate then I am not in

and in some cases may be closer to SBES than they were to SES. This

support for option one.



subdivision. Dislike that one subdivision is being moved. Makes sense

point in Scioto.

R

Makes sense to move the most kids. Keep kids that live in commercial

D



Making the Gibson Rd area go to Scioto. It is a shorter drive for

that 566 kids are affected. Seems still a short-term goal fix, not

parents and keeps that area of kids going to the same schools until

something that is going to sustain.

high school.

Like: utilization more balanced and no detached boundary for SBES.



Just seems to make more sense.


Lots of movement.

Like, that it is drawn around boundary lines and not just targeting one 
with the vertical movement north and south in all the areas. Dislike



impacted. I live on Freedom Run in Meadows at Southern Point. If my

instead of current boundaries which "splits" up kids when moving to

also better balances the utilization of all the elementary schools.


Looking over the map for option one I cannot tell if my area is

AF



T



Millport is such a small section but I would love for my Ashville kids to
be able to ride the bus there.

Logistically option 1 appears to make the most sense. I also feel that



More balanced, leaves growth room for Scioto.

it lowers the utilization enough to better handle the developing area



Moves my children to a school that's farther away. The school is also

around SES. It also provides a great balance within the middle

not as good academically.

schools. The only dislike I have is the number of students required to



Moves the highest number of students.

move with this option. I feel like long term this option makes sense.



Moves the most kids for a longer fix.
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Moves too many kids, doesn't mention a challenge of moving kids

sitters?

from a closer proximity school to one farther away. As a parent that



My parents moved us out to Walker Rd. when I was 12. My brother

uses before and after care, driving to South Bloomfield and back

went to Scioto. We moved to Walker Pointe to be near my family

twice a day and then to work would be near impossible for us. We

and so our kids could go to Scioto. It doesn't make sense to me that

would be forced to move if this option was selected.

we would pay RITA tax to live in Commercial Point and be 3 minutes



Moves too many students farther way from home.

from the school, but get bused down to SBES.



Moves way too many children around. Also ES students that ride
buses get home between 4:00 and 4:30 now. This would increase



"steering committee" member voted in favor of this one? Personally, I
cannot fathom impacting the lives of 566 families in our school

AF

time even later for some.

Moving 566 students represents a major impact to many families.

district. This plan is completely destructive.

Additionally, it is complex and slices the district into vertical pieces.





None of these options are great! I am so sorry I voted for a levy that
has done nothing for the district! Land with no income or high school

another.

for 13 years! Empty building that will solve all of these problems!! So

Moving a large amount of children to a further away school as well

sad. I will remember this when it is time to vote on board members

as isolating the children from any friends made outside of Southern

again.


D

Point development due distance.




Finally, we are trading one school potential over utilization with

R



My table at the second meeting was split on this one, therefore our

T



Option 1 seems like the most fair division of the district. It provides the

Moving over 500 students, student time increased on the bus for

most favorable outcome for longevity. It eliminates the inane division

communities located North of the boundary, farther for families

of kids at SBES to 2 different middle schools. Yes it stinks that kids who

located North of the boundary to pick up their young child.

have gone to Scioto their whole school lives would have to change

Moving Southern Point to a school farther away does not seem to

schools, however it is THE best plan for the district as a whole. To

make sense.

argue anything else only serves individual, selfish reasons.

My concern with this option is that there is a lot of moving around the 

Option 5 accomplishes the same thing as this but keeps all the

district initially - but this plan seems to be beneficial long term.

children with the same group of kids they have been with instead of

My daughter will be in 5th grade next year. All of my children have

splitting from their peers.

had the same babysitter since birth. Not only would she lose the only
school she has ever attended but we are expected to find new



Option one is the best solution for the number of students that need
to be redistrict to allow the end of overcrowding.
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Our children would have to attend a middle school that is further

only certain areas of the district this option sets itself up for failure in

away which would leave to more bus travel time.

gaining the support of the entire district. Those in the selected areas

Plucking out Southern Point kids to make room for new Chestnut

would feel targeted as much of this area consists of rural portions

Estate kids. Putting all the wealthiest kids in one school is

while leaving the majority of the housing developments near the

discrimination.

school unchanged.

SBE area is crazy. Look at the distance added to get to school!



The numbers are equal by this option.



Seems like a balance in percent of elementary and middle schools



The school board created a mess of this, communities are turning

utilized.

T



against each other. Those paying higher tax dollars to live in the

Seems like the best plan for future growth.



Seems like this option would help solve the problem and be a long

dollars do support the roads, police and fire services of the village

term solution, not just a quick fix.

that the schools reside in.



villages in close proximity should be given considerations as their tax

AF



Seems more long term solution. Wouldn't be spending money again



in a couple years. With new building in scooting, gives room for

The schools will be balanced better but a lot of families will be
affected.



The selected pool of those moving is too large and too complex.

already starting as in Scioto area. All schools appear adjusted.



There are parts of Option 1 that I like and parts that I have concerns

R

growth. Concern about growth in Ashville - not as much room or

about. I like how the middle schools will be balanced and SES has

D

Middle schools too.


Seems to solve problem long term.

room for growth. I am concerned about how much it will cost for



Southern point is no longer seeing building growth and should not be

transportation and the time the children might be spending on the

moved from the school Scioto elementary.

buses. I would like to know what the projected cost would be for the

Southern Point was the first neighborhood built in this community. It

buses and extra drivers.



should not be singled out since it is the largest.




The longevity of option 1 seems to be the best. It also seems the least

amount of disruption with teachers, classrooms, and splitting of


future.



families.

This allows for the most growth and will effect fewer students in the

This creates more growth opportunity for Scioto and is a better plan
for the long term.

The number of students moving in this option is outrageous. In moving
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This is a good short term option however it does not offer good even

district. Home values go down, many other things follow. Kids is

utilization of the ES.

Southern Point have to go to a new school, which has many different

This is a short term fix. Thus wasting the money spent on the research

challenges. Also, there is a long bus ride. There have been several

group.

accidents involving buses at Scioto Elementary this year. It's doesn't

This is my favorite plan. It utilizes all the schools evenly while allowing

seem like a longer bus ride would be a safe thing.

for the new growth in the SES area.

This move of one neighborhood disrupts too many families. Many of

Leaves room for growth at Scioto which is currently crowded and has

which have children currently attending Scioto Elementary and have

a large development under construction and other developments

already formed relationships with the school staff.



Leaves room for growth at Scioto which is currently crowded and has

that all those kids are bused there. Scioto is in my back yard and is

a large development under construction and other developments

not at all fair for my kid to moves schools. Just because there is more

still adding homes.

Southern Point people to voice their opinion. From Walker Point to

R

are many buses that come out of Southern Point and it makes sense

This is the most logical option, it draws clean geographical lines and

Scioto there is a sidewalk so it makes no sense for them to have to

keeps communities together; this option creates a more equitable

bus to a farther school.

utilization across all elementary schools




This is the plan that makes sense. Move a few lines, balance the

This one just makes the most sense as far as location of housing to
school.

attendance numbers. None of this switch to go here, confuse the



students there. All of that nonsense may make a little sense for

This option allows for the most growth in the future in the area where
it is most likely to grow.

personnel issues or administrative nonsense, but for the children,



This moves the most kids and makes the schools more even. There

This is the most balanced option. 100% feeders to the middle schools.

D



T

This is the most balanced option. 100% feeders to the middle schools. 

still adding homes.


This makes the most sense.

AF







This option is best as it moves the people appropriately to their

staying in their home school and only changing buildings for Middle

respective school boundaries. This option preserves the space in the

and High School is the least intrusive and most educationally sound

Scioto area as this area is expected to have the most potential for

idea.

future growth and development. This option has a good balance of

This kills the home prices of probably the most populous part of the

students per school.
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This option is the best for many reasons. It address the utilization issue

geographical boundaries. It makes sense.

at Scioto that is the reason for these meetings. It is the most long term 

This plan is good but does not plan for the new development around

fix that has been presented. Looking at the map of the district and

the Ashville area.

where the schools are laying the boundaries this way would allow for



fine tuning by expanding or moving boundaries to the east or west
with out effecting the transportation.

This seems to be the most fair, logical and long term solution for the

our community.

entire district. I feel like this has definitive boundaries. I like this one

This option will take into account growth and be least disruptive,

better than option 2 because it doesn't completely isolate Southern
Point, but picks up students along the way to SBE too.

This plan affects entirely too many children and disrupts the very



preposterous that anyone would suggest the northern-most

about being split from other friends they have been with for years

neighborhood (Southern Point) be moved to a school further south

when they go to MS. As grownups, we know they will be ok, but that

than the initial elementary school that was designated to the area.

is a lot of stress when you are a kid.

R

Bloomfield teacher, I know that our kids sometimes get stressed

D



This will disrupt students but only the first year they are moved. The

amazing ratings and close-proximity associated with Scioto

traditional schools will be maintained and I think that is what is best

Elementary and moving an entire neighborhood will disrupt the

for all of our students.

children's lives, the parents lives, after-school care, not to mention it



This seems to be the most logical solution for long term. As a South

foundation that has been built for them at Scioto Elementary. It is

Young families and single parents bought in this area because of the



This seems the most fair.

This option moves over 500 students and would be highly disruptive to 

especially for multi-student households.




T



together and not split up over different areas.

AF



This plan is well organized, the boundaries for each school are



This wouldn't have parents with multiple students running from school

will decrease the property values associated with Southern Point and

to school for drop off and pick up. We have 3 children in grade

said residents.

school going to one school which is why we moved here. Re-zoning

This places financial and other strains on my family in terms of child

with option 5 negates a major reason for us moving into this district.

care, scheduling, and extra curricular.



To many students traveling to far from their homes.

This plan creates the most balanced building numbers, allowing for



Too many children are moved, causing high transportation costs.

the new growth of Chestnut Commons. It also has better



Too many children impacted by this and option 2.
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Too many families affected.

his improvement and will hurt him educationally. He has come such



Too many students are being moved from their current community

a long way, that kids, such as him with similar issues will be hit hard.

school.



We that option 6 is the best option because it moves the least



Too many students being moved.

amount of kids. Kids in the Bloomfield hills area should not be moved,



Too many students displaced, isolates Southern Point to SBE.

they can walk to school and it makes no sense to pay for busing



Too many students impacted by this move.

when the kids can walk for free.



Transportation for children from southern point division would be
inconvenient when compared to current school

one further away, with a 7 out of 10 rating? Makes zero sense,

Unnecessary move. Doubles commute to and from school. Moved to
current community, in part, because children would attend Scioto
Elementary.



particularly for people who purchased their homes for this reason.

AF



Why move children living closest to the school that 10 out 10 rating to

T





Works the longest.

Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a
segregation by area.



Walker Pointe is in the village. Our kids should get to stay at a school

D

we can walk to.


R

precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as

We are closer with living in SB off 316 to East than West and to make
my kid change to West for 1 year is not fair to have to transition. If this
happens it should not affect the current students at East or West and
should start with incoming 6th grade forward. Kids will be on
transportation longer.



We moved into Southern Point for the sole purpose of our children

attending Scioto. It is a wonderful school and with a child that has
special needs, the entire staff has went above and beyond to help
him succeed. Moving him at this juncture, I believe, will only set back
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AES
SBES
SES
WES
EMS
WMS

Current
Proposed
Enrollment Utilization Enrollment Utilization
406
74%
430
78%
407
74%
468
85%
719
96%
536
71%
412
75%
510
93%
477
0%
0%
409

10% 81%
20%
10% 69%
20%
10%25 20%

Option 1
Option
1
430
30%
40% 150%
Option

Option 1

70%
80%1 90% 100%
Option
30%
40%
70%
80%150%
90% 60%
100%70%
Option
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
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#1 and #3 too scattered



Don't like Southern Point being an "island"



100% feeder is good.



Geographically, Southern Point would be required longer travel times



About the same amount of students would be moving to SES.

to a school that is closer geographically to Walker Point. The amount



Again moving 566 students vs 255 students in options 4a and 4b. Also

of students uprooted in their ES career is unreasonable. Travel time is

option 2 the utilization at all the ES are higher percent than options 3,

unreasonable. My KG student should not be required to ride a bus

4a, 4b. Also more bus routes than needed.

that early in the morning.

Again the goal is to reduce the overcrowding in Scioto- 96% to 71%.
Max utilizes Walnut. Keeps community together.
Again, tons of kids moving. Southern Point would have a long travel

Huge transportation problems! Southern Point should not be isolated.



I don't like having one community isolated to one school while
everyone around is at a different school.

AF





T



time. As a parent dropping off a pre-schooler in commercial point at



9am and then would need to drop off another kids at SBES at 9am,
that causes problems.

Because my son would be able to stay at Scioto K-5.



Because our child won't move.



Daughter can stay at neighborhood school (SB).



Dislike- SP is taken out of their community. Affects >550 students.



Dislike- the Northern-most neighborhood, Southern Point, being

D

R



area 3 would be very far from their elementary.



Island. Aesthetically it looks weird.



Isolates Southern Point. Moves larger number of students.
Transportation issues to Walnut and Southern Point to South
Bloomfield.



Isolating Southern Point seems odd.



Isolating Southern Point will make a lot of people unhappy. Kids west

moved so far away. The Y program will become unavailable for
Scioto students.


of 23 should not have to be transported to Walnut.


Dislike- way too much movement, kids changing schools, bussing, not
a solution, short term band aid.





I like 100% feeders to MS. The downsides are that Southern Point and

Likes- balance, 100% feeders. Dislikes- # students moved, detached
boundary, transportation time to Walnut from north-central.



Long bus ride?

Disruptive to many families, makes S Point an island, moves much of S 

Long transportation.

Bloomfield proper to Walnut?? Walnut 93% isn't too worrisome as



Makes sense for longevity.

growth isn't likely in that area.



Moves a large volume of students and "targets" Southern Point, which

Do not like Southern Point being separated. Prefer option to 3. Like
the 100% feeders.

was what the original uproar was about.
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Moves too many kids.

provides good distribution of students at each school. 100% feeder



Moves too many students, detached boundary (Southern Point),

good thing.

Walnut utilization at 93%.




Moves too many students, should not punish Southern Point, make

it doesn't make sense to change them to West.

them drive when neighbors across the street only have to go CP.
Moving an isolated island does not make sense.



Moving Southern Point to SB- transportation, singling them out to



students. Feels like this option is picking on one community.

move.
Negative- many students displaced and few teachers. Positivegrowth concerns addressed, 100% feeders to MS








The major thing I dislike about this is splitting Bulen-Pierce Rd in half.



This is not a good option. The same from option 1 applies plus having



This plan moves a lot of students and isolates Southern Point.

is the only one that people are considering moving.



This still keeps areas closes to Scioto at their school. Bussing costs

Same concerns as option 1, large amount of kids being moved,

D

other schools and balances the MS and 100% feeders.



Take the split line at 23 south of Weigand because there aren't

Same as thoughts above. It seems like the Southern Point subdivision

isolates Southern Point from Comm. Point, does help balance all




the school district have islands is ridiculous.

R



Still moving too many students. Transportation concerns.
enough kids effected. Makes a cleaner split.

Option 2 still gives Scioto room for growth. It is also a longer term
solution. Will teachers be displaced?



AF



Southern Point is far away from South Bloomfield. Moving 562

T



South of Weigand to Ashville Pike to 752 to 23, affects so few students

down. Still keeps kids near Scioto there for close proximity.


Too many kids moved.



Too many students impacted

Scioto is an area that will grow fast and this option prepares for future 

Too many students moving. Walnut at 93%. Scioto teachers moving.

growth to Scioto.

Very supportive of maintaining subdivisions & housing that are in



See roughly the same comments from Q3. I do not like the isolation of

closer proximity to Scioto ES. Minimizes travel/busing disruptions

one neighborhood.

overall.

Seems like a long term plan focusing on the growth area of the



Very unsupportive.

district. Minimize movement to 1 major subdivision.



We live in the northernmost area in Area 3 on Bulen-Pierce. Travel



Seems like transportation would be an issue.



Segregates a neighborhood. Allows for Chestnut Commons.



Singling out Southern Point will cause resentment. Option also

time on a bus to Walnut would be very long.


Wrong- again as in option 1- moving very young children too far from
home. Lose child care from the Y at SES.
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#1 being separated out of the middle of the Scioto kids, why not



Dislike- very isolated sections in S Bloomfield and Walnut.

make #2 go to SB and #1 stay at Scioto? or #1 stay at Scioto and if



Dislike: singles out a community, seems strange for lack of a better

need be separate #2 in half so the western part goes to Scioto and



East goes to SB.



Don't like how Southern Point is isolated from the rest of the ES district.

Again, more students moved helps the long term plan and keeping



Gives Scioto room for growth.

kids together from a large division.



High utilization at WES. Transportation to WES.

Allows for future growth. Dislike- transportation concerns with students 

I am concerned about the distance of the WES boundary. That is a

in the north central part.

long time for a child to be on a bus.

T



word because doesn't follow natural landmarks.



Allows for growth.



Allows for more growth at Scioto where homes are being built. Don't

Scioto due to what is being freed up. Southern Point parents may not

like the postage stamp effect isolating Southern Point.

like the move to South Bloomfield, but it sounds as if the route would

Although it adds distance to Southern Point to SBE this allows for

be a quick one by utilizing 104.

balanced schools and room for growth. Don't like that Southern Point 

I can't believe this is even an option.

is isolated.

I do not like the isolation of an individual neighborhood to one school





Clean split of MS feeders increases utilization at Walnut. Allows for

D

growth in Commercial Point (Chestnut Commons).


I can see the benefit of this by opening up so much flexibility for

AF

R





nor the moving of the northern most students to the southern school.


Concern bus ride for children that live in the northern part of the

I don't like the island created for Southern Point, or the shift of student
from northern part of the district to Walnut.

county to Walnut. Little kids experience motion sickness more often



I like that Walnut is utilized to 90% but the island is concerning.

than adults.



I like this but by just moving a neighborhood it would not be picking



Concern for Southern Point.

up any additional growth around it.



Concern that problem would move to Walnut.



Could be a long drive for some, but this makes sense. WES has the

Transporting students north of Scioto to South Bloomfield. Like the

least long term growth, so having them at 93% is a low risk long term.

100% for MS from ES.





Detached boundaries but MS balanced.



Disjointed boundary line for S Bloomfield. Higher utilization for Walnut,



however, not expected to have population increase.

Less movement of students by isolating Southern Point. Maxes out
Walnut but area isn't growing.
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Like that it allows for growth. Transportation looks to be a problem.



Long bus ride for area 3 students to Walnut.

taking another school so close to capacity would be beneficial to



Looks like this could be a good option.

those students or staff members.



Makes sense to put as many in Walnut as possible.



Middle schools are balanced. Growth allowance for SES & AES.

keeping it real. How would socioeconomic status pan out between



Middle schools will be the same size enrollment wise as option 1 so

schools?





Well actually WES is way too high for comfort.



Segregates SP from most of district. Same issues as option 1.



Singles out Southern Point and Area 1. Northern most students going
to southern most school. Students will pass each other on the route to

of additional stops outside of the subdivision.

school. This is a safety concern, this is unacceptable.

More even lines. Southern Point is a straight shot down 104. Roads will 

Southern Point being detached from the rest of boundary seems

be better salted and used. Same as above.

odd.



Southern Point being pulled so far away.



Movement throughout district, good utilization, very comparable #'s



Southern Point would be isolated.

leaving SBES that will be leaving SES.



SP to Bloomfield feels like an island, transportation challenges. Would

D

Move too many. Walnut at 93%=large.

Moves a lot of students. If I were a parent in area 1 it would not

this create concerns with growth in the future? Utilization concern at

makes sense for these kids to go to South Bloomfield. That's a huge

Walnut.

bus ride and length. Split area 4 more to go to Ashville.


Seems somewhat difficult to have one isolated neighborhood.

map would be an easy transportation fix, one stop- would not be lots







AF



More choppy of a divide than plan 1. Moving area #1 on this plan's

R



Same as option 1... Losing southernmost to more rural, trailer parks...

T

that's great. WES and SBES are pretty close to being way too high.

Same as above (Q3) WES is now near capacity, so I don't see how



My main concern with all of this is transportation. I understand that SB

Students would be bused past other students that will be going to a
school closer to them. Moving one neighborhood does not seem fair.

and Walnut are high in utilization so that is a concern.



The noncontiguous nature of South Bloomfield seems problematic.



Not liking just the target of Southern Point.



This option seems chaotic. Isolating the Southern Point neighborhood



Plan will last for a while.

is not ideal and could cause housing issues within that neighborhood,



Pro-longevity is good. Con- isolates Southern Point.

not to mention the transportation issues. The Walnut area is also very



Same as #1 except time of change would be short. Still has issue 2-3

large- complication transportation. It also puts Walnut's utilization at

years

93%, shifting the capacity concern from one building to another.
29
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Too many students and families impacted overall.



Would worry about transportation possibly being too far for area 3.



Transportation for those current Scioto moving to SB would be very



Zone 1 is going south, why not break up zone 2 and keep zone 1 at

long. Does the number of kids that would be coming from this area

SW?

truly make it worthwhile for the time spent on a bus?


Transporting kids from Walker Pointe to SBES doesn't make sense.
Longer time on bus, isolated from other kids within close proximity isn't

T

in their best interest.
Unsure about transportation?



Utilization change doesn't seem very effective.



Utilization is at 93% for Walnut. Only 3% less than Scioto now.

AF



Displacing 562 students seems illogical, and don't like it. Don't like
longer bus routes in winter. Earlier steps in AM, don't like. I like MS
balance. Overcrowded busses now.

Utilization levels are good. Major concern is transportation. Also,

R



longer bus routes would that lead to the potential additional

D

cancellations?


Walnut ES is over utilized and could reach capacity.



We don't want to underutilize a school when other schools are
expecting growth. Transportation will be a huge problem for students
from Scioto area.



What s the growth potential for Walnut?



Will cause the same problem in a few years again with Walnut being

over utilized.


Worried about east school over crowding creating this situation all
over again.

30
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Alleviates overcrowding, Walnut low growth, communities remain



Creating an island, complex transportation.

together, SP on own "island".



Do not like the idea of the "island" in Scioto going to SB, but do not



Best option overall for district, in our group consensus.



Bussing is too far. Confusing boundaries.



Don't like north/south split between 3/4, middle school alignment

hate it. Like option 1 over 2.


Southern Point, MS split of Duvall Rd. & Bulen-Pierce Rd.

(positive), opportunity for growth in Ashville and Scioto.





Don't single out a subdivision.



Had 1 support all others very unsupportive small island of kids. Moves

Makes Southern Point as an island, helps plan for future

AF

development, more of a long term solution, equal % of students
being moved.



Puts Walnut in same situation as Scioto. Don't like the island.

Like- longevity, Scioto & Ashville have room for growth. Dislike- moves 

Singles out the Southern Point community.

a lot of kids, distance to school, detached boundary.



Southern Point supportive- straight bus ride.

Like that it meets necessary utilization. Do not like how many kids



WES at 93%, choppiness with Southern Point.

R





Huge transportation problem, isolating South Bloomfield, kids west of
23 shouldn't go to Walnut.



Long bus rides for #3- make north/south and not east/west. Utilization
good (Walnut doesn't grow).

a lot of students. Transportation- too far, bus rides are too long.


Like- isolation of Southern Point, quicker bus ride. Dislike- isolation of

T



Questionnaire Results

move.
Long bus rides.



Same as option 1: moved most students, percentages still high,
transportation.

D





Too choppy, Southern Point is an island, liked 1 better.



Too complicated.



Too many students. Detached boundary. Walnut is 93% projected.



We like that it allows more growth potential room in the crowded

schools like Scioto, SB, and Ashville.
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100% feeders into middle schools is beneficial to students and their
education.



is not good use of resources.


Affects way too many kids. Doesn't list a challenge of "Moving

Better for long term for Scioto but concerned about the capacity at
Walnut.

students from close proximity to a school further away" when that



Busing Southern Point students to South Bloomfield is a bad idea. I
realize that high school students are bused into Ashville, but I do not



Again, high number students.

want Pre-K students facing a bus ride that would take them away



Again, same concerns as option 1. I find it highly unlikely that you

from people who live near them and drops them into a community

would find much community support with these two plans as many

Circleville, so to take them so far, when people who live in their area

adjustments. Most of whom are in your outlying areas. You may find

are going into Commercial Point. As with Option 1, I like that SB and

high support within the communities that are close to the schools on

SES students will all go to West Middle.



Concerned for individuals in Area 1 being isolated from surrounding
peers to be sent to a elementary that is farther away that might also

schools in the southern-most part of district. It is counter-intuitive to

present transportation problems. 100% feeder of middle schools is a

move students out of Scioto and turn around and move other

positive outcome and might change opinion to support if Area 1

R

As in option 1, this option moves those northern-most students to the

D



go to Grove City or Columbus and would rarely even go to

and many families would be forced to make daily schedule

these two but not the rest of your district, which is extremely large.


with which they may not even be familiar. These students most often

AF

children throughout the district would be forced to change schools

T

applies here as well.

students into Scioto, especially when those students are closer to SB

went to SES and part of Area 2 was split to go to SBES. I am also

anyway.

concerned that the utilization rate at WES is increased to 93% and

Balance of middle school use not in equal and/or close in

that there would be an increase in operating cost of transportation

percentages.

for Area 1 and 3.



Balanced MS enrollment, leaves plenty of room for growth at Scioto.



Before/ After school from Goddard School in Grove City. Disruptive to 

Could help with numbers for longer than a few years.

many students in the district. Length of time it would take to get to



Crowds Walnut ES.

the school in emergency situation. Seems odd to ask the northern



Detached boundary for SBES and Walnut. Very unfair.

most residents to go to the furthest south school.



Dislike that SBES boundaries are detached and that WES is at 93%.



Believe transporting kids so close to one school all the way to Walnut
32



Could be creating identical situation at Walnut. Not as long term.

Number seems a bit too high.
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Dislike that students that live so close to SBES are being moved back

are not significant enough to warrant the change or support of long

to Walnut. At one time these students did attend Walnut and

term change and growth. 4 - Kids will be on bus for at least 1 hour

residents were not thrilled about the amount of time on the bus.

daily

Dislike: Moving 562 students is a lot of disruption for grade school



children. And is only impacting select communities.

to look at the big picture not just work on the current situation and in

Displaces too many students. Transportation issues. Geographically,

the long run end up back here.

the area moving is the northernmost geographical area; there are
larger areas closer to SBE that can be moved
Do not like the movement of any of the areas. Not fluid movement.



Does not make sense to bus the kids from the most northern part of



I dislike option 2 for the same reasons as 1.



I do like 100% feed into middle school.



I don't like how it makes Southern Point an island.



I don't like the idea of isolating one part of the community to send to

AF



the district to the most southern


a different school.

Don't love the "island", but I like that it keeps all the subdivision



together and that is helps with the middle school division.

R

Even worse than option one because this option now singles out

I have the same concerns as option 1. With this extended bus ride, I
am also concerned about how we will need to alter our childcare

this option mainly because their property values would be lower I'm

plans as well as the impact it may have on my children's ability to be
involved in after school activities. (Southern Point community

I am not supportive of Southern Point being moved as an "island" to

residents.) I also worry about the financial impact to our community

South Bloomfield while South Bloomfield students are moved north to

and schools by the decrease in home values and people moving out

Scioto. This moves my children to a poorer quality school. The only

of the district.

reason we chose to live here was for Scioto.




Southern Point. A neighborhood of 800+ homes would not support
sure.


I feel that the extra transportation for the small cluster of kids in the
northern area of the district is unproductive.

D



I believe this option would work out long term verses short. We need

T





I am not supportive of this option for the following reasons: 1 - The

Options requires the movement of approximately 390 students out of

This plan isn't too bad but I like the clean lines of option 1 better.



566 from the Southern Point Community to a non boundary area 2 Further divides a community that utilizes and supports services of the
connecting CP municipality. 3 - the utilization and balance loads
33

I like that 100% of each elementary goes to one elementary school.

I like the longevity aspect of this option, but still feel like option 1 is the
best choice.



I'm concerned with safety and the amount of time children will be on
the bus. It's completely separating a community by singling out
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Southern Point. Plus the amount of students being moved. South

from a closer proximity school to one farther away. As a parent that

Bloomfield kids will pass Southern Point kids on the bus-this can't be

uses before and after care, driving to south Bloomfield and back

cost efficient for busing. Also being able to get our kids in a timely

twice a day and then to work would be near impossible for us. We

manner from where they live. Snow days could possibly rise with

would be forced to move if this option was selected.

students being so far from the school they attend.



Impacts too many schools/families/kids.

to Scioto Elementary for years.



Isolating one community from the rest of the Scioto area is unfair. It
does not make sense for one community to go to one school while




None of these options are great! I am so sorry I voted for a levy that

It does not seem like Walnut would be able to uphold those numbers

has done nothing for the district! Land with no income or high school

for a long time.

for 13 years! Empty building that will solve all of these problems!! So

It is unfair to move some students and to lower home values by doing

sad. I will remember this when it is time to vote on board members

so when there are other options that would not move anyone.

again.

It's an ok plan, but I feel like the elementary usage isn't as balanced.
I don't like it long term.



Not a terrible option. Dislike detached SB area and the amount of
time students in the north central part of the county have to travel to

Long term solution. SP will take up 1/2 the occupancy of SB and

D



make sense. This option singles the community out.



R



Moving Southern Point to a school farther away does not seem to

AF

all the neighbors attend another.



T



Moving over 500 students. "Picking" on one community that has gone

Walnut, though. While Walnut would be at a high capacity, a lot of

better utilize the school. Even divide of locations and into feeders -

laws prevent farm land from being sold and developed out by

100% Moves all the same neighborhood which supports cohesiveness

Walnut. Future growth isn't as much of a concern there.

and community! Only additional 2 miles to travel to get to SB.



Currently SP travels the furthest to get to Scioto of all the other

Not in favor of my child having to relocate schools when he just
started this year.

neighborhoods.



Not sure about the island of SBES students surrounded by SES.



Moves 2nd highest amount of kids.



Once again seems like it can work for growth to occur.



Moves my children to a school that's farther away. The school is also



Option 2 does not offer the utilization value to justify moving so many

not as good academically.


Moves second most amount of kids.



Moves too many kids, doesn't mention a challenge of moving kids

students. I also can't see any logistical value to this.


Option 2 is messy and confusing; puts Walnut ES at risk of higher/over
utilization

34
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Our children would have to attend a middle school that is further



away which would leave to more bus travel time.

district. Home values go down, many other things follow. Kids is

Same comments as on Option 1; steering committee member was

southern point have to go to a new school, which has many different

completely biased and her vote was the only one that mattered, in

challenges. Also, there is a long bus ride. There have been several

the end. It is more transparent in this plan that the end goal is to

accidents involving buses at Scioto Elementary this year. It's doesn't

isolate and move 1 specific neighborhood.

seem like a longer bus ride would be a safe thing

Seems like an easy solution but parts the district. Like 100% feed to
middle school.
Southern Point was the first neighborhood built in this community. It



This looks like a great deal of disruption for students and parents.



This option does not offer a long term fix for overcrowding on the
west side of the district.

AF



This kills the home prices of probably the most populous part of the

T



should not be singled out since it is the largest. It does not follow
logical boundaries.



This options essentially singles out the SP subdivision and puts them
on an island. Moreover, individuals in the southern portion of area 2



Still has a nice long term outcome that will hopefully help things.

would be going to a school farther away. This said nothing about



Student enrollment should be aligned so the community lines touch

sending students from north central all the way to walnut.



This option has a lot of the same benefits as option one except it puts

Takes students who are within line of site of SBES and sends them 15

southern point on an island which isn't ideal when looking at

minutes away to Walnut. Also puts WES over 90% utilization.

transportation.

D



R

(not separated.)



The detached boundary for S Bloomfield is unwieldy.



This is a short term fix. Thus wasting the $ spent on the research group.

school. I like the fact that it moves the southern point students to SB.



This is almost as good as option 1, but not best as far as location.

This is good as southern point is self contained community that can



This is another well organized plan. The areas that feed into each

be moved as a group. This keeps their community going to the same

school are located near each other or are a whole group that would

school as their neighbors and makes sense... those outside southern

be easier for transportation to pick up.

points goes to Scioto.





This is my second to last choice because section one is extremely far



from south bloom field and will seclude those students from other

This option makes sense to me. Walnut is the least likely to experience
additional growth, so putting it at 93% utilization is a good option.

children their age in the area.


This option helps to spread the students out to the appropriate



This is the next best option for the future growth of the district.

This option moves over 500 students and would be highly disruptive to
our community.
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This option seems to have a good balance, but feel Ashville vs South



Transportation nightmare

Bloomfield growth is off balance.



Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a

This option singles out 1 neighborhood and does not divide the

precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as

district as evenly and fairly as option 1. It also does not divide the

segregation by area.

schools as evenly as option 1.




Utilization of Walnut does not worry me, as the company has

This plan affects entirely too many children and disrupts the very

determined it is not an area of growth. Plan allows for both Scioto

foundation that has been built for them at Scioto Elementary. It is

and Ashville to grow (two areas that are most likely to grow in the

preposterous that anyone would suggest the northern-most

T



district). 100% middle school feeders is a huge benefit to the students.
Plan allows for growth, with each school having either balanced

AF

neighborhood (Southern Point) be moved to a school further south

than the initial elementary school that was designated to the area.

and/or underutilized. Plan keeps developments together which is

Young families and single parents bought in this area because of the

beneficial to transportation and schools/communities being

amazing ratings and close-proximity associated with Scioto

together.



Walker Pointe kids should get to stay in town.

children's lives, the parents lives, after-school care, not to mention it



Walnut is too highly utilized.

R

Elementary and moving an entire neighborhood will disrupt the

Walnut will be too crowded.

said residents.



Walnut would be very full. I don't see that as a good thing.



We moved into Southern Point for the sole purpose of our children

D

will decrease the property values associated with Southern Point and 


This plan seems to make Walnut too full.



Too many children are moved, causing high transportation costs.

attending Scioto. It is a wonderful school and with a child that has



Too many families affected. Distances students moved in most

special needs, the entire staff has went above and beyond to help

sectors is too far.

him succeed. Moving him at this juncture, I believe, will only set back



Too many students are moved again.

his improvement and will hurt him educationally. He has come such



Too many students are being moved from their current community

a long way, that kids, such as him with similar issues will be hit hard.

school.



We think that option 6 is the best option because it moves the least



Too many students being moved

amount of kids. Kids in the Bloomfield hills area should not be



Too many students displaced, isolates Southern Point to SBE

moved, they can walk to school and it makes no sense to pay for



Too many students impacted by this move.

busing when the kids can walk for free.
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Why move children living closest to the school that 10 out 10 rating to
one further away, with a 7 out of 10 rating? Makes zero sense,

Works second longest.

AF



R

Won't fix overcrowding

D



T

particularly for people who purchased their homes for this reason.
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# of students affected, transportation



Appear to create the longest travel times for the largest number of

They Y program will remain unaffected for Scioto students

students, even though the total number of students moves is less than 

Likes- 100% feeders, balance. Dislikes- transportation time, utilization

option 1 and 2

concerns with Scioto and West.





Because my child won't move.



Because my son would be able to stay at Scioto K-5



Bus ride too long. My student would remain, but too long for other



Like- Southern Point students remain in the closest school to them.

Long distance for #1 to go to S Bloomfield. Walnut at 89%. Less
students moving
Longevity problems, no one wants to do this again in a few years.



Maintains Scioto community, alleviates some Scioto utilization. #'s do

T



families. Utilization better with less student impacted.

Diminishes the appeal for southern Franklin County to move to Scioto.

not drop enough to accommodate future growth. Young children



Dislike- again transportation times/length as noted in challenges.

will spend too much time on a bus.



Dislike- bussing, kids changing schools, not a solution only a short term 

Makes no sense of resource distribution. Does not alleviate

band aid

overcrowding at Scioto. No longevity.

Dislike moving students from area 1 to SBES- too far. Not enough
room for growth at SES.



R



AF



Moves 323 kids, mostly all rural to South Bloomfield, longer bus times,
harder on parent travels, underutilization of East MS

Don't like that kids have to move so far south.



Moving section 1. That far for a school is unnecessary.



East of 23 should go to EMS



Nervous about bus times and driving length. Student movement is



I feel that Scioto would soon be overcrowded due to growth in

D



light (changing schools)

Chestnut estates. Distance from SBE is too far.



No go if longevity is an issue.



I like that it does not affect as many students.



No room for growth at Scioto.



I think moving people west of Chestnut Estates doesn't make sense



No room for growth.

as far as buses go. They would be required to go through the town of 

Not enough room for long term growth.

Commercial Point. I also think the portions aren't balanced.



Not long lasting.



It looks like kids will be on the bus way too long.



Same as option 1. Bad plan. Punishing children by making them



Kids on bus way too far.



Kids will be traveling too far in area 1 to go to South Bloomfield.



Less movement.

travel furthest is a BAD idea.


Scioto is not given much room for growth at 85%. Does not seem to
be long term.
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Seems to be a more fair split.



Seems to have clean geographic boundaries, but doesn't really



Too many students moving to new schools. Increased transportation
issues- isolated an entire community- creates and "island"

affect utilization for the future,



Too much travel for some people.



Still moves too many students. Will result in long travel for buses.



Transportation issues will be difficult.



Student in far NW corner travel is extremely far.



Transportation nightmare. Doesn't lower Scioto enough.



Students from Orient region being bussed too long. Not ideal for



Transportation to South Bloomfield and Walnut. Imbalance in
utilization of MS

numbers. 100% feeder is good.
Students in northernmost portion of the county will travel the longest.



Transportation too far.



Transportation would be a large challenge. Not a high gain for

AF



T

students. Slight imbalance of students with Scioto near utilization

Small children should not have to travel that far for school, too much
strain on younger ages.

capacity at Scioto.



Transportation, imbalance of MS.



Transportation.

Supportive with ES boundaries



Takes kids next to Scioto to Bloomfield, split the road makes no sense



Transporting kids from NW corner to SBES- too far!

with bussing



Travel costs and expenses.



Travel from W-NW area of district to S Bloomfield is unreasonable,



R



The splitting up of a large geographical area does not appeal to me

D

(the area in the NW)

balance of use is good.



This doesn't make sense moving area one all the way to SB.



Use 23 to split MS



This increases travel time for a good part of the school district.



While Walker Pointe and Southern Point would be happy, I feel many



This makes no logical sense moving Chestnut to keep Southern Point.



This option would be an awful change for Southern Point. 100%

other parents and students would be unhappy with this decision.

feeder is good.


This really isolates students in the NW section of the district.



Too far for county kids to go to ES.



Too long of bus ride for students in NW part of district.



Too many areas too far from schools.
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Again, moving students surrounding and area to another? No. Not a



fair distribution/moving of the lines. Also not very long term.



sooner.

Any plan with concerns on longevity at this point should not be an



I feel that it is not a great enough change for Scioto to make a long

option.

term enough change given the projected growth of that part of the

Area #1 on map is way too far from SB for kids to ride to school. Still

district. Transportation would be a huge negative for the NW as well.

keeps Scioto with no room for growth.



Busing NW students makes for a lot of long rides. Early stops in AM,

I feel that the transportation times would be way too long for the
students of Orient.

T



Higher capacity at Scioto and have to come back to the table

late arrivals in evening. Like MS balance.



I support this move because the country kids who already ride the

But I don't understand the thinking on the middle school.



Creates an unusual split for SB students and would be a lot of



I would say why not 23 be divider for MS?

traveling for students. I don't think its fair to have the middle schools



Imbalance of MS. Scioto still high.

uneven,



Keeps both subdivisions



Keeps Southern Point and Walker Pointe at Scioto. But you're looking



bus can continue to bus to SB.

AF



Dislike- does not seem like a long term solution because of

R

imbalance at MS, transportation time but for a small amount.

at more rural areas. During winter it won't be as safe to go.

Dislike- imbalance at MS, transportation.



Dislike- long bus rides for S Bloomfield. SB is too split up.



Dislike- longevity of the option, limited growth capabilities for SES,



Long bus rides, no longevity, unbalanced MS

Imbalance of MS



Long commute for families living in NW part of district. NW part of

D





Kids could potentially be on a bus for longer periods of time for kids in
section 1 moving to SB



Does not allow for growth at Scioto.

district is not a "straight shot" drive to SBES like was the option 2 map.



Does not leave much room for growth at Scioto. Transportation



Long commutes, but moves less students than in 1 and 2

challenges for Walnut and SBES could be future utilization challenge



Long transportation times for students coming from NW part of the

at West,

district to S Bloomfield.



Doesn't account for growth.



Longevity. Split in Scioto area,



Don't care for how far of drive it would be for the rural kids.



Longevity of plan is a concern.



East MS is under utilized. Scioto will be full sooner.



Looks good on paper, but does this fix the growth problem for Scioto



Enrollment would still be in the red for Scioto. No room for growth.

if more houses come in?
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Lots of buses. Walnut 89%.



MS utilization is flipping. Transportation from area 1 to SB is long



Need to provide more bus routes to reduce time on bus.

going to be a concern.



Not much moving of students, but does make the utilization between 

The NW students could be on a bus for upwards of an hour!

all schools. Transportation in area 1 seems like the most transportation 

There will be an imbalanced amount of students attending SES and

cost.

West MS. May create problems for families who live out West of the

Odd movement of all the areas around Scioto. Unbalanced MS.

river



The fact that the MS's utilization is so off and the fact that Scioto is still

T



went to East. It would also save time.

Illogical moves of students surrounding the main development.



This affects my child's school.



This is illogical and doesn't make sense.



This option moves far fewer students for a minimal disruption to

Once again transportation is my major concern.



Pretty good utilization of schools.



Pro- moves fewer kids. Con- Longevity is not as supported at Scioto.



Same concerns as option 2. I like less students being effected.



Too far for NW corner to travel.



School still overcrowded.



Too far for students to ride on bus.



Scioto still high- doesn't help. MS are unbalanced. Not sustainable.



Too much imbalance of MS. Too long of bus rides for area 1.



Seems like you are moving less students and getting a better



Too much travel. Scioto too overcrowded, will be an issue again. Not

R

AF



students and families. Utilization for each building allows for growth.




D

utilization amount. Utilization from the middle schools is a big drop

a lot of growth in Ashville, should not be a huge concern.

though- not sure I like that too well.



Too spread out at SBE

Seems that this might be a temporary plan and could result in more



Transportation

division. Does not allow for Scioto growth (Chestnut/Southern Point)



Transportation and longevity.

Slight decrease for Scioto, but disjoined boundary lines. Least amount 

Transportation costs need to be considered. Longevity of the plan.

of students impacted-LONGEVITY

Transportation for those kids in NW part of county is concerning- long





Still high utilization of Scioto and Walnut. West still high utilization.



Still high utilization of Scioto. Doesn't allow for future growth coming-



Transportation from Area 1

Chestnut commons (not long term successful)



Transportation is less than ideal. MS utilization literally transfers from



ride.

The ES seem balanced out well. Taking kids down by Hagerty to West
seems unnecessary and would probably be better balanced if they
42
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Transportation long moving kids up in Southern Point down to SBES



Transportation would be a concern of the NW district that would
move to SB.



Travel for a great number of students seems extensive. Seems as if



Travel too far and too long for elementary students.



Unbelievably stupid.



Very long transportation for the northwestern students. Longer

T

middle school utilization is reversed from today.

AF

transportations increase risk of accident, bus issues, fuel costs, etc.


Very long travel for kids.



Walker Pointe is within walking distance to Scioto and I feel that
sending SB kids to Walnut is too long of a bus ride.

R

Way too long of a bus ride for kids in zone 1

D
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Option 3: Monday Group Comments



"We don't hate it" plan.



Bussing everywhere, Scioto doesn't have room for growth.



Bus drivers might move- not good for kids given better options.



Bussing nightmare.

Doesn't solve a utilization problem



Dislike- unbalanced MS, Scioto high utilization, long bus rides



Bus time for kids.



Do not like the lower longevity of the plan due to the higher



Dislike- long transport, bad MS split, population at West not enough
Indifferent, but concerned about long bus rides for section 1 and
section 3. Like middle school split.

Long bus rides.



Longevity is an issue.



Low number of students move. Transportation issue.



Not really enough kids, high % of usage at WMS, far distance from far

AF





T

room for relief at Scioto.

percentage at Scioto and unbalanced MS. Bussing issues.



Long bus routes.



Long term issues



Long travel for children, larger number of students moving to new



Too long ride

schools, overcrowding in Scioto is still an issue.



Transportation issues. Doesn't alleviate Scioto issue- not a long term

NW corner, not a good utilization of Ashville.

No room for Scioto growth.



Too high utilization in Scioto, long bus rides for some.



Too long of bus rides for students furthest away



Too much bussing and increased traffic and cost to schools/parents.



Transportation time for new South Bloomfield students. MS

solution.



Transportation too long.

D

R



imbalance. Does not move as many students.


Transportation times.



We dislike the section 1 change. It doesn't make sense.



Zone #1/ zone #3 drive times.
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100% feeders into middle schools is beneficial to students and their

get to SB. Think of the little ones, especially. Also, there's a significant

education.

imbalance of students at the middle schools. Likes - I like that the



1 and 2 are better plans.

elementary are balanced in population, though.



Affects less kids than options 1 and 2, but it is unrealistic for the kids in



Dislike: Don't think this option is enough of an impact to help the

group 1 to travel that far. Doesn't list a challenge of "Moving students

issue. And is only impacting select communities.

from close proximity to a school further away" when that applies here 

Does not allow for much growth.

as well.



Does not clear enough of Scioto, puts Walnut at a higher utilization.



Does not make since to bus the kids from the most northern part of

T



Again I do like the feed into middle schools



Again moving one of the furthest communities to one of the southern

the district to the most southern

AF



most schools.





Again not an even distribution for elementary or middle schools.



Any concerns about the longevity of the plan should be of high
priority.

Doesn't account for the growth at Scioto and we would have to
redistrict again in the near future.



Doesn't allow for future growth in Commercial Point at Chestnut
Commons and Walker Point. Still uneven middle school utilization and

Balance of middle school use not equal and/or in close percentage.



Before/ After school from Goddard School in grove city. Disruptive



Doesn't look like a fair option to those in the NW part of our district.

to many students in the district. Length of time it would take to get



Doesn't seem right to move the kids in section 1 all the way to SB,

D



R



appears to need more buses? Transportation issues.

to the school in emergency situation. Seems odd to ask the northern

doesn't mention a challenge of moving kids from a closer proximity

most residents to go to the furthest south school.

school to one farther away.

Believes this will still make the flow into West very high as more



drawback distance for some students to travel

developments are built.



East Middle School is under utilized. Seems to not be a good long



Boundaries seem strange-either side of Scioto going to sb.

term choice.



Busing students from Orient to SBES is poor usage of district resources.



May be a short-term fix.



Entirely too far for students living in the NW portion of the district. I do

not believe that anyone can truly state this makes a good option!

Could have some transportation challenges for NW portion of the



Even though my student wouldn’t be moved, I wouldn’t want to see

district.

students from the far northwest moved either due to my concerns

Dislike - Northwest corner of the district has a long way to travel to

about long bus routes for those families as previously stated.
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I am not sure that busing kids from Orient to South Bloomfield is in the



I like that it impacts fewer students and families. I like that it impacts

best interest of the student.

fewer properties. I dislike that students in section 3 have to be

I dislike option 3 because it moves a lot of kids to far away from

transported so far to Walnut. Dislike that students (especially K, 1,

where they are at now.

and 2) in western-most and northern-most areas are transported so



I don't like how much area South Bloomfield Elementary covers.

far, and it will have to mean long bus rides for them.



I don't like that children in Orient would be bused around a closer



school to get to South Bloomfield. And I worry that Scioto would be
overcrowded within a very few years with its high utilization under this



feel time spent on the bus for those in the northwest area would be
too much.

I don't like that this plan does not allow for much growth of SES or



I see increased bus times and distances as a big obstacle here.

WMS.



I think the travel time for the NW area will be excessive and

I don't like the fact the middle schools are not balanced. The

unnecessary.

elementary schools have a better balance between them, however



empty seats.

of the district to have to travel exponentially farther when Scioto ES is

R

It doesn't seem to make sense for those students in the northwest part

I don't not like the distance the northwest part of the district has from
its proposed ES. Additionally I feel like the utilization at SES is still to

much closer to them.


high considering the growth rate of the area.





It doesn't seem like it is solving any problems. It is very short term.

I still don't think Ashville elementary should have the larger amount of 

D



the first two plans. This plan does not seem as complex. However, I

AF

plan.

I like that the number of affected families is cut in half from that of

T



It does not address Scioto's utilization and you will have kids on a bus
for a hour or more daily. The balance is off.

I have concerns about the transportation costs and if this plan gives



It doesn't seem to make sense for those students in the northwest part

SES enough room for growth.

of the district to have to travel exponentially farther when Scioto ES is

I like that all major subdivisions are not moved. This plan keeps my

much closer to them.

children in the highest quality school, the only reason why we live



It makes no sense. Is this a decoy plan?

where we do.



Just does not make sense to move these areas around. Bussing

I like that it's inclusive, however, it is very far for the children to have
to get to South Bloomfield if they live in the northwest boundary of

nightmare.


the map.

Keeps the three major developments together at Scioto, but the
movement around the school seems wrong.
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less students moved, but imbalance in enrollments seems



Not even considerable

problematic



Not in favor of my child having to relocate schools when he just

Like that it displaces fewer students. Do not like that additional

started this year.

redistricting may need to be done in a few years.



Not utilizing Ashville



Makes no sense students will have to travel too far



Number of families affected is lessened. Sector 1 students have to



Middle schools imbalance an issue. Scoot still high. Seems again short
term.
Moves a large number of students; utilization of the schools in the
proposed plan does not balance.



This is important.

Moving kids to a school farther away will just create issues and
conflict

Only impacts 277 students and keeps the neighborhoods together.

T




Option 3 is logical; more equitable elementary school utilization



Our children would have to attend a middle school that is further

AF



travel too far to a school.

away which would leave to more bus travel time.



Not enough room for growth at Scioto, Walnut is more crowded.



No student I represent moves in this plan but I am not supportive at

only is the distance far, especially for country students who have

all of a plan that moves children such a far distance to their new

many bus stops, but I don't believe it moves enough students to

school.

make a long term difference. It only moves 83 students from Scioto

R

None of these options are great! I am so sorry I voted for a levy that



has done nothing for the district! Land with no income or high school

will be filled up very quickly. I think that if you choose this option we

for 13 years! Empty building that will solve all of these problems!! So

will be back here in 3-4 years determining boundary line again. Also,

sad. I will remember this when it is time to vote on board members

utilization of the middle schools are uneven with this plan.

again.



Same as above

Not a bad option overall. If the concern is Scioto is still over utilized



Seems as if transportation will be very long for a good number of

then is there a way to have any further development in that area go

to S. Bloomfield?


Pulling students from the southwestern most corner is too far. Not

to SBE and with the new subdivisions coming in those empty spaces

D





students.



Not a fan of long bus drives. Sending the western end of the district
to SBES seems extensive. They have to pass an elementary school to
get to one?

Separation in areas of district but 100% feeder into middle school
liked.



Some of the elementary students in the furthest boundaries of the
district will be riding a bus for far too long !!
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Starting to look better but again, the distance for NW corner kids is



already long so sending them on to SBE is a crazy bus time. Do you
really think Ashville will grow that much more?


This is a short term fix. Thus wasting the money spent on the research
group.



Still some transportation concerns but the distance of them isn't as

This one is better that the first two options, but it still will cost in
transportation.

large as option 2. Provides some close proximity between their home



This option leaves room for growth at S. Bloomfield as well. There is a
good chance that building there will expand, so they will need more



Students would have to travel too far to get to South Bloomfield.

room for growth.



Supports a very large division of families that chose their home




the district should not be bussed that far. I can't believe that this
option was even considered, let alone made it to one of the final

situation in a few short years.

choices.

The schools aren't balanced. The boundaries are discontinuous. It

R

The transportation in the northwest part of the district-that seems like

D

capacity.

This plan has some areas "cut out" and bus travel, especially for
young children would be long each day.
This will take kids west of commercial point to the furthest school (SB).
This does not make sense and doesn't seem like it would be cost

This allow for any currently unplanned future growth, for those

effective for transportation purposes.


This would be my second choice because I think it is good

This alternative moves kids the longest distance away to SB. It's too

transportation wise but I don't think it will be good long term because

far away. And, it doesn't leave open the potential of development

I feel it will eventually have south Bloomfield elementary containing

in the Scioto area. With the option, the schools are out of balance

to many student as neighborhoods expand

and it's not a good use of spreading the students out.





students to be the ones to move.


This option would be very hard to sort out the transportation and
district.

There are still a lot of empty seats in two of the elementary schools,
while the schools that are growing the fastest are still close to 90%





wouldn't be fair at all to those students in the Northwest corner of the

a long time on the bus for those kids when Scioto is right there.


This option makes no sense to me. Kids from the northwest corner of

The room for growth is not solid and thus we may again enter this

makes no sense.




AF

location based on the school and school system

T

and schools. Provides a bit more Balance of students.



This would raise transportation cost and travel time. Doesn't allow for

This helps out my family but places other district families in as equally

growth at Scioto. After chestnut commons is complete Scioto will be

of a bad position as option 1 and 2 do for my family.

right back to where it is now.
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To short term. Doesn't seem to truly fix issue at Scioto.

better options for parents for child care



Too far to bus the kids West of Commercial Point to SB



Transportation of students from the furthest Northwest point to South

amount of kids. Kids in the Bloomfield hills area should not be

Bloomfield is not ideal. You are catapulting students over

moved, they can walk to school and it makes no sense to pay for

Commercial Point to get them to their elementary school. 100%

busing when the kids can walk for free.





Won't fix over crowding

for growth, with each school having either balanced and/or



Won't fix the problem



Won't work in my opinion.



Won't work. We will be doing this again in a few years.

T

middle school feeders is a huge benefit to the students. Plan allows
underutilized.
Unbalanced class sizes across the board. (two highly utilized

AF



we that option 6 is the best option because it moves the least

elementary and two low...one highly utilized MS and one lower)

Also, I do not like the fact that kiddos will be on a bus in direct route
PAST a school to get to another.
unbalanced middle school enrollment



Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a

R



precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as


D

segregation by area.

Unsupportive of this option due to increase in distance of

transportation (and cost) for Area 1. Would consider changing to
supportive if part of Area 3 was sent to AES and part of Area 1 was
sent to SES. I am also concerned with unbalance of middle school
utilization and whether this would have to addressed in the next few
years due to growth in Commercial Point area. Feeder utilization is a

positive result as is the low number of students that would change
schools.


Walker Pointe elementary students can still walk to school allowing
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100% feeder is good.



Affects all buildings though.

Point- bad reception from locals. Way underutilization of East MS.



Area 1 (Walker Pointe) to S Bloomfield is concerning, but not overly

Keeps Walnut way under utilized, with no projected growth in Walnut

concerning. S Bloomfield proper to Ashville doesn't make a lot of

school boundaries.



sense either.





Ashville and Scioto not lowered enough.



Because my child won't move.



Because my son would be able to stay at Scioto K-5



Concerned about longevity of this plan.



Daughter can stay at neighborhood school (SB)



Dislike moving students from area 1 to SBES- causes separation.



Do not punish one development.



It really makes no sense to take students that live in commercial point

T



and move them from a school in Commercial Point.
Lacks geographic sense.



Least disruptive to students and considers travel time. Good utilization

AF



across all schools. Moves fewest students.
Less movement, band aid plan.

Does not make sense for Walker Point to SBES based on proximity.



Less students affected.

Southern Point should feed SBES and Walker Point SES. Long term



Like- effects much less than the other options

utilization for SES not good. Area 3 increases drive time for students



Like- smaller changes. Dislike- not a solution, short term band aid

when certain kids can physically see SBES from house.



Like- Southern Point students remain in the closest school to them.

D

R



Does not move as many students. Less bus routes.



East of 23 should go to EMS



Effects all buildings.



Evens out utilization, maintains minimal bus time. Decreases

They Y program will remain unaffected for Scioto students


Likes- # of students moved, balance, 100% feeders. Dislikes- proximity
of some schools-kids, concerned with longevity, Walker Pointe to
SBES.

community in commercial point option.



It makes no sense to move students so close to Scioto to South
Bloomfield





Isolates Walker Pointe from their local community of Commercial



Far less impact on students and their families. Imbalance at MS level

Makes Scioto and West larger and construction is happening in the
area which will push numbers into the 90%

is not as important as uprooting students who are still learning social



Moves less students.

skills.



Moves too many students

Good utilization. Lower number of students impacted than options 1



Moving students all living in a village or town like commercial point to

and 2, Walnut not utilized as much as option 4b.

a school outside is bad for the community.
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Moving students from close school to one further away. Imbalance

geographically). Is most logical to move Walker Pointe to a school in

of utilization of MS

South Bloomfield, they are closer than Chestnut Farms and Southern

Moving Walker Point makes less sense for transportation- Walker Point

Point. Most balanced utilization.

is in commercial point. Not a long term solution.



This is not as much movement as the previous 3 options, and it allows

Not going to help long term and Walnut still underutilized.

Scioto room for future growth.



Only 255 moving. Less distance in the moving. % at each school



This only displaces 255 students/

similar.



This option seems fair to more people overall.



Underutilization of Walnut, long term issues with the plan.



Use 23 to split MS

T



People in Walker Pointe can see Scioto from their backyards.



Problem with longevity.



School closest is the one moving so less time in travel. Smaller number 

Utilization % are best.

of students moving (whether school bus or parent bus).

Walker Point is extremely close to Scioto ES, so I don't think location



AF





School that are very close to names will not be where students

wise, it makes much sense. I also think the MS portions are too far

attend.

apart. Could create a future problem.

Sends us back to West MS when East is 5min down the rd.



Walker Point is too close to Scioto to move elsewhere.



Splits community of Commercial Point taking Walker Pointe and



Walker Pointe is closer to SBES than Southern Point. Overall travel

R



D

bussing them to S Bloomfield. Does speak to Scioto ES overcrowding.

times seem to be less. Maintains contiguous boundaries without an

Under utilizes the resources at Walnut.

isolated communities.



Still huge underutilization at Walnut, where no growth is expected.



Students should be able to go to the school that is closest to them.



They are a community. # of students affected # of transportation

Without more time to really consider it, my answer here is like option
2.



You're moving Walker Pointe out with walking paths to the school to

students.

move Southern Point in which causes even more bussing to move



Take kids next to Scioto to Bloomfield

everyone just to keep Southern Point.



The amount of children displaced is more reasonable than options 13. Utilization leaves room for growth from Chestnut Farms (SP is locked
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23 should be divider moving kids close to east all the way west



Does not support a long term fix.

doesn't seem like a good idea,



Doesn't makes sense to move kids that are within walking distance to

Allows balance for all ES but there are concerns of Scioto with the

a further school but it has its positives for my neighborhood and my

economic growth in their area.

kids.



Allows for growth at Scioto= Chestnut Commons.



Also doesn't move a lot of students. Frees up more of Walnut, but



again.

most of that is farmland.


Although #1 is close to Scioto they already ride the bus. This doesn't



Doesn't seem like a permanent solution.



Doesn't utilize Walnut well.



Don't like how one section of district is secluded into moving, like

AF

affect as many students as the 1-3 options. Or make the Walker

Pointe kids be walkers since so close to Scioto so at least save money
for the district.



balance of MS.



Even boundary lines- boundaries are grouped well.

Any plan with concerns on longevity at this point should not be an



Getting the utilization to an almost even would be beneficial.

option.



I don't see how it balances all the ES/MS or fix any problems- Walnut

Appears to be the option that creates the least long distance

R



transportation. Longevity concern- East/West imbalance leaving

still way under.



neighborhood.

D

Walker Pointe away from Scioto which is right next to the


Doesn't move enough students and will have to come to the table

T



I live in Walker Pointe and I couldn't imagine sending my daughter all
the way to a new school. We live so close to Scioto that I walk my
kids to school.

Dislike- a very close subdivision is moving to a school further, seems



like an imbalance across a variety of issues. Not proportionate

I prefer the even distribution models with clear lines/no one isolated
by neighborhood.

utilization of schools, borders are not as logical.



Isolates Walker Pointe.



Dislike- Imbalance of MS, underutilizing WES



Less students move. MS imbalance is concerning.



Does not affect my children but don't like the target of Walker Pointe



Levy was passed to make community schools, takes this away.



Does not make any sense to move kids who can see the school from



Like- few students effected. Dislike- imbalance of MS

their windows. Does move enough students to allow for more growth



Like- seems more balanced. Dislike- area so close to SES going to SB

within Scioto. Walker Pointe pays Commercial Point taxes so why



Longevity of plan is again a concern. Imbalance at middle level is a

move them at all.

concern.
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Longevity.



Low growth available. Moving kids further away from school across



around the corner from an ES. Numbers at Walnut too low.


the street from them.

Some room for SES growth. Middle school imbalance. Small amount

Lowest overall plan to move students. Ashville may be higher % of

overall of students impacted.

students.



Makes a little more sense.



Makes sense geographically. Cuts out some travel for Walnut school.

Splits up what is already a small community; Walker Pointe is very
close to Scioto.

Allows room for growth at each school. Keeps boundaries stream

Still moves a lot of students. Seems to have equal distribution of
elementary students. Seems to minimize transportation-times/
distances.

AF

lined.



T





Shorter commute for SBES to WES change. SBES enrollment increases.

Making kids 1 mile from a school move to a school many times that



Students are already close to school.

seems absurd.



Students living near TVEMS should not be forced to West simply

Moves kids that are close to the school far away. No longevity.

because they attended South Bloomfield. Kids get to know one



Moves kids that are in South Bloomfield that are close proximity to the

another through extra-curricular activities so could handle a two way

building.

split at MS.

Moving a subdivision that close to the school doesn't make sense





Moving kids away from closest school.



Moving Walker Pointe which is in Commercial Point makes no sense-



The better option for growth of Scioto. East MS not utilized enough.

why bus kids for no reason? MS utilization is out of whack.



The biggest issue is the lack of re-distribution in MS population.



No longevity in this plan.



The underutilization of Walnut is a concern because there is less



No reason to move Walker Pointe when they are so close, longevity,



Okay plan but 4b makes more sense.



Pro- fewer students get moved. Con- isolates Walker Pointe.



Same with options 1 and 3, taking kids form the South, right by East,

D



R



Students that live so close to Scioto should be able to continue going
to that school. I also believe this would only be a short term fix.

growth projected.


These students are within walking distance to Scioto. It would be silly
to have to start bussing them.



This doesn't balance the MS utilization enough and adds a wrinkle of

all the way up to West seems more difficult than it needs to be.

moving students that are very close to Scioto down to SB which



School still overcrowded.

seems sort of silly, but in the grand scheme would not be a deal



Shifts too many students away from school that may literally be right

breaker.
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This option moves fewer students for a minimal disruption to students
and families. Utilization for each building allows for growth,



Too much imbalance for MS.



Walker Pointe and Chestnut should be in Scioto, it is their
neighborhood school. South Bloomfield should be in their



Walker Pointe is right by Scioto. We pay RITA taxes that supply money
to the roads that Southern point doesn't pay but will be using. I

AF

bought for Scioto. They were ranked 9/10. South Bloomfield was 7/10.

T

neighborhood they live in.

I could have bought a home $20,000 cheaper in South Bloomfield.
But I bought based on how they are ranked.


Walker Pointe would be isolated.



Walnut is more of an area that is not going to experience much more
You're moving students from a closer school further away.

D



R

growth so I don't agree with the utilization of ES of MS.
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Affects all buildings.



Affects less students. Percentages are good.



Area closest to South Bloomfield is moving and newest built homes.



Imbalance of MS- big concern.

Fewer students impacted. MS imbalance.



Moving students from closest school.

Big movement for middle school boundary, less movement for kids,



MS- underutilization. Puts Scioto still at a higher rate of students.

high utilization at Ashville/Scioto then Walnut underutilized.



No longevity to plan. Imbalance in MS



Concerns about MS utilization.



Not a -crossing of busses. But it moves students in close proximity to



Didn't like the MS utilization, creates a problem there with growth.



Due to section 1 change and the MS utilization proposal being too

Dislike- unbalanced MS, underutilized Walnut, longevity, moving

T

neighborhood close to school far away.

Scioto.



Under utilizing Walnut. Walker Pointe in location to Scioto.



Walker close to school. Utilization not great at Walnut.



Walker Point is very close to Scioto, levy was passed because of

AF





far apart in numbers.

Had one parent very unsupportive , can walk to elementary school.



Keeps S Bloomfield families closer by moving to Ashville.

promise of neighborhood school. Community school should be #1



Like- balances ES utilization, moves lesser amount of kids. Dislike- short

focus, Commercial Point/Walker Pointe pays RITA taxes to the

term plan, moves neighborhood that is currently close to Scioto far

community, don't want to not benefit from it.

R



away, underutilizes Walnut.
Longevity biggest issue



Moves a subdivision.



Moves less kids than 1 and 2. Moving a neighborhood that is close.

Walker Pointe unsupportive.

D





Underutilization of Walnut. 100% feeder in MS.


Moves less students, utilization #'s best



Walker Pointe very close. Long term.
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1 and 2 are better plans.



Clears out some room for new homes going up in South Bloomfield.



100% feeders into middle schools is beneficial to students and their



Concerned around the impact to middle schools. Pretty large

education.

distance for students to move from East to west middle schools



100% feeder is a POSITIVE

which makes things more challenging for after school activities.



100% middle school feeders is a huge benefit to the students.



Concerns about future growth.

Unbalanced middle school numbers is not ideal. Walnut is



Dislike: Don't think this option is enough of an impact to help the
issue. And is only impacting select communities

reason, this is not a good use of tax payers money and school



Displaces fewer students. Moves Walker Point to SBE. Walker Point is
closer to SBE than the other subdivisions.

AF

buildings. Students who are close to their elementary (Walker Point
and students in South Bloomfield) are not attending the school in



Displaces too many students.

closest proximity. Near section 3 the transportation on route 23 is



Disrupts fewer students.

dangerous.



Does not allow for growth at Scioto or Ashville. We can't just fix the

4a and b still split kids from their peer groups but the number is greatly

problem now, we need to fix it so that we will not be re-addressing it

reduced.

again in a couple years. Also, very silly to move students who can

R



T

underutilized which is also an area not expected to grow, for this

4b, just seems to make more sense.



Affects less kids, moves the neighborhood closest to south Bloomfield



Again, Walnut is least likely to experience a boom in population, so I



Does not allow for much future growth.

think it should be used to near capacity.



From a map standpoint makes sense

Almost all plans move students from close proximity to a school



I don't like that you would be moving a subdivision that can see and






D



walk to school away to another where they would absolutely have to
be bused.

farther away. Why is this just a challenge for this plan? This is nearly

walk to Scioto Elementary farther away, this doesn't make sense. It

the same plan in terms of impact to students as 1 and 2 as someone

still leaves Scioto with 80% utilization which doesn't give it much

has to travel farther to school. However. This plan moves students the

space to grow. It also pulls students that are closest to SBE to Ashville

shortest distance.

which is taking them away from their community and the school

Any concerns about the longevity of the plan should be of high

closest to them. The utilization of the middle schools is uneven. I

priority.

believe this too would only be a short term plan and we will be back

Balances enrollment at elementary schools.

again in a couple of years determining boundaries again.
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I can imagine families that live next door to Scioto will have issue with

walk to Scioto ES/West MS to now have to be transported.

being made to have their kids transported to a school farther away.



It isn't much change but gives some.

I don't agree with moving the Walker Point subdivision. It is silly to



It moves kids from an area where they could potentially walk to

transport them to SBE when SES is practically right next door.



I don't like the idea of students who live in close proximity to SE



having to be moved to SB.

students who could WALK to school if we needed to cut costs makes

I feel like it splits the schools up nicely, but it would be disappointing

no sense.

for the Walker Point families. They wouldn't have to go too far



is a fair scenario for the students or their parents.

I like that it keeps the feeder schools together and moves the



Least amount of students and families impacted.

neighborhood closest to South Bloomfield (although still farther for



Less disruption in communities, families, and student lives. Less

them). It meets all the goals and affects less students than the other

students impacted



Less movement of students Less backtracking for busing

I like that the number of affected families is reduced by 1/2 in this



Long term plan would not work with the middle schools.

plan also. And I appreciate that those being moved are not being



Like that boundaries are contiguous to school. Like that students in

R

options that meet the goals.


other plans.

D

moved as great of a distance as all of those being moved in the






northern-most part of county attend northern-most school. Dislike
that some kids live close to Scioto and would attend SB (section 1),

I like that the number of students affected is 1/2 of that in the first two
options. Distances traveled in those students that are forced to



Kids across the street from SES would be sent to SB, which I don't think

AF

though.


It seems like a band aid instead of a long-term fix. And moving

T



school if they had to, to an area that is very far away.

but this neighborhood is closer to SB than other neighborhoods.


Logistically , the area is closer to SB than any of the other options, but

move is also much smaller that the first two options.

I do not see how this change will support long term change and

I like this for elementary schools but doesn't sound like it would work

growth. Balance and Utilization is not significant enough to go with

out very well for middle schools

this option.

Increase of transportation cost moving kids from 1 mile away from a



Makes more sense as it does not make for horrendous bus times. The

school to another school 5 miles away. Doesn't allow for growth at

boundaries are more uniform in landmarks. Don't like how it sends a

Scioto.

group of kids close to SE down to SBE

It doesn't seem to make sense for students who live close enough to
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Minimal movement of students from current schools. 100% feeder to

there are better options to lessen the negative impacts on the kids.

middle schools.




Moves students that can probably see Scioto from their

away which would leave to more bus travel time.

neighborhood to another further school. Residents would probably

away from their homes. Build more schools in the heavy populated

Walnut, others attending Ashville and South Bloomfield. Imbalance

areas.

T

Breaks up the community of South Bloomfield-some kids are going to


next to school to another place. Imbalance middle schools. Short
term.

Moving Walker Point to South Bloomfield when they are within



Positive lowers # of students to move around

walking distance to Scioto seems silly.



Reducing the number moving is good in this plan. Closing the

My kid just started school at Scioto, we live on Freedom Run in

distance for those moved is good. Still seems a little like targeting

Meadows at Southern Point. I am supportive of this option as it will not

albeit a smaller but still one single neighborhood.

have my child relocated. He really likes his school and teachers. He is 

SB elementary idea was "sold" to the voters with the idea of the SB

OCD and does not handle change well at all. Its also nice as we

community finally getting a school of their own. These students live in

D

currently live less then 10 min away, so if something was to happen

the SB community, but yet will attend Ashville. This reflects badly on

we are very close. We built our house less then 3 years ago where we

the district.

did because we wanted our children to attend Scioto.


People build because of schools and could cause busing those right

AF

Moves students within line of site of SES and SBES to schools nearly

R



People bought in SP in order to go to this school. WHY would you
make the kids spend extra time on the bus to go to a school furthest

five miles away.




have a hard time understanding why that is even a good option.

at the middle school.


Our children would have to attend a middle school that is further



My thoughts on 4a and 4b are basically the same, though I favor 4b.
This moves allows space for all the growth currently happening in

Scioto's growth is not going to be coming from Walker Point, it is only
1 minute drive from Scioto and can walk there.



Chestnut and Ashville (woods?), more-so in 4b than 4a.

Seems like a lot of building moving and bus travel to switch students
during elementary school years.



No huge shift of students, but long bus rides



Not a long term solution and schools agent being equally divided.

school. Also, bussing would be an issue because the areas that are



Number of students affected and distances kids would move is

traveling further are rural and not a large pickup such as other plans

lessened are the positive points of this option. However, I still think

were.
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Solves issue and involves fewer moves for students



Students in Walker Point are within walking distance to Scioto



Elementary. There is no sense in transporting the students closest to

Commercial Point. They have an elementary school that is right next

their home school all the way down to South Bloomfield.

door. Bussing them over to South Bloomfield does not make sense.

Students living in South Bloomfield should not be made to travel to a

Not only that, some students that are beside South Bloomfield would

farther school. I believe having an elementary in South Bloomfield for

move to Ashville when the school is right there.

students living there was a promise during the levy campaign.


This does not make sense for the people living in the southern point of



Students seem to be schooled in their relative location. I also like the
feed into middle school

This gives natural boundaries. This makes most sense. Keeps South

T



utilization is concerning.

Bloomfield proper going to closer Ashville site instead of Walnut.
This has part of commercial point going to SBE and kids close to SB

AF





Students so close to a school should not be moved that far away!

going to Walnut, which is another far drive/ride and doesn't make



Targeting the Walker Point subdivision and odd splits of the other

sense.

areas south

The areas moved for this are closer to the newly designated schools
than those in previous options.



D

This is a short term fix. Thus wasting the money spent on the research
group.



The elementary schools are more balanced, but the middle schools
are not. I feel this option is a band aid.



R





This keeps my children in the highest performing school, where I
purposefully built our home.



The numbers line up, less transportation issues as Walker Pointe is

This makes sense from a map planning and transportation standpoint
and balances the schools out well.

closer to South Bloomfield with less busses.



This option appears to limit the extent of transportation distance by

The students in Walker Pointe are within walking/biking distance to

some slight changes. During the November 14 meeting it was

Scioto ES and are part of the Commercial Point Village community

mentioned that the Administration might allow kids in Area 1 to walk

The Walker Point kids are so close to the school and live in the Village.

to SES within a certain distance. I am basing my support on this

They could walk to school if needed. I also don't feel this is a good

information, even utilization of each elementary school, and small

long term solution for the expected growth at Scioto.

transportation increase. Only concern with this plan is the uneven



These are the closest to SB so they should go.

utilization of middle schools and whether this would need to be



These children live the closet to the school.

addressed in near future due to growth around Commercial Point.



This appears to be a viable solution. The imbalance of middle school 

This option does not allow for growth at west middle school.
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This one is better that the first two options, but it still will cost in

Southern Point is in Orient and it makes much more sense to transport

transportation.

students in that neighborhood to South Bloomfield.

This option makes sense to me. It looks like you are regrouping



communities that are the closest to the schools instead of bussing

precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as

kids longer than necessary.

segregation by area.

This option moves students from walker point to SB. This takes kids out 

Walker Pointe can walk to Scioto except for crossing 762, and it is

of their community and sends them to a school out of their area. It

literally a 1-2 minute drive to the Scioto. Imbalance at middle

makes more sense for the southern point students to go to SB as they
point and should be left with their neighbors at Scioto.

Pointe.



This option splits a Village. It takes kids that could walk to their school

better options for parents for child care
Walker Pointe is within walking distance to Scioto Elementary.

that the busses travel on. It's not right to tax those homes and then



Walker Pointe should not be moved. The kids are within walking

R



This plan doesn't move enough students to allow for the upcoming

distance of Scioto.



wouldn't fly for the long haul.

D

growth in the SES area. I believe this would only be a band-aid and


Walkers Pointe is closest to South Bloomfield and would require less
busing than moving other neighborhoods.



This plan is not a "fix", it is a band aid. As a tax payer in the district, I
want a long term fix, not a short term fix.



Walker Pointe elementary students can walk to school allowing

and moves them. The people in this Village pay extra taxes for roads
take them to a school in another area!


schools. Main growth at Scioto is not going to come from Walker

AF

are a self contained community. Walker point is part of commercial


Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a

T



Walnut is under-utilized. Is there development plans for the future that
this is would be necessary to have?



Was the north/south border of 762 discussed? While some of the kids

This plan seems fair and I believe over the next several years as farm

may be going further away from a school, the options of 1 and 2

land is sold and developments are created - Walnut will see more

have kids going past a school to another. same situation.

kids.



We that option 6 is the best option because it moves the least



This seems like a temporary fix.

amount of kids. Kids in the Bloomfield hills area should not be



Unbalanced middle school enrollment

moved, they can walk to school and it makes no sense to pay for



Uneven middle school utilization and moves a close neighborhood

busing when the kids can walk for free.

within Commercial Point corporation limits to a school further away.
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While the students may live close to Scioto, they are also a lot closer
to South Bloomfield then students in the previous planned changes.
The schools are balanced and fewer students are effected.



Why move students who are so close to the current school they are
attending to a school further away ??????
Why send children that live that close that far away to school



Won't fix over crowding



Won't fix the problem



Won't work in my opinion

D

R

AF

T
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23 to split MS

problems.



Again splits Walker Point from community of Commercial Point less



I like the option of giving AES an opportunity for growth.

than 1/2 mile from ES. Under utilizes Ashville, while still keeping Scioto



Increasing utilization percent for WES is good since it has the least

at 80%. Ashville growth opportunity not as great as NW Pickaway
County.



It doesn't make sense to move kids too close to Scioto

Again, moving students very far from the closest school to very far



Least disruptive (relatively). Great utilization.

away.



Leaves both Ashville ES and Walnut way under capacity and

T



amount of growth. 100% feeder is good.



Band aid plan/



Because my child won't change schools



Because my son would be able to stay at Scioto K-5



Bus ride length- best option for shortest buses. Less students



Leaves room for growth.

impacted. MS feeders good. ES balanced.



Like- only a small number of children are affected and the school

AF

their local ES- not well received by locals. Causes community
disconnect.

Children in village of Commercial Point cannot utilize school building

they are moving to is not far away, shorter commutes. The Y program

in CP (Scioto)

will remain unaffected for Scioto students.

Daughter can stay at neighborhood school (SB)





Do not punish one development.



Does not move as many students as well as utilization % on all of the



D



R



unbalances the MS. 100% feeders is good. Isolates Walker Point from

Like- smaller changes. Dislike- not a solution, a short term fix. Build
more schools! Use modular.
Likes- # of students moved, balances #'s, 100% feeders. Dislikes-

ES are the best percentages possible with all the options. Also, the

proximity of some schools-kids, concerned with longevity, Walker

best bus routes needed.

Pointe to SBES, utilization #s higher.



Doesn't impact as many kids still achieves goal.



Makes no geographical sense. Not long term.



Doesn't impact as many kids. Leaves room for growth at Scioto.



Makes Scioto and West larger and construction is happening in the



East of 23 should go to EMS



Far less impact on students and their families. Imbalance at MS level



Moves 255 students.

is not as important as uprooting students who are still learning social



Moves less students.

skills.



Moves too many students.

Good decrease in numbers. Efficient transportation. Foresee MS



Moving kids from a school in the neighborhood they live is not fair.



area which will push numbers into the 90%
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Moving students from close school to one further away. Imbalance



Utilization percentages are best. Less change for most students.

of utilization of MS



Walker Point close to Scioto moves to SB. Imbalance of MS.



Moving students to schools further away.



Walker Pointe is closer to SBES than Southern Point. Overall travel



MS imbalance.

times seem to be less. Maintains contiguous boundaries without an



My concerns are similar to option 4a.

isolated communities. Has additional advantage of shifting move



My favorite. Less students being moved. Less geographical

load to WES which is the ES with least potential for future growth.

movement.
Not as much movement as the 3 options, still room for future growth
at Scioto

move Southern Point in which causes even more bussing to move
everyone just to keep Southern Point.



Part of section 2 moves students from closer proximity of AES to WES.



People in Walker Pointe can see Scioto from their backyards.



Pros- moving fewer kids. Cons- kids living so close and having to go to
a different school.

You're moving Walker Pointe out with walking paths to the school to

AF





T



Scioto not lowered enough.



Sense us to West MS when East is closer- longer bus ride



Smaller area of students- moved to a reasonably closer area- better

D

R



than sending young students on a bus for a long period of time- this
would have a shorter bus route than options 1 and 2


Students that are closest to the school should stay at the current
school.



The total of students being displaced is 255. The utilization is much
better between all buildings.



There is less total movement but still room for growth at SES



This option creates clear boundary lines and utilization to all the
schools
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A little less disruption.



I dislike students that are closer to Scioto further away.



Affects my child's school



Impacts less students.



Again doesn't seem permanent



Isolates Walker Pointe.



Again leaves Scioto with no growth. Walker Pointe is right next to



Kids are already close school.

Scioto, I walk my kids to school, we live in Walker Pointe.



Levy was passed to make community schools, takes this away.

Again same reason as 4a impacts the least students and these



Like- fewer students moved. Dislike-imbalance @ MS

students are still bused. Or make them walkers since so close to save



Like- numbers pretty well distributed. Dislike- community so close to



money.

T



Scioto going to SB

Again Walker Pointe too close to move.



Balances ES and MS



Basically the same as 4a, but I would choose this over that one since



Longevity



Low growth available. Walker Pointe shouldn't have to move.



Makes sense geographically. Don't like the imbalance at the middle

AF



it utilizes Walnut much more.

schools. Like that the kids go to elementary and middle school

Boundaries are even and not isolated.



Boundary 2 seems very large and causes WES to gain a lot of kids



Moves kids closest to school. No longevity,

and utilize more while AES stays the same size with plenty of room to



Moves kids that are in close proximity to Scioto school away

spare.



Moves students that may be near an ES to a school further away.



Moving kids so close to a further school doesn't make sense. Very

D



together.

R



Dislike- a very close subdivision is moving to a school further, seems
like an imbalance across a variety of issues. Not proportionate

similar to 4a. Seems to not affect those other than Walker Pointe.

utilization of schools, borders are not as logical. Not long term.



Moving zone 1 from closest school. Transportation to WES

Dislike- moves students further away, longevity of this option is very



No long term plan.

short term, underutilizes the middle school and AES



No longevity in plan,



Doesn't move a lot of kids, could see needing more growth early on.



Not enough movement of students. Will have this problem again



Feels like there is no room for growth.



Gives more room for growth to Scioto and Ashville. I like the 100%



Pro- moves fewer students. Con- isolates Walker Pointe.

feeders.



Reduces bus/transportation times/distances. Keeps most elementary





sooner rather than later.

Helps the district out the most I think.

in the 80% band of utilization.
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Same as 4a, but this one makes more sense. Imbalance of MS

area would not have a disruption and most important, this area is



Same as 4a. I bought for Scioto. They are ranked higher than SB.

closer to SB than Southern Point. Obviously not as close to Scioto but

Houses are more expensive than South Bloomfield. Why would you

a good option.

move SB to Walnut? Too far in the winter. Lowers my house value. SB
isn't ranked as good as Scioto.

neighborhood school. South Bloomfield should be in their

Same as 4a. Not a long term solution with very unequal MS

neighborhood they live in.

population. What is the point in evening out the ES if the MS will then
have a problem?
Seems more reasonable for SB kids to go to Ashville than Walnut.

should not be transported further away!



You're moving a community that is right across from the school and is

Walker Pointe is right next to Scioto, doesn't make sense to move to

in the same village as the school. Also with paying tax we maintain

SBES.

roads, with buses and increased traffic from school events that does

The MS is still unbalanced and the longevity of the plan is still a

cause more wear and tear that us as tax payers are responsible.

R

concern.


We passed a levy with the promise of a SB neighborhood school! The
people in SB were very excited with a neighborhood school and

Imbalance between East and West creates longevity concern.





AF



Walker Pointe and Chestnut should be in Scioto, it is their

T





The utilization at Walnut is good- however you don't gain much for

D

Scioto.


Think this option is better than 4a/



This is a band aid and doesn't allow growth or longevity.



Too many challenges for this plan. Want to balance student
populations across all schools. We need to utilize Walnut's empty
space.



Too many negatives/too few positives,



Utilization of most evenly distributed. Low # of students affected.



Utilization of the schools seems better in this plan. The growth in
Walker Pointe would feed SB and off load Scioto. Families new to the
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1 parent very unsupportive. Most liked this one on Neutral.



Better utilization of Walnut (but not Scioto)

Transportation for students that can see the school.



Doesn't seem to be a long term fix- high % at ES very different at MS



Affects less students. Percentages are good.



Imbalance of MS is big concern.



Area closest to South Bloomfield is moving and newest built homes.



Like 4a better because the South Bloomfield movement.

Fewer students impacted. MS imbalance.



Longer bus rides. MS numbers are imbalanced. Walker Pointe being



Better utilization of Walnut ES

moved when so close to Scioto.



Big movement for middle school boundary, less movement for kids,
high utilization at Ashville/Scioto then Walnut underutilized.



Moving students from closest school.



No longevity, unbalanced MS

T



Unbalanced.

like this option over A because of Ashville ES utilization.



Under utilizing Walnut. Walker Pointe in location to Scioto.



Don't move a subdivision.



Walker Pointe unsupportive.



Due to section 1 change and the MS utilization proposal being too

AF

Didn't like the MS utilization, creates a problem there with growth. We 



far apart in numbers.

Evens out utilization, but S Bloomfield families are moving too far.



Like- moves lesser students, lower travel times, even utilization. Dislike-

R



closer to school further away.

D

imbalance middle school longevity, moving neighborhood that is


Longevity is biggest issue



Moves less kids than 1 and 2. Moving a neighborhood that is close.
Underutilization of Walnut. 100% feeder in MS.



MS not balanced, Walker Pointe so close.



Utilization numbers are great, splitting commercial point and Ashville-

low utilization at Ashville but potential growth.
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1 and 2 are better plans



100% feeders into middle schools is beneficial to students and their

to a school several miles away is a problem for me. Parents would

education.

also be taxed in traveling for student activities.

As with 4a, moving students within such close proximity to the school

100% middle school feeders is a huge benefit to the students.



Balances enrollment at elementary schools.

Unbalanced middle school numbers is not ideal. Walnut is



Concerns about future growth.

underutilized which is also an area not expected to grow, for this



Dislike: Don't think this option is enough of an impact to help the

reason, this is not a good use of tax payers money and school

issue. And is only impacting select communities

buildings. Students who are close to their elementary (Walker Point
closest proximity. Near section 3, the transportation on route 23 is
dangerous.



Displaces too many students.



Disrupts fewer students.



Does not allow for growth at Scioto or Ashville. We can't just fix the

AF

and students in South Bloomfield) are not attending the school in

T





problem now, we need to fix it so that we will not be re-addressing it

4a is better for distance concerns.

again in a couple years. Also, very silly to move students who can



4a is by far the better option between the two. I do not like that

walk to school away to another where they would have to be bused.

what appears to be a large portion of students in the northern part of 

Does not allow for much future growth.

sector 2 are moved to Walnut even though they sit right by two, not



Drawback distance for some to travel

only one, other schools. But other than that no student is being



I don't like how children living right by Scioto Elementary would have

D

R



asked to move a large distance.

to travel to another school.



Affects less kids, moves the neighborhood closest to south Bloomfield 

I don't like the idea of students who live in close proximity to SE



Again, makes the most logistical sense in map, route and location

having to be moved to SB.

planning for proximity to schools






Moving a subdivision that is across from and walking distance to a

Again, SB elementary idea was "sold" to the voters with the idea of

school is ridiculous. You are moving students from South Bloomfield

the SB community finally getting a school of their own. These students

community to Walnut and the middle school populations are still

live in the SB community, but yet will attend Ashville. This reflects

uneven. This will be a short term plan with the additional

badly on the district.

developments going into Scioto area.

Any concerns about the longevity of the plan should be of high



priority.

I can imagine families that live next door to Scioto will have issue with
being made to have their kids transported to a school farther away.
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I don't agree with moving the Walker Point subdivision. It is silly to



Least amount of students impacted.

transport them to SBE when SES is practically right next door.



Like that it impacts fewer students and families. Like that it impacts

I like how the elementary schools are balanced and SES and AES

fewer properties. Like that boundaries are continuous to school. Like

both have room for growth. My one concern would be the uneven

that students in the northern areas attend school in northern areas.

distribution of the middle schools.
I like that it keeps the feeder schools together and moves the

I do not see how this change will support long term change and

neighborhood closest to SB (although still farther for them). It meets

growth. Balance and Utilization is not significant enough to go with

all the goals and affects less student than the other ones that meet



Long term plan would not work with the middle schools.

I like the fact that Walnut is utilized the fullest. This makes sense since



Marginally better than 4a. Because it allows for growth at Ashville.

there is not future projected growth out that way. Plus 100%school



Minimal movement of students from current schools. 100% feeder to

division for middle schools.

middle schools.

I like this option for elementary school but this doesn't sound like it will
be good for the middle schools at all
I see no reason for a 4B



I think it is a bad idea because it moves the kids from south






have my child relocated. He really likes his school and teachers. He is
OCD and does not handle change well at all. Its also nice as we
currently live less then 10 min away, so if something was to happen

I would think this is not a long term solution since the numbers at the

we are very close. We built our house less then 3 years ago where we

middle schools are so different. I do not understand why you would

did because we wanted our children to attend Scioto.

move any students living in South Bloomfield to another school.


My kid just started school at Scioto, we live on Freedom Run in
Meadows at Southern Point. I am supportive of this option as it will not

D



Bloomfield to far.



R



this option.

AF

the goals.


Logistically , the area is closer to SB than any of the other options, but

T







It doesn't seem to make sense for students who live close enough to

More logical move of area 2, but still targets the Walker Pointe
subdivision

walk to Scioto ES/West MS to now have to be transported.



Moves kids further away from closest school.

It doesn't seem to make sense for students who live close enough to



No huge shift of students, but long bus rides

walk to Scioto ES/West MS to now have to be transported.



My thoughts on 4a and 4b are basically the same, though I favor 4b.

Kids who live very close to Scioto ES and could walk and moves them

This moves allows space for all the growth currently happening in

very far away.

Chestnut and Ashville (woods?), more-so in 4b than 4a.
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Not as good as 4A.



Not much change and do not believe in long term this will solve the

They could walk to school if needed. I also don't feel this is a good

issue.

long term solution for the expected growth at Scioto. Schools would



Not sure how long this plan would work with growth in the future.

be imbalanced.



Once again I feel this plan is a band aid to the problem and the



These are the closest to SB so they should go.

balance to the middle schoolers is a concern.



This also keeps my children in the highest quality school, where I

Our children would have to attend a middle school that is further

purposefully built my home.

away which would leave to more bus travel time.
Same as 4a. There is no sound logic to bus children half way across
the district when they at within a mile of a school.






This increases distances kids would travel. Makes it a much more
unattractive option than 4a.

Seems the most logical flow.



Smaller number of students moved.



Splits a Village.



Still do not like how group next door to the SES would be transported

D

R



farther away.

going to Walnut, which is another far drive/ride and doesn't make
sense. Very similar to 4a

Scioto's growth is not going to be coming from Walker Point, it is only
1 minute drive from Scioto and can walk there.

This has part of commercial point going to SBE and kids close to SB

AF



The Walker Point kids are so close to the school and live in the Village.

T







This is a short term fix. Thus wasting the money spent on the research.



This one is better that the first two options, but it still will cost in
transportation.



This option appears to limit the extent of transportation distance by
some slight changes. During the November 14 meeting it was

Students in Walker Point are within walking distance to Scioto

mentioned that the Administration might allow kids in Area 1 to walk

Elementary. There is no sense in transporting the students closest to

to SES within a certain distance. I am basing my support on this

their home school all the way down to South Bloomfield.

information, even utilization of each elementary school, small



Students so close to a school should not be moved far away.

transportation increase, ensure that WES is more evenly utilized than



The numbers line up, less transportation issues as Walker Pointe is

Option 4A. This also allows AES to take in part of SBES area North of

closer to South Bloomfield with less busses. Love that Ashville has

Ashville if future needs dictate. Only concern with this plan is the

more room for utilization later and Walnut is being utilized now.

uneven utilization of middle schools and whether this would need to

The students in Walker Pointe are within walking/biking distance to

be addressed in near future due to growth around Commercial

Scioto and are part of the Commercial Point Village community

Point.
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This one is better that the first two options, but it still will cost in

precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as

transportation.

segregation by area.

This option moves students from walker point to SB. This takes kids out 

Walker Pointe can walk to Scioto except for crossing 762, and it is

of their community and sends them to a school out of their area. It

literally a 1-2 minute drive to the Scioto. Imbalance at middle

makes more sense for the southern point students to go to SB as they

schools. Main growth at Scioto is not going to come from Walker

are a self contained community. Walker point is part of commercial

Pointe.

point and should be left with their neighbors at Scioto.


This plan doesn't move enough students to allow for the upcoming
wouldn't fly for the long haul. I don't like the way South Bloomfield is



Walker Pointe is within walking distance to Scioto Elementary.



Walkers Pointe is closest to South Bloomfield and would require less
busing than moving other neighborhoods.

AF

growth in the SES area. I believe this would only be a band-aid and



T





Was the north/south border of 762 discussed? While some of the kids

split up. Right down the center of town. This could do cause

may be going further away from a school, the options of 1 and 2

polarizing effects on the community.

have kids going past a school to another. same situation.

This plan sets up the need for a new plan in the near future - one



We that option 6 is the best option because it moves the least
amount of kids. Kids in the Bloomfield hills area should not be



This seems like a temporary fix.

moved, they can walk to school and it makes no sense to pay for



Too much movement of children between schools for elementary

D

years.

R

middle school will be underutilized. There has to be a better plan.

busing when the kids can walk for free.


While the students may live close to Scioto, they are also a lot closer



Unbalanced middle school enrollment

to South Bloomfield then students in the previous planned changes.



Uneven middle school utilization and moves a close neighborhood

The schools are balanced and fewer students are effected.

within Commercial Point corporation limits to a school further away.



Why send children that live that close that far away to school

Southern Point is in Orient and it makes much more sense to transport 

Won't fix long term over crowding

students in that neighborhood to South Bloomfield. Also student



Won't fix the problem

moving from SB to Walnut would literally drive past Ashville to get to



Won't work in my opinion

their new designated elementary school.


Uneven distribution in all buildings.



Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a
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4 different buildings, staggered start times.



Child will have to get bussed.



Again, K-5 students being uprooted while developing social skills.



Concern of having 5th grade in a building with 6-8 would need to



Age of kids to be impacted. Makes no sense to move kids multiple

be good separation.

times.
Alleviates the overcrowding in SES. Affects little change to children.

moving buildings every 2-3 years. Supplies and materials for teachers-

Evenly balances the other elementary. Balances out the middle

instead of sharing with 3-4, now you share with 9-10.

schools.




Allows for greatest use of resources, facilities, etc. Allows for teacher

location.

AF

creation of gifted classrooms at more grades. Now there is not



enough1st graders at SBES to have a gifted class, only gifted subjects
on assignments.

are moved to a school that is much further away and foreign to

school building as an 8th grader.

them. The Y program will become unavailable for Scioto students

As a teacher, we are told how important vertical alignment is. It

D

once they move.


Dislike very strongly this option. Do not like potential for having kids in

collaborate with the 1 grade level above and below me

two different schools at once. This creates logistical nightmare for

BAD. Transportation nightmare. Parents trying to juggle and attend

families with both parents being working professionals.

events for special days or after school events is a nightmare.


Dislike- small students no sooner get established in one ES, then they

As a parent, I have issues with having a 5th grader be in the same

would be hard to see vertical alignment clearly, when I could only


Difficult for parents, siblings in various buildings. Teachers would need
to move to new schools depending on their credentials.



R



Creates unified feeling among housing developments. Very few
travel concerns. Kids stay together based on grade and not primary

collaboration and better curriculum programming. Allows for possible



Consideration of large groups of small children (safety). Anxiety

T







Do not like having different buildings for PK-2 and 3-5. Horrible idea!

Because my son would be bussed south of where we live for grades 3

Transportation, staffing (moving), Circleville did similar and parents

-5

hated it, hard for kids to start over at a new building in 3rd grade.



Bus travel time from N Pickaway to Walnut would be excessive.



Changes too many students, parents will have children in multiple

Walnut. In favor of Bulen-Pierce and West/North going to AES

buildings. As a teacher, I'm not sure I agree that larger cohorts would 

Doesn't seem realistic, there are too many unknowns

be a strength.

Don't like staggered start times. Love the idea to keep the boundary
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line intact for those are very upset.


but could be easier for parents dropping off.

Establishes consistent boundaries that will remain in place LONG



TERM!! Good utilization of schools and allows for future enrollments at

Impact is minimal on students, leaves the best capacity for growth in
the west side of the district.

Scioto where almost all the growth is currently and projected. Keeps



Kids at different schools, bussing

all kids together from PK to 8th grade in the communities. Good



Kids could be in different buildings. My concern about the staggered
start times could be at school longer. What times are we talking



Grade 5 should not be with middle schoolers this early.

about here. That is a concern.



Great use of resources. All seems balanced and teachers could





adjust to, scheduling.

Having kids from one family in too many different schools would be
very difficult for families.



I do not need kids in three different schools!



I find this plan ridiculous! Parents taking kids that are only a year or

(time).



R

two apart into different schools and young children trying to adjust to
new schools too frequent. Huge transportation issues.





D



More potential for all schools to grow.

I personally think this is just a complete disaster too much moving and 

Most disruptive especially for parents with multiple children. No

transportation costs.

consistency with travel patterns. Busing nightmare. Long travel times.

I really do not want different start times when my kids would be split.
sense of community. This option would weaken that.



Moves too many kids to a different school. Transportation is still a long
way for many students.



I think the leg work that would need to be done as far as moving

Multi child families may have children at all 4 schools. Staggered start

times may affect working parents.

teachers/staff for these options due to qualifications would be



extremely difficult.


Makes most sense to keep kids where they are. A lot of kids would be
effected multiple times with other options.

When students are in school for several years, they develop a better



Main concern is staggered start times. My kids are 5 years apart so
this will affect my family at every part in my kids' career at TVSD.

I have talked to teachers who say research does not support this
type of education. Cohorts are too big to be effective.



Likes- cohorts-like learning (students & teachers), allows for mods,
100% feeders, utilization balanced. Dislikes- transportation concerns





Like- consistent change. Dislike- bussing, lots of schools kids have to

AF

collaborate more effectively.

T

utilization of middle school and 100% feeders to middle schools.

Not much growth room for Ashville. Transportation from Commercial
Point to SBES too far!

If the start/end times were staggered, it would cause bussing issues
75
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Parents could have students in 4 different buildings. Potential



Too much change!

staggered start times. Transportation to Walnut. Scioto underutilized.



Too much confusion/logistic/start times with multiple elementary

Percent utilization percent's are still very high in Ashville and South

schools.

Bloomfield.



Too much school movement for students.

Poor utilization at SES- it has largest capacity. Multiple children of



Too much travel.

different ages at different schools.



Transitions are very difficult for students do not make them go

Potentially having students at 4 different schools is not feasible. What
about single parents? Single working parents. Even if the start times



Uprooting children after two years in a school is socially difficult for
that age. School culture will be difficult to maintain with constant

AF

are staggered, drop off is not as easy as just drop off. Sometimes it

through more than needed.

T



takes 20 minutes to get through. For parents involved in the school,

turnover/long travel times.

participation would be nearly impossible. How do you choose one



Way too much change for the kids.

child's school over another?



Wondering if there had been a consideration to follow this plan but

Putting a 5year old on the bus for an hour is ridiculous

placing 3-5 in West MS and moving West students to South



Seems to make the most geographical sense.

Bloomfield. This would provide significant decrease in numbers we



Students in different schools (siblings). Staggered start times.

are looking for, minimize transportation issues and maintain an ES



The potential for splitting sibling in elementary is not good for anyone.

campus.



This option is fair to all.



This option will affect, negatively, every family in the district. Every

the same people from K-8. This makes it hard to make friends due to

student in ES would have to ride a bus for at least part of the time.

the # of homerooms per grade. I don't want my kids being in 2

Too far bus travel for young kids. Lose afterschool Y program. This

different schools.



D

R





You are taking away "neighborhood" schools. Students will be with

does not benefit young children or their parents.


Too far for norther Pickaway to go to Walnut. 4-8 year old's riding a

bus for up to an hour.


Too messy! Splits up too many households. Too much bussing, parent/
school involvement issues. Takes Scioto below 70%
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Allows more face to face interaction with the teachers. Allows more



opportunities for schools to use building resources. There is a balance

nightmare. Families with multiple kids having students in 4 different

between middle schools which is a positive. Allows growth in the

buildings. Funding for enhanced teaching. Where does it come from

Scioto and SB area.

with this option?

Don’t like the thought of moving from school to school, concern for



development. Especially kids who have a hard time with change.

(ex. bathrooms, playgrounds)

Best plan. Utilization levels are excellent! Schools can have a better
concentration on each grade level.









Do not like splitting kids when schools not designed that way,

Between the 2 options because like how it targets grade levels and



Do not like. My kids would be separated.

keeps kids/grades together. Better long term growth options.



Do not the grade changes.

Buildings not designed as K-2/3-5 buildings. Primary restrooms and



Don't really like the idea of restructuring schools.

counters and boards are all low. K rooms need a restroom.



Feels like there are too many challenges for this option.

Busing is too long. Kids aren't in neighborhood schools. I like kids



From experience in split campus schools- teachers cannot

having to deal with younger and older splits. Hard on parents to be

collaborate or look at data effectively in such large groups with so

at too many schools.

many data points. The time and resources are not available to

D



Bussing issue- childcare bussing right now at Scioto to Goddard- what
about a 3rd grade sibling needing daycare? You move from 2 to 3
school transitions.




Do not like due to busing and potential of kids in 4 buildings- back to

AF

Better use of resources



split session days.

R



Dislike- too far for students to travel facilities are not designed for this

T



Dislike- staggered start times can be difficult for the district. Logistics

implement this successfully. I also believe Scioto/SB will still balloon.


Great for aligning a curriculum. Great for focused learning
environment.

Challenging for parents if they have children at multiple buildings.



Groups kids better by age. Need to provide more bus routes. Large

Transportation challenges- long bus rides for most kids,

teacher impact. Don't want good teachers to leave. Would not want

Creating PK-2 and 3-5 buildings will separate families- some families

staggered start times.

could have children in multiple buildings- multiple schedules/times/



events, etc. Younger aged children PK-5 need to have a sense of

Having children at 4 different schools would make for awful childcare
arrangements.

ownership-safety- comfort. Which they find in a PK-5 ES. This option
would not be good for the communities.



I am coming from a district where this happened and I feel those kids
where very negatively affected.
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I do not like the idea of splitting my kids to 2 different ES. SB does not



Like- balance numbers, room to grow.

currently have latch key.



Like that it allows for the resources to be used more efficiently. Dislike

I do not think this is the best plan but it is better than some.

staggered start times due to trying to plan around work schedules,

Transitioning children at such a young age to a new building with

daycare, etc.

longer bus rides does not seem best. Way too much change. Long



term, I think this would work.

experience for the students.

I feel this may be the best option as it provides a long term solution.
All buildings are well under capacity,
I feel this would be just like intermediate levels. This would be equal

Like the focus on grades at each school.



Logistic nightmare- bussing staggered start times. Money involved
above transportation- this isn't Dublin (small geography)

AF





T



and fair to all schools. Transportation may be an issue, but can be



Logistics of having kids in multiple school/transportation a concern.

worked out. Students in different buildings, happens now. Parents



Longer bus ride. Staggered pick up times seems like it would be a big

work it out. These moves would be short but fair. Student may have it
to look forward to, growing and going to a bigger school.




Multiple families will have students at different buildings. Young ages

I have 6 children and I do not want to be running from school to

get comfortable with surroundings- change in building at age 8/9

school when bus times are messed up or possibly losing my job

could affect their learning ability.


D

because I am late everyday because of bus times.


headache.



R



Like that it is flexible for growth and it would be a more enriching

People in Bloomfield Hills were told when levy passes to build the

I like the break down into PK-2 and 3-5 for enhanced programming

school (SBES) that it would be a community school. People having

and collaboration. Concern for parents about kids in 4 different

kids at different school. Room setup. Putting 3rd graders in a K

buildings, but one can already have students in 3.

classroom. Transportation issues. Puts pressure on 3rd-5th buildings on

I like the specialized focus per grade levels, however it does not

testing. Kids need to be around older kids as role models.

seem realistic with transportation. I'm not sure about this one.



Potential to split a family amongst several different buildings.

I think this is a transportation nightmare. It might work if our district



Pro- involves the entire district to address utilization; gives area for

square footage was smaller. Too much for parents to coordinate with

growth at Scioto, allows students to have smaller cohorts. Con-

kid pick up and walkers.

impact to teachers, unclear start times and transportation routes.



Interesting.



Knee jerk reaction- too drastic change for the district



SBES designed for primary students on first floor, difficulty in older
students in those classrooms. Travel too far.
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Schools are divided and students could be in different schools.

about ahead of time. Is it best to transition kids that many times?



Second grade teachers have a harder time coordinating with 3rd

Need more info and much more time to process.

grade testing. Interruption of flow of teaching.





Seems like best idea, a lot of districts are going to this.



Seems to create more complexity for parents, and more change for

This option appears to be ideal from a numbers standpoint. However,
from a parental perspective this could literally be a catastrophe.



This option does not account for the fact that Scioto will continue to
balloon, but Walnut will stay stagnant. It doesn't fix the long term



Splitting children and longer transport.

growth problem in Scioto. The west just remains overcrowded. I also



Stupid idea.



Suggest there be a good means for the 2nd grade teachers to

T

kids over time. Every child now changes schools 3 times before HS.

don't believe that this will allow for more collaboration with the

AF

teachers in the west. As it continues to grow, more teachers will need

collaborate with the 3rd grade teachers. Students and teachers

to be brought in and, I think, will lead to a "too many cooks in the

need to be prepared. Dislike- transportation and staggered starts.

kitchen" type of scenario.

Need to know how schedule works and time of transportation. Like-



longevity seems to look upward, not singling out a group, enhanced


R

programming, beneficial for student resources, 100% feeders.

and grades. After school care options?



Teacher focus and work together. Even educational opportunity for

D

entire grade.


Teachers in each grade can bond and work together.



The buildings weren't designed to be grade specific- low boards,




Too big of a district to support this idea. Staggered start would be a
nightmare.



Too far for students to travel. Buildings are designed for K-5 students. K

younger ones.

rooms are not for older kids. Playgrounds are made for K-5/small

The time staggering could be an issue for parents and kids that are

playground could not be used for 3-5

not used to a staggered bus schedule.



Think there will be more transportation needed and longer hours on
busses



This will affect the teachers and the contracts greatly and that is a
major concern.

Mentoring opportunities would be lost for older students to the



This seems to only makes sense for the neighborhood upset with
moving their kids. Too much moving and instability for kids.

bathrooms, etc. Too many resources would be needed to do this.



This plan seems to offer more options for the fluctuation of students

all together. DO not like different start times. Transporting all students.


This is a really big change that I would need a lot more information
79
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Too many building changes. Travel. Would never hold up long term
and keep residents happy.
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Too many moving parts. Possible to have kids in 3+ different schools.



Transportation concerns me.



Transportation, community, concern is longevity.



We would have kids in all schools. Child care could be an issue.



While SES gets too much space, the middle schools become
balanced.
Win-win for everyone, best for long term



With multiple children and working parents this would seem very hard



AF

when getting children to school.

T



Worst plan I have ever seen. Teachers would be displaced or have to
teach a different grade. Kids at multiple schools. Terrible
transportation issues.



You lose sense of community. It is so nice to have different grades Klittle ones would be too much.

Young kids on bus too long. Too many school changes.

D



R

5. You get to see them grow. Also transportation times especially for
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Cut & dry: simple. Easy boundaries.



A lot of moves. Potential 4 schools in family/childcare.



Dislike- displaces teachers, disruptive



Bussing too long, too spread out of a district, buildings were designed for



Geographically clear, concern- start times/schedule, good to have

K-5, not the way this is planned. Could cause low parental involvement,

groups together for education, class size distribution.

possible bus issues, strain on staff resources, hard to move.



Kids in multiple schools. 50/50 split on very supportive vs. unsupportive.



Long bus rides, least movement/impacts all the lower grades.



No one likes this.



School program issues. Siblings- transportation issues. Kids staying

Cohorts of children= positive. Fluctuate as needed. # of schools
=unfavorable. Risk of losing child on bus transport between schools.
Disruption off the ES communities.



Does normalize long term. Core curriculum.



Like- concentrated grades. Dislike- transportation, different start times,

T



AF

together.



kids at multiple schools.



Split 50/50 in group. 3 of our group members like, 3 hated



This is horrible. Really bad. Worst option ever.



Too much change.



Transportation concerns along with start times. Ashville/South Bloomfield



Most expensive for transportation. Bus times. Staggered starts a problem

for families.



Most positive conversation around this one. Seems to be most longevity.
Southern Point really likes this because no one is singled out. Doesn't think



Transportation, schedule splits

bussing is as big an issue.



Transportation. Multiple schools for families.



Need to know schedule impact. Enhances learning environment.



We don't like the staggered start options and the grade changes.



Parents may have issues with transportation, schedules- too many

D

R

percentages are still high. Number of students moving.

different times. Kids spread out in 4 different buildings. Long ridetransportation. Kids moving to different schools (con). From teachers
point- you could work with other colleagues. Number shifting in certain
grades- bigger/smaller numbers present an issue.



Positive: lower enrollment at Scioto ES & enriched learning possibilities.
Negative: Bus issues, staggered start times, having different kids in

different schools.



Some wanted more research, though, wondering if it is an option. But,
several people REALLY disliked this plan. Totally against it.
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1 and 2 are better plans



Absolutely not! The buildings would have to undergo costly

This will be great for cooperative grouping, etc. However, as a

renovations and the transportation costs would again be high.

parent, I am again concerned that my children will have to attend a

Adds diversity, allows for large growth, kids get to go to school k-12

MS that is further from our home. I truly hope that if the MS

with friends. Everyone wins especially the kids.

boundaries change that current 7th graders - who would be 8th



All buildings should remain K-5!!

graders during 2017-18 school year - could finish out their MS years at



Although this requires a lot of change for staffing reasons the change

the current middle school and not have to change for their final year

is better for students. Teachers and license should remain the same.

of middle school.



As Scioto/SB area grows, and it is, it is going to get overcrowded

AF

Teachers would first be offered their job at their current grade level,

As an educator myself - I think the Pk-2, and 3-5 makes a lot of sense.

T





then allow for shuffle. Teachers would become experts on these

quickly.

grades as would administrative staff and programming and



collaboration would be specific to students developmental and

buildings. Aside from that this looks like a transportation nightmare.

academic needs. Research shows these strategies are great for



R

achievement. This meets district goals, as outlined in community

meetings and CIP review, in which it was discussed that students will



D

Buildings are not made for this- sink, water fountains, playground, etc.
not made for little kids at both ends of buildings. Hard for parents

attend school. This setup would support where the district is trying to

having so many different schools, hard transition for kids after 2nd

go. Resources and supports for students would be used more

grade, no community schools.

efficiently. Middle school utilization is balanced. Although at first



Breaking the elementary schools up is a great idea especially if it
helps our kids learn better. This is a fantastic solutions.

get the same education in our district regardless of where they



Being a parent of 3 I personally would have students in 3 different



Buildings were built for k-5. Each end of building is tailored for little/

thought it might be hard for parents to wrap their minds around it, it is

big kids. The big kid end has taller cabinets, sinks, fountains,

commonly done at schools in other districts and it is successful.

playground, etc. Kids having to move after 2nd grade is a bad idea.

As a parent I would have major concerns with my children in 4

Having kids in multiple buildings is bad for families. Horrible idea to

different buildings with 4 different start times.

make pk-2 and 3-5 buildings

As a staff member, it would be exciting to work in a building focused



Bussing and transportation would be a huge issue!!! How do I walk

on a particular age group. We could have special programming that

my kindergartener to school and put my 3rd grader on the bus at the

is specific to age groups.

same time? It doesn't make sense to me!
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Cannot and impossible to be in 2 different places at the same time.

this. May be too difficult on the teachers and support staff. Kids

Next year I will have 1 in kindergarten and 1 in 3rd grade.

learn best by seeing older and younger students around them. This

Clearly the best option. All challenges can be addressed with

helps them grow. This option is too difficult on parents and on busing.

planning and this plan impacts the fewest number of students.



Individuals in area 1 need to travel regardless of the option.

plans and increases the transportation cost to the district. During the

Common teaching, utilizing resources and seems like a balanced,

November 14th meeting it was mentioned to someone at my table

great opportunity for Teays Valley schools

that this is the only plan that would cause the district to buy more

Dislike all the busing and increased transportation costs. Like

buses. A quick internet search was used for the following cost and is
bus cost $65,000, each additional driver $37,000 a year, each

building.

mechanic $45,000 a year, and additional cost for repairs, tires,

Fair plan for everyone. Most all people would have to make some

batteries, and fuel. Annual cost could easily exceed $400,000 a year

sort of change.

with an additional upfront cost of 8 buses for $520,000. For this

Follows the pattern of many districts; allows a solid focus on the

additional cost an addition could be added on to SES that would

development of the child within that group.

cost less and be beneficial to the district in the long run.

R



teachers can concentrate on given educational levels within each

Goes back to days of split session - could have kids in 4 different
schools. Destroys family time.



D



a quick figure that is included for a reference. Assuming that each

AF

students of same ages being congregated together. Like that



I am concerned as this option moves the most students out of all

T







I dislike option 5 because it changes the grades of Scioto elementary
school so some kids won't get the full experience of Scioto.

Good to keep kids with the peer groups they have already



I do not like this idea- especially since my child would move from

established. Kids in 4 schools is only slightly different than parents with

being just a minute away from her school (Ashville) to having to go

kids in 3 schools already so this challenge is small compared to the

all the way to Walnut.

good this idea does.



I don't like Scioto only a prek-2nd grade school. Kids that are walkers



Helps balance class sizes. 100% feeder pattern!

now have to ride bus doesn't seem economically. Plus with the class



How would resources be split? For example, some students don't

size getting bigger each year for the little ones will it work in long run?

read as well as others... so, would the library have to have older

Would YMCA after and before school care be provided at south

books and younger level books to cover the spread of abilities at

Bloomfield? My kid goes to Scioto now and she will need it next year

each school? All three schools would have to think about issues like

in third grade. How will that work?
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elementary? Busing would be a nightmare, with long bus rides for

buildings. I also think it will be a transportation nightmare.

lots of students. How would that even work? Two-hour delays would

I don't like the children having to go to two different elementary

be a nightmare. Almost ALL students AND TEACHERS will be

schools. Schools are not set up for this.

affected by this plan. Why would we uproot the entire district for this?

I don't like the idea of breaking down elementary students into two

While some may say that collaboration would be useful in these

buildings

buildings, it also takes away from the vertical collaboration. Will K-2

I don't like this option at all. This isn't splitting the children up evenly

teachers care as much about the testing grade levels when they're

T



I don't like that families could potentially have students in several

long term. I don't like the risk of staggered start times. I also don't think

out of sight? Is the district prepared to help move teachers, furniture,

this is smart transportation wise at all.

and equipment? Replace playground equipment? Playground

AF



I don't think you should split school between k-5!

equipment will not be suitable for specific grade levels. Other



I feel like Teays Valley has always been a very community oriented

districts who have gone to this type of plan have regretted it. Parents

school system, which is a real positive for schools and families. I feel

have hated it; students and teachers have hated it. Parents could

this plan completely takes away from the community school.

have a number of students in several different buildings, on several

Teachers and families build relationships over the years of elementary

different schedules... We need to think of our families, elementary

school. This option takes away from getting to know families/

teachers, and communities. This plan does NOT support them at all. It

teachers.

tears them apart.

R



D

I would be interested in seeing the projected cost of this

plan. With buildings being so far apart, it would seem this has to be





I feel this would be a good move for solving the problem district

the most expensive option. Transportation costs would have to

wide.

increase, along with the miles put on the buses. The schools were not 

I like the balance at the middle schools and the opportunity for

designed to be K-2 and 3-5 buildings. Staggered start times would

teacher collaboration. I don't like that my child would have to go to

be difficult for families.

an elementary so far away and I have concerns about time

I feel this is the most ridiculous idea. Why would we take away from

schedules and transportation.

the history & heritage of each of these schools and communities to



I like the idea of the lower grades being spread across just 2 schools,

do this? We can be a united district...proud Vikings...but still keep our

seems that it would be great for teacher collaboration. I also like the

unique history, heritage, and community. We don't expect our

fact that there is less of an age disparity in the elementary.

students to do this in our classroom...why would we do this to our
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I like the overall idea, but logistically if you're a parent picking up your

5th graders and see their growth. Former students come back when

child or taking to school activities, that's a nightmare. Schools would

they are in the upper grades and still visit me, along with their

need to coordinate REALLY well, and that wouldn't happen.

parents. If a teacher needs to touch base with a student's previous

I like this option the best out of all options because it will impact the

teacher, like to check interventions or other academic information,

community as a whole and not just certain communities. It also has

all teachers have to do is go down the hall to ask. If there were two

the least impacting challenges.

different schools, teachers would have to email or call to share

I love the idea of allowing our teachers to specialize and

information. There would not be enough Kindergarten rooms for all

collaborate.




logistics problem. Taking a whole class to Kindergarten so one or

AF

I realize this option would move elementary students around more,

but the idea of having children benefit from the change makes the

two kids can use the restroom would be a waste of instructional time.

change worth it.

Also, in some of the elementary school, this would involve a pretty

I really like the idea of the consolidation of grade levels from 4

long walk to get to the bathroom.

schools to 2. It would allow for more teacher collaboration (as

school and can walk to it, they should attend that one, not be

stated). I do have a concern for what this would do to transportation

shipped to another building. Our elementary schools are not close

costs as now more children will have to be taken to separate

enough to have sister schools-I might be able to understand this

buildings.

concept better if they were closer or we had one main campus.

R



students to have a bathroom in their classroom. This would pose a

D



T



I feel as if students can see their

I still thinks the distance causes issues but see the pluses of placing

Since all grade levels are together now, we as teachers know what

primary in one building and secondary in another building.

to expect in the next grade or what was taught the previous year.

I think this plan would be horrible for parents of elementary school

This would not be so easy if grade levels were separated. I feel there

students. If parents had a child in the K-2 building and then one in

would be a lack of vertical collaboration between teachers.

the 3-5th building you would have some parents that would be



I worry about the students who live in the Orient area of our school

involved in two PTOs, two fundraisers, basically 2 different schedules.

district could be riding a bus for 45 minutes to reach South

Students do not need to make 4 different transitions in their

Bloomfield. Parents with students in 4 different schools will cause a

education at TVSD. With the set up now, I like the idea of the

problem for families.

younger students having the older students around as role models.
Also, I enjoy watching the kids come in as K students and leave as



I think this is a radical idea. I am concerned about the distance
between the linked schools.
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I think that especially for the younger students this could potentially



be too long of a drive. As a parent, I wouldn't want to have students 

Long term solution. Fair option across all areas of the district. No one

in potentially 4 different schools. The elementary schools are all

area is singled out.

designed for k-5. There are bathrooms in the classrooms for



kindergarten students. Then you are going to have considerations

possibility. SB rooms not all built for 3-5 grade kids. Or playgrounds.

like the libraries.

May cause more money being spent.

I think this is just too much moving around for young kids. I also think
some of this bus rides continues to be too long.
I would definitely support this idea. I would like to know how this

laser-focused on the grades they teach.

would effect transportation costs compared to now. I would also like 

Many teachers would have to move classrooms which is a lot of

to know what the staff of all the elementary schools think of this idea.

extra work.

I hope staff concerns are being heard as well; after all they are the



Minimal busing

ones who will have to make it all work.



Not in favor of my child having to relocate schools when he just

If you are looking for a true long term plan I believe this is the only
option. Unless you want to build.

started this year.



in this option, kids in the Bloomfield hills area would have to relocate.

D



Makes everyone "feel the pain" equally. - Seems to give district most

AF





flexibility for future growth. - More efficiency. Schools can really be

R



Long travel times for some. Families with kids in many buildings a

T



Large support groups for staff

IMO, this is unacceptable. why bus kids that could walk to school
for free.

Options 5 and 6 don't seem to take into account the educational or
social needs of the students.



Please do not choose this option. It is not a permanent fix. It does
not split the students up well. It will cause a lot of stress for parents

It is what is best for students, buildings are specialized in the level of

and teachers. The teachers are already collaborating. We are

students they have.

doing the same things at the same time at the elementary level. We



Just prolongs the problem

also wouldn't have as much time to collaborate as you would think



Keeps grade levels with appropriate grade levels.

because we would not share a common lunch/planning time. This



Keeps students where they are and divides the students equally

would effect every family in the district. Young siblings at the



Kids in the school closer in age could benefit teachers and students

elementary level should not be separated. Students who have

alike. Parents may have kids in several schools but aren't the kids

separation issues are comforted knowing that their siblings are near.

needs more important?

It's much more convenient for parents too.
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email a 1st or 2nd grade teacher if there was a question about a

one I would not want, under any circumstances, for my children. I

child's competencies or in-class behavior rather than walk down the

have very serious concerns about the impact that would be created

hall to discuss a student's progress seems like a grave disservice to

for students, both academically and socially, having to change

both the teachers and to the student whose success should be the

schools four times during their education in the TVSD. There would

ultimate goal of any of these plans. I have real concerns about the

never be a sense of belonging anywhere for these kids and their

issue with transportation with this plan, as well. What start times

relationships with older and younger students would suffer.

would have to be implemented for the students to get to school?

Opportunities for multi-grade activities, pen pals, even proper

T

Of all the options, I find Option 5 to be the most troubling and the

Would these then also impact the start times for the TVEMS, TVWMS,
and TVHS? There is already an hour difference in the release time for

AF

behavior modeling of older students by the younger grades would

the primary and secondary grades, how much more difference

leaving teachers whom they have gotten to know to go to another

would there be for mid-level grades? Having children in four schools

building with teachers they have never met. For 8 and 9 year old

with three different start and release times would be a logistical

students, this could be extremely troubling. Grouping cohorts

nightmare every day, let alone on Two-Hour Delay days or Early

together would not be beneficial for parents who have more than

Release days. If the start times between the schools are spread out

one child as they would be torn between two elementary schools

much more to accommodate transportation issues, the district would

and could, possibly, have children in three or four buildings in various

be facing a scenario not too far removed from what start and

R

be impossible with these broken buildings. Students would face

D



parts of the district. Would this mean more than one PTO vying for

release times would be under split sessions. I realize Option 1 is not a

attention and double the fundraisers? I worry about the pressure on

popular choice because it moves so many students, but that is a one

faculty and administration when all of the standardized testing in the

-time move. Breaking the schools into upper and lower primary

District is concentrated in two buildings. I don't know if it is a positive

would continue to impact students every year as they grow out of a

that there would be up to 8 grade level teachers in each school.

school in which they feel comfortable learning. It is also concerning

While collaboration among grade level teachers is great during

that a positive of this plan is that the grade configurations could be

professional development, there is much to be said for collaboration

changed dependent on growth. So, at any time, the lower school

across grade levels. Communication between upper and lower

could become PreK-1 or PreK-4, meaning further disruptions for

grades is crucial to understand a student's development through

students and for teachers as grade levels and room assignments are

elementary school, especially. A 3rd or 4th grade teacher having to

further shuffled. I see no redeeming qualities in Option #5.
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Positive real change that could last awhile positive low number

younger students to their buildings, their classrooms, their teachers

students to move

and their fellow students as their personalities develop into strong



Same transportation issues as option 3.

and confident learners ready to enter high school. Nurturing is



Seems like a transportation problem; would need more information

stronger and confusion is less in creating clear physical boundaries in

on logistics

the separate buildings for the grades as the students grow through



Seems like there are less complicated options that make more sense.

their early development.



Seems like too much to take on. Too much change and more



Students in one family could be in multiple buildings.



Students potentially in 4 different buildings could be a logistical

T



complicated that it sounds.
Seems to be a very short term, and not very efficient plan.

nightmare



Seems to be the best way to address issue at all schools. Seems to

AF





be the best long term solution. Keeps the children with their

be overcrowded again in a few years.

classmates. Easier transition to MSs all kids have already been



The numbers look good and the idea of a primary and 3-5 building is
appealing. However, I worry about having 8-10 classes of 1 grade

get to high school. Bussing could get complicated but I am sure

level in a building.

R

together. Could create a greater East vs West mentality when kids
could be workable.



Sister schools is not a good option. The cost of busing would be

There will be a lot of movement with this option (by both teachers
and students), but in the long run it is creating very successful

D



The combined Scioto and South Bloomfield area is growing and will

outrageous! Current schools are not equipped to house that many

situation for all involved. Teachers would be working with peers who

kindergarten students (bathrooms, playgrounds etc...) The sense of a

teach the same grade/subjects which would add to educational

community school would be obsolete. Siblings could potentially be

growth for the students as well as the district. The 100% feeder

housed in 3-4 different buildings throughout the district.

schools are a plus for both middle schools



Some young kids may be on the bus for quite a long time.



Starting to make more sense. Fewer students are impacted and

each school. Again, too much travel to get SB to a school further

more reasonable.

than where they need to be (walnut) and vice Versa. This also seems

Students develop stronger relationships with patterns that are not

to be a temporary fix.





complicated. Two buildings for each level of learning development



as proposed in option 5 for the district allow closer attachment of the 
88
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This ensures the highest quality education for our students across the

major concern. How would families handle transportation if they

entire district. As a progressive educator, I know all current research

have a student that attends the Walnut and Ashville? Would they

and data shows this is the best option regarding quality of education

have different start and end times to allow parents to pick up

possible and equal access for all students. I firmly believe this will not

students at both schools? How would that affect the childcare?

only help our current students in the district, but will give our



changing the schools to accommodate PK-2 and then 3-5 would

education. Even just as a professional, I firmly believe this is the best

keep students together and all communities would have give and

T

community the opportunity to grow, as this is a desired trend in
option for our district, teachers qualifications, future direction of

take. Transportation may be a concern, but as stated, more families
are taking children to school. I believe this will have a lesser

AF

education in Ohio, and future growth of our county. If we want the
best education for our kids, THIS is the ONLY option. It will be a true





strenuous effect on families and dealing with change.

shame if our district puts convenience in higher priority than



This one doesn't even make sense

education quality. Is Teays Valley is as great as they claim they are,



This option makes sense all around. Many districts in the state
already use this type of system. And many schools in Ohio have

district, not what is simply more convenient.

converted to this type of system in their own redistricting projects.

R

they will do what is best to ensure the quality of education in the

This is horrible for parents with multiple kids that aren't able to utilize

We have enough buildings to accomplish this and it seems to be a

bussing (2 parents that work and bring extra income tax to the school

plan to solve crowding problems for years to come regardless of how

D



This make a lot of logical sense. For our growing communities,

district). We would have to do before and after care at two different

home sales in projected areas actually turn out in 8-10 years. This

places at an age where the kids are too young to get on or off a bus

option presents a "change" to be made by all families in the district.

alone.

For that reason it may be viewed as much more fair than a plan that

This is not a realistic option in terms of logistics of transportation. There

just moves select regions. I am not too concerned that families may

is no way this can be accomplished in a timely manner. Meaning it

have children in 4 different schools as I am familiar with several

would take hours to get kids to school. Or staggered starts will

families who already have children in 3 schools at the elementary,

contribute to horrendous in school hours.

middle, and high school level and already have plans in place to

This is the one option that I have the most concerns about. This

deal with that.

would be an extreme change for all families. Transportation is a
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This option creates many more problems than it solves...says that it

school districts are on this path and have buildings already grade

will allow for combined resources...how will special Ed serve eight

level sectioned.

classes of the same grade level...how will teachers meet, facilities will

directions. I am sure bussing will be interesting. Staff will have to

not allow for 175 students to eat or have recess at the same

leave schools that they consider to be their "home."

time...stage facilities will not allow for 175 students to perform
or too high...it seems to me that this option will end up costing more

travel a greater distance twice! It may create a need for split sessions

T

far distance just like option 3 does. It also creates busses that have to
and I don't like that. It will not only disrupt the kids by changing their

staff members will have pack up and move...how many more

school, but also by changing their entire schedule. It's hard enough

AF

financially than just moving students to different buildings...how many
student issues will result on the buses because of longer

to get to sporting events now, but a late school day would make it

transportation routes...too many issues that this change would cause

impossible. Kids would drop out of sports and be less likely to get

are not addressed...

sports scholarships for college.

This option is a game changer for this district! Why we support this



This option, grade levels at certain buildings, will be a long term fix as

option: 1 -Grade Configuration changes, over singling out entire

it will be able to self correct as one specific grade becomes larger

community neighborhoods 2- Children are more aligned with their

from year to year. More classrooms dedicated to a specific grade

developing age/peer groups. 3 - Opportunities to better utilize

and less to a smaller grade. The building will be able to adjust

D

available resources 4 - Allows teachers opportunity for

supplied classes to demand within the building. This is being done all

collaboration, growth and development enhanced learning

across Central Ohio and will work well for our area long term. It also

strategies 5 - Middle school utilization is balanced 6 - Grade

provides for the lowest utilization percentage at SES while keeping

configurations can be modified to compensate for growth when

the 5th graders out of WMS!

needed 7 - Scioto utilization is at 69% greater than the other options


This option still busses kids from the northwest corner of the district a

together...buildings were not built for this. Equipment will be too low

R





Dislike is that kids in families will be going different



This plan would present a heavy burden on parents that will now

This option seems to have the most long term growth benefit. Yes, it

have students attending multiple schools and will create

is going to be a large shift of kids and staff, but in the long run it will

unnecessary burdens to coordinate transportation and child care

sustain more growth patterns. It will also allow for focus in the schools

options.

as they are narrowed down on grade levels. Many surrounding
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This plan affects entirely too many children and disrupts the very

nor does either building have two primary playgrounds. The

foundation that has been built for them at Scioto Elementary. It is

converse it true for SBES and AES, rooms and playgrounds are not all

preposterous that anyone would suggest the northern-most

setup for secondary students. -Testing -- Is it logical to put the

neighborhood (Southern Point) be moved to a school further south

pressure and stress of state testing on those two buildings' staff and

than the initial elementary school that was designated to the area.

administrators? They cannot directly interface with the lower grades,

Young families and single parents bought in this area because of the

where the foundation for success on those tests should be forged.

amazing ratings and close-proximity associated with Scioto

Families -- This will split siblings both in elementary school, also causing

Elementary and moving an entire neighborhood will disrupt the

those who live at the outskirts of the district to travel an additional

will decrease the property values associated with Southern Point.

(fun nights, movie nights, other extra-curricular, etc.) the family will

This plan has longevity. And families across the board will see a

have two events to addend instead of two. Elementary school buses

change. This is a fair option.

or stager starts. If the latter option, all elementary students would be
on the bus an additional 15+ minutes per day. This also adds to

does not have the infrastructure to support this plan. -Busing -- Must

operational cost

R

This plan has many flaws. In concept is sounds good, but the district
either double the fleet of This plan has many flaws. In concept is
sounds good, but the district does not have the infrastructure to

D



distance to their child's buildings. Also, when their are school events,

AF

children's lives, the parents lives, after-school care, not to mention it


-

T





This plan has my vote. I feel like this allows for Teays Valley really shine
at the elementary level, with a more grade centric approach and

support this plan. -Busing -- Must either double the fleet of

enhanced programming. I would recommend that possibly the

elementary school buses or stager starts. If the latter option, all

committee looks at only doing this for SBES and SES as a plan to

elementary students would be on the bus an additional 15+ minutes

combat the over utilization of SES and also sort of a "test" scenario for

per day. This also adds to operational cost -Teachers -- Half of all

how this programming may work. I think a lot of the negative

district elementary school teachers would be required to relocate.

comments on this plan came from the AES and WES split, because of

Who encumbers that cost? - Buildings -- All TV ES buildings were

the transportation time for many of the students. This is a larger

designed, built, and outfitted to accommodate grades K-5. This plan

geographic area than SBES and SES. I would also suggest making SES

requires the relocation of desks and chairs to all buildings. SES nor

the 3-5 building as students will literally be in the building next door for

WES is equipped to have double the number of kindergarten classes,

grades 6-8.
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This plan is very beneficial to the students. It allows teachers to be

would be forced to move if this option was selected.

located in close proximity to other professionals and allows them to

full time working parents and this would not even be possible for us.

interdistrict transfers which would allow for consistency for students

And I don't like our kids having to change schools at 2nd grade.

who move within our own school district.

That's just stupid.

Administrators could

This plan would create more equality



Many

especially Scioto where the growth issues seem to always lie. The

This plan is

Commercial Point is growing by leaps and bounds and provisions
need to be made now to be ready for that growth in the schools.
Having the PK-2 3-5 buildings will allow those teachers to collaborate

parents and like a system that will disrupt students even in the

and share ideas. This is the best option for the kids ... and they are the

buildings not impacted by these changes.

ones that matter.

R

This seems like a great deal of disruption for both students and

This seems like an incredibly complex idea, and one that would most





This seems to be the plan that would work best for TV as a whole.

Too many transitions for the kids. Also, the logistics of moving all the
teachers to all the different buildings seems expensive and very time

This seems like it should have longevity and keeps most students with
their classmates.



D

confuse the students and disrupt their progress to adulthood.


To me, this is the best plan! This plan allows for growth in all buildings -

AF

other schools are setup in this way and it is successful.
long term.

To many kids to move around. Creates a nightmare on bussing.
How often would busses have to be replaced under this plan.

within the school district and would support the CIP in making
education more uniform regardless of school attending.



T

could be specific as well.



This would split my kids in different schools. Me and my wife are both

collaborate on a regular basis. Would help reduce number of

specialize in specific areas of child development and programming





consuming.


Too many transportation issues



Transportation for elementary age children would be too long. Large

Longevity of the plan seems to make the most sense. Schools are

distance of travel for some families to reach their school. Elementary

balanced with enrollment.

children need to feel a sense of belonging and ownership of their

This would be really bad for families with more than one kid in

school, which a PK-5 level school provides, this plan does not.

elementary school. We both work (impacts the income tax for the

Families could have children in multiple buildings....splits families. This

school district) and are unable to utilize bussing, it would mean

is a horrible plan.

before and after care (and pick up/drop off) in 2 different places



Transportation is a concern along with staggered start times.

with kids that are too young to get themselves on or off a bus. We
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Transportation is an issue with option 5. You have a much larger area

would that be modified? Some students that were living across 23 in

that the bus has to pick up from at the same time so staggered start

the northern part of the county would go to Walnut? That would be

times could happen. Also with option 5... what do the teachers do?

a long bus ride. There are too many details that would have to be

Let's say you teach 3rd grade at Scioto. But with option 5 there is no

ironed out for this to take place. Sounds like costs would be involved

3rd grade at Scioto anymore. Does that teacher have to drive to

with this option.

south Bloomfield every day? Or do they now have to teach a whole

complicated and of all the options, would disrupt the largest % of

Transportation-would not want a K student riding that far on a bus.

residents throughout the district.



Very different model that I believe provides quite a bit of flexibility.

AF

The community of South Bloomfield was promised when a levy was
passed years ago that they would have a neighborhood school. I

Can present challenges for families with multiple children in

think changing this would cause trust issues with the district. It would

elementary school to coordinate schedules, however this comes into

make no sense for a child that lives literally across the street from SBES

play anyway once they move to middle school and have students in

to be transported somewhere else. South Bloomfield likes the idea

Elementary and Middle schools.

R

of having their own school in their community-I feel it has made their



When I was in 5th grade we would always be a pal to a first grader.

community closer. Parents could potentially have students at 4

We would read with each other, write letters to Santa and just help.

different schools. How would schedules work? How would

Kids couldn't do that if there were two different schools. I think 5th

D



Turning these schools into grades 3-5, and PK-2, seems very

T

new grade??



transportation work? Resources for teachers-if one of the building is

graders like being a role model for all students k-4. Also, kids would

only K-2 and a teachers needs resources fora superior cognitive

have to be in two different elementary schools. It would seem like

students, they can no longer go down the hall to ask an intermediate

you would get comfortable in one school then it would be time to

teacher for resources. Rooms are not compatible- kindergarten

switch schools again. The schools are built differently so they don't

rooms have own restroom and have more space-why would an

have the same set up and kids might get confused. I liked being at

intermediate grade be placed in there? Playground equipment

Walnut for six years and wouldn't have wanted to change schools

would have to be changed. Teachers would have to be moved

and grades all in one year.

again. What if there is a sudden influx of 4th graders and there's no
room at the intermediate building? What would the plan be? How
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While I like the cohort ide, to allow for potential improvements in my
child's educational experience, I am not supportive of the busing
distance required for my student, especially during potentially
inclement weather. As well as the negative impact it may have my
family in regards to childcare and after school activities.



Why move children living closest to the school that 10 out 10 rating to

T

one further away, with a 7 out of 10 rating? Makes zero sense,
particularly for people who purchased their homes for this reason.
Won't fix the problem



Won't work in my opinion



Worst plan ever! Older siblings will no longer be there for help and

AF



support. Will there be 2 buses stopping at the same house about the

D

resources.

R

same time to pick up a 1st and 4th grader? This is a waste of
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5th grade going to MS- this is ridiculous. Having 10-11 year old's with



I think this is hands down the best option! I understand the concern of

13/14/15 year old's is asking for trouble. Help us keep our children

having 5th graders with 8th graders but if they keep them separate

doing age appropriate activities by keeping them at Scioto.

like they do with 6th grade it is the best option, the least amount of



5th graders at MS is too young.

students have to move!



5th graders should not be with middle schoolers!



Affects the least number of families, maintain similar bus routes/

be fed into West to create 100% feeders. However, I do not think this

schedule

plan allows for enough room at Scioto due to the development of

Do not like the split feeder.

Chestnut Estates.



Does not do enough to alleviate Scioto numbers, creates imbalance



I would like to know where they are going to put the 5th grader class

AF



I would be supportive ONLY if the 17% fed into WMS from SBES would

T



between SB/Scioto 5th graders.

at. Will it be a wing to itself or will the 5th graders be mixed in by 6-8?



Don't chop school population (a portion of SBES to East MS)



Don't want 10 year old's on a bus/in the hallways with 14 year old's.
Too great a maturity level difference.



I wouldn't like my 5th graders to be with 8th graders yet. Age and
maturity are way too different. Plus this plan may not last long.



If I had to choose an option, I would pick 4b, however if not an

Fewer students moved around. Better travel overall.

option would be my next pick due to the less students affected. If it



He would only move to middle school a year early.

comes down to options 1, 2 and 6 I would pick 6



I could be more supportive if the 5th graders moving to west if would

D

R





It seems that we aren't leaving much growth for Scioto by only

be separated from the 8th graders as much as possible.

moving 4 classrooms. I also feel it may not be best to have 5th



I don't agree with only 5th moving to West. Band aid plan.

graders at MS



I don't hate it. My only concern would be the small minority of





students moving MS.

move, however to a school they would attend the following year

I just don't think 5th graders should be grouped with middle schoolers

anyway. Y program remains intact at SES.

the different maturity levels is very different.




Keeps all students in their home area- older (5th grade) students



Keeps kids together from PK to 8th grade. Concerns with 5th graders

I personally will have a 5th grader next year- what schedule will it

in school with 8th graders. Would requires some form of isolation of

follow? How will you keep them from being with 8th?

building. Splits feeder schools to MS. Under utilization of Walnut ES

I see potential here. Utilization looks the best.

and Ashville ES.
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Least amount of impact overall. Would like to see plans for the



Makes Southern Point happy

middle school (rooms, busing, design) before fully committing, but



Meets the needs. Reduces population.

seems good overall.



Minimal impact to the district as a whole.



Least impact to everyone.



Moves fewest number of students.



Least kids have to move. Other boundaries stay the same. MS



Moves least amount of people.

teachers do a great job of keeping younger kids away from older



Moves the fewest # of students. ES equally utilized. MS equally





Least student impact.



Less disruption of districts. Can 5th grade have own wing, etc.? To

utilized.

T

kids- 6th grade is already kept away from 7-8 graders.



Not 100% feeders. Some 5th graders are mid school and some are

AF

not (developmental difference)

separate from 6-8 graders? Concern 5th grade with 8th grade.



Not a great long term solution.



Less students impacted. Does not disrupt existing relationships.



Not in favor of moving 5th graders prematurely to MS.



Like- boundaries stay the same, bussing same, small change. Dislike-



Not much of a change. Would need to make sure 5th grade had

not a solution long term, build more schools, add on, use modular.



Only affects 34 kids.

to stay where they are familiar. Scioto students will remain in the Y



Out of all options- this option addresses the main issue regarding

program.


Like this a lot!





R

Like- minimize trauma and unnecessary adjustments. Allows students

D



their own wing.

Scioto with little impact on others.


Portable at Scioto for 5th grade.

Likes- # students moved, ES boundaries remain. Dislikes- 5th going to



School times are not the same. Affects small. Transportation better.

MS (too early!!!), feeder unbalance with SBES, longevity issues



See option 5 and multiply dislike by 100. Putting 10 year old's with 14-

Lowest # of students impacted by move. Maintains most borders for

15 year old's is not good for kids at all. Do not consider this option!!!

everyone impacted.



See Q13

Main concern is with 5th graders being in building with 8th graders.



Sounds good to me to move my sons fifth grade class to middle.

My support would increase in 5th graders would be segregated from



Teacher perspective- awesome! Parents- will WMS be ready for the

older kids.


Makes more sense to combine for an intermediate school.



Makes most sense.

younger group to merge, allow.


The idea of a 10 year old 5th grader in school with a 13 year old 8th
grader is concerning.
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This is the plan that moves the least amount of children. Makes more
sense concerning transportation costs.



This makes the most sense and affects the least amount of students.



This makes the most sense and satisfies the majority of families. Seems
like a no brainer, the least affect most everyone.
This option does not give all 5th graders an equal experience for their
5th grade year.



This plan creates a very different educational experience for Teays

AF

Valley 5th graders. As an administrator at the MS level this plan does

T



not put students first. No one will ever look back and question a
boundary change, creating a very different experience for 5th
graders will be viewed as a mistake.

This would be the plan that affects the least amount of students.
Keep kids in their neighborhood school.

Very inconsistent. Some 5th graders go to MS and some do not. Not
100% feeders into MS.

D



R





Very pragmatic approach.



We already have PK-5 so I'm okay with 5-8. Would need to know our
5th graders are separate on busses and in school though. Boundaries
stay the same- that's a plus. Not too much movement.



Would like to keep 5th grade separate from 7 & 8th graders



Would like to know more about 5th graders and if they'll be

separated from 6th-8th graders. If so, this is OK!
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Concern about longevity of plan and also concerns that one group



Dislike- short term answer.

of 5th graders will have a totally different middle school experience.



Dislikes the elementary to middle school feeders.
Dislikes: all 5th graders across district are not on the same page. Is

there for a year. Main concern: developmental differences of 5th

there a big difference in maturity, emotional, mindset of 5th and 8th

grade students with 7th and 8th students.

graders? Too big a gap? 5th graders are more innocent. I would like



5th grade in MS is a concern.

if this were to be chosen, to allow the 5th graders to have their own



5th grade is too young to be mixed with 8th graders- hard enough for

space.

T

Concern that 17% of 13 students when their peers have already been 

6th graders to transition.
5th grade students are too young to be in the same school as 8th

Do not put 5th graders with 8th!



Does not seem to solve any problems long term, concerned with

AF





grade students.

busing kids needing dropped off first at elementary then middle

5th grade too young for middle school.



Again- I would need more time and data about how this affects kids. 

Doesn't change much.

It scares me to have a 10 year old in school with 14 year old's. There is 

Don't want a low population of students to be isolated. This plan

a huge developmental discrepancy.

could always change with the growth happening in the area but I'm



school, time, etc.

R





Easy fix but how long will it last? Communities stay together.

Age gap between 5th and 8th grade too much to be riding the bus



Feel like this will not help long term.

together. Only affects one school. Not long lasting.



Fewest kids impacted. Provides even utilization. Concern about

Again, a very drastic change. I do not like the idea of 5th grade








D

students in a school with 7th and 8th grade students.

not supportive of this plan

Concerned about target number of 5th grade and teacher having

longevity.

to be relocated out of their current building. Don't necessarily like 5th 

Hard on resources- teachers, support staff, etc. Takes 5th graders out

grade beginning so much earlier than their current time.

of interactions with kids their age. They miss ES interactions and

Concerned for long-term for Scioto. Small group of students isolated.

activities. Would have different book fairs, art, music, harder to make

5th grade Scioto starting a year early in middle school and SB 5th

this work.

graders not.



Hard to have 5th with 6-8. SB- unbalanced.

Dislike- 5th grade students with 8th graders. Longevity of plan is short



Has the least amount of students affected. 5th grade would be

term

bused with 8th graders. Not long term fix.
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I don't feel that some children in 5th grade are ready to be mixed

people they are friends with.

with middle schools are the start times and end times of school are



fix. I would like to see 5th grade stay on an ES schedule, but just be

I don't like the idea of 5th graders in school with 8th graders.

moved over

Longevity and going through the process again.



Keeps boundaries pretty close to the same. Concern of longevity,

I don't support the age differences or the range of ages of 5-8th



Keeps everyone where they are- Scioto 5th graders and SB 5th.
Utilization at Scioto is still high.

I don't think 5th graders should be in close proximity to 8th graders.



Least amount of kids have issues moving, bus transportation.



Less moves for students but better utilization rates overall.



Like- minimal student movement, minimal disruption. Dislike- seems

AF

Some will be bussed and I think that will cause issues with the older

kids. Splitting the kids up in ES will also affect parent volunteers. You
can't be at two school events at once during the day.


temporary

I don't think that they would be ready for middle school and I would



be afraid that they would feel like they are not truly a part of the

R



I don't want 5th graders at the middle school. They wouldn't have

D

playground equipment for 5th grade. Doesn't address split feeder





Low impact on the district. Kids are not being transferred to another
school.

I feel 5th grade is too young to be in school and on the bus with



possible 8th graders because kids can be mean and I don't want my


Longevity could only be 3-4 years. The we will be back here again.
This does nothing to alleviate any other district pressure.

middle school or future growth.


Logistics of ES kids at a MS with its own schedule. Would support a Konly school more than a grade 5 break-off.

middle school because SB would not have moved with them.


I would like to know more logistics- but I'm not sure if it's a long term

going to be hard for people and their jobs.

graders, this doesn't seem like it will last long.




T



Makes everyone happy. Their kids don't have to move. Nothing
wrong with 5th grade being in MS.

5th grade daughter on a bus or school with 8th grade boys.



Maximum effect for the least amount of change.

I feel this uses space available at MS, without moving kids. District



No even distribution for ES. Not much room for growth at Scioto.

can remain the same.



No longevity.

I like this option because it seems like we are using the schools to their 

No. Just no. You can't have only 1 of your ES change to K-4. It needs

capacity. Also they can utilize the middle school where the most kids

to be uniform district-wide changes. Also not going to fix things long

are in that area... Keeping more of the kids together with the same

term.
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Not a long term fix to problem, too many unknowns, whose schedule

with this plan.

do they follow? Specials? Lunch? Too big of a maturity difference.



17% of SBES will go to west (10 kids)- talk about making MS terrible!


Not long term



Not much movement out of Scioto. That mismatches the other

They will be subjected to too much at such still a young age.



This option silos 5th graders that move to MS and could have
negative impact on the education/ Still not enough room for growth

teaching/

T

maturity) between 5th and 8th grade. Totally different way of

at Scioto.



This seems like a very short term plan as the Scioto area is projected

AF

Not sure how I feel about 5th grade riding bus with high school but
could work.



This is the best option. This would be the quickest option/less of an
impact on families. Y-kids options?

elementary. 5th graders not mature enough (big age gap and



This is going to cause the 5th grade students more harm than good.

to continue to grow by a large margin. It looks good for maybe 2-3

Not sure of the longevity as the area has growth. Maybe a short term
plan?

years, then what?



This seems to be the best option for my child and neighbors children

Only concern is enrollment at Scioto is still above 80%



Tolerable.



Pro- very little impact to # of kids moved. Con- how will 5th graders



Too many moving from school to school for little children do not like

R



be impacted in a middle school environment.

5th grade going to MS, protect the innocence.

Same as option 5



Same as Q13.



See 5.



Small number of SBES students to move to WMS when rest of peers go

this seems to be a seemingly small change with a decent impact on

to EMS. Too many buildings for parents with several children.

Scioto.

D





Very short term fix. You still have elementary schools splitting students
and that is very unfair to them



While I wouldn't typically be supportive of lumping 5th grade into MS,



Split at MS is negative.



Takes pressure off of SES. Adds a lot of pressure to East.



Temporary fix. Moving 5th graders from SBES to West after 5th grade.



Younger kids being in middle school concern.

staff/schedule.



You're putting 5th grade girls in with 8th grade boys. I dislike that only



Would keep everyone happy for a short period. Very unfair for 17% of
students to have to go to a different MS



The "punt". Longevity is a problem.

Scioto is affected by this.



The division of the ES is great. I think the utilization of all school is best
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All parents at this table liked this. Concerned about longevity.



Bad mix of 5th grade to 8th age groups. Not well received.



Best option, affects least # of children/students.



Don't like MS split, like least impactful to most kids, don't like 5th graders in





and very unsavory MS split.



5th graders with older kids concerns. Transportation? Fair? One school
different from others.

MS, not sure about longevity of plan.



Band-Aid- likes the plan if it was long term. No feeder.

Effects least amount of children. Elementary boundaries remain the



Can't put 5th graders with 6, 7, 8. SBES- moving to west in 6th grade. short
term fix. East should have 5th grade too. Scioto is still at a larger number.

T

same. Bussing for ES is unchanged. Middle school kids are closer to



school.

Do not care for the issue of the 5th graders from Scioto being into a MS
with 6-8 graders or on the buses with them. There was also a concern

Grade level challenge- atmosphere change. MS split is even. Affects

AF



5th graders with MS is not good, resources not available for intervention

with longevity. Only positive is that it has the least number of students

fewer students. Transportation.

affected.



Inconsistent. Only part of 5th grade are effected.



Like- low impact. Dislike- exposes younger kids to older kids too early,



Don't like the MS feeders, specials for 5th grade are hard.

Scioto only school impacted, longevity



Like- least disruptive. Dislike- high utilization of Scioto, low longevity,

graders.



Request 100% feeders, possibly move SB 5th grade. Possible growth issues 
still exist.

D



maturity differences, recess for 5th graders.

No district changes. Concerns with segregation vs. isolation of 5th

R



Makes everyone happy, but not long term enough.
Scioto 5th grade impact.



The "cop out" plan.



Scioto still has high utilization. Doesn't seem like a permanent fix.



Utilization Scioto. Feeders. Social/emotional unless in own unit. Longevity.



Short term- want to try- affects least amount of families.



We think its not appalling, but it doesn't really fix the big picture. It's more



Social/emotional concern unless in own unit. Least amount of change.

of a temporary band-aid. But, it won't offend anyone.

Bus/schedule.



Specials- unified arts. After school athletics we have. Lunch?



Stay in line with the ES and separation from MS



This is the option we like for "right now". We feel that we need to talk
about future levy's/structures/modular.



Worst option. Concerned about maturity of 5th-8th grade, doesn't solve
growth issue.
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1 and 2 are better plans



1. This options is unfair to the children at Scioto Elem. 2. This option is
determine what is best for the district long term - this is not a long

extremely minimal making this an attractive option.

3. The fifth grade experience should be the same across



As identified in the option, the challenge is students are "isolated." As
a parent of a current 6th grader, my daughter would not have been

5th grade is too young to be thrown into middle school. Maturity

ready to come to middle school last year. The levels of maturity are

T

the district.

elementary versus middle school schedules work with building

extremely different between a 5th grader and an 8th grader.
Based on the goals this doesn't meet the goal of keeping everyone

AF



space? Do they not get recess? Splits east and west unfairly and

from one elementary into one middle, but the amount of kids that fall

quite frankly I don't think the idea of only moving 5th graders from

into that issue is small. I think you numbers are still wrong though, how

one elementary school. How long would this be a solution for? Only

can the delta for both middle schools be positive?

opening up 4 rooms is hardly a significant solution.



R

5th graders and 8th graders are SOOOO different. 8th graders are
more like HS kids. Move 8th grades to HS if you have to do this.

districts should not do this and neither should we. I will have a 5th



concerns about long term viability of this plan. Seems like it impacts
the fewest students, but will we be doing this again in a few years?



grader....I don't want her in school with 8th graders. Why not move
the 8th graders to tvhs? (Because 8th graders should not mix with HS

Children are kept in the area nearest their home. Only 5th grade
would move to the building they would have a year later.

5th graders should not be in school with 8th graders. Other larger

D



Although I don't think this looks as far into the future as number 5, that
may be a benefit in the end and the number of kids moving is

levels! 6th graders have a hard enough adjustment. How would the





also a temporary fix. The whole point of redistricting was to
term fix.


sure an equal learning environment is available for all students.

Concerns with putting 5th graders in with middle school kids and only
doing this at one school doesn't solve any problems long term.



students either.)

Displaces least amount of children and doesn't target one specific
neighborhood



Affects least amount of kids



Again keeps most kids with the established peer groups. Simple and

the school they were originally assigned to (houses were purchased

would be effective. Leaves room to reevaluate in 5-6 years when the

in a specific location based on school)





Displaces the least amount families. Students are still able to go to

district would know where it actually stands on new housing and



Disrupts least amount of students and families

increased enrollment.



Do not like the split middle school! Not fair to students to have them

All our schools need to be the same. To run things fairly and to make
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Does not offer a long term solution.



Does not solve the problem. In fact, the numbers that were used

definitely prefer the other plans that allows 100% feeder to MS

were for this years' 5th grade. This takes effect next year, so we have 

I am not a fan of this option as it just plucks out current Scioto 5th

to look at the 4th grade Scioto numbers. (132, not 106)

grade students and staff and relocates and effectively isolates them

Even though my child wouldn't be affected, I don't think it's a good

from what they have known for their Scioto education/career. I also

idea to move the 5th graders into a middle school would be good.

do not see this as a long term fix; it will be a temporary band aid fix

You would want all grades to enter that next level at the same

for the larger problem.

time...and this would definitely be an imbalance!





Fifth grade is too young to be with middle school. Also how will that

to a different school.

effect other students who then join that building (for 6th grade) in the 

I believe this is the best option by far. The other plans move and

following year when some students have already been in that

disrupt so much, from kids, families, issues with transportation, child

building for a year (for 5th grade)

care and change in general. By just moving the 5th grade, kids can

Great idea to keep all kids local and distribute among the current

R

buildings. I have experienced similar grade split s before when my

stay as they are without being pulled into a new school.



I do like the short term enrollment numbers per each school. I also like
this one because my child will not change schools. I however want

traditional grade split. My middle child attended after the 5th and 6

what's best for the whole district and don't know that the plan will

D

children were I. Grove City. My oldest child attended in the

th grade were split out. The younger one seemed to transition easier
to middle school then high school. I think it was from being among


I am very supportive of option 6 because all it does is moves 34 kids

AF



I am not a fan of SBES being divided between the middle schools,

T





help in the long run.


I do not like this idea- especially since my child would move from

older peers I also think it gave her a little more confidence

being just a minute away from her school (Ashville) to having to go

I am concerned with the lack of 100% elementary to middle school

all the way to Walnut.

feeder from SBES in this option. I am also concerned that this would



I do not want 5th graders in a middle school environment. There is no

only be a very quick fix and that with continued growth around

way you can isolate them from the bathrooms, library, hallways etc.

Commercial Point that redistricting would need to be reevaluated in

They are losing out on their right to enjoy being in an elementary

the near future. On the positive side this would affect the least

setting. This a band-aide solution. In two years we are back to

amount of students, but would create the most hardship for the 34

making another redistricting decision.

students that would be taken from SBES and sent to East MS.
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I do not want my 5th grade child in the middle school just so southern

numbers still look wrong, how is the delta increasing for both middle

point can be happy! This is short term !!

schools?

I don't feel like this is a feasible option because of the disproportion-

one middle school. In fact this is exactly what happened to my son

Socially, I think this would be a real issue since they would be new in

when they redistricted the last time. Middle school is hard enough

a school where students from Scioto had already been in the

without having very few of the classmates that you went to

building for one year. I also think there would be massive confusion

elementary school with go to middle school with you. I believe that
this will be a very temporary fix also as the utilization of SES is still high
compared to the rest of the elementary schools.

AF

I don't like 10 year old's on a bus with 14 year old's. There's too big of
a difference in maturity level. I have a middle school student and I



I don't like the fifth graders going to school with 6 and 7

don't like some of the things she's learned on the bus, I certainly



I don't like this option either. This does not help with the over crowded
problem at Scioto. I also don't like the fact that only a small amount

graders would loose recess. They'd also loose the pride that comes

of south Bloomfield students will attend west middle school because

with being the 'top dog' at the elementary school for an entire year.

the elementary school to middle transition is hard enough without

Would they get a forth grade clap out this year? And it wouldn't be

having to deal with feeling alone in this transition.

R

wouldn't want my 10 year old learning the things she has! The fifth

D

the same if they did. I don't feel like a forth grader is ready for the



responsibilities of middle school. If they don't change classes with the
rest of the middle school the bell schedule and hallway noise would
would have to give up classrooms to accommodate 4 more classes



I don't think having one building different from the others will be
beneficial at all for students.



be distracting and affect their education. The middle school students



I don't like that with this plan that 100% of each school does not go to

ate number of kids who would be going from SB to West Middle.

in the community about why one school was split at 5th grade.




T



I don't think I would have liked being in a middle school setting a
year earlier. I would have liked to be in 6th grade at Walnut.



I like not moving all of the SBE kids to west. I provided transportation

of students, and that's not fair to them. This option would affect the

to AES for my 5th grade daughter because we had planned on her

entire student body at the middle school not just the fifth graders.

going to east, which is why we bought a house in South Bloomfield 2

I don't like fifth graders being put with older students. This is not a

years ago. We have another daughter currently at East and moving

long term solution.

her West now just seems very unreasonable to do to a middle school

I don't like that a small chunk of the South Bloomfield kids would be

student.

split up but overall it's a much smaller group that is affected. Your
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I like that the number of affected families is so low. Makes the plan

find other arrangements for transportation and before and after

I like this idea. I like that very few families would be impacted. But I

school child care when their sitter they currently have would now be

feel like this plan will not solve any over-utilization issues that will show

in another elementary route.

up again in the future.



I think an intermediate school would be better for this

I like this plan alongside my answer for Option 5. I see no significant



I think this is an excellent idea. It's not adding an additional to

Not only that, smaller children can stay in their school from K-4 or K-5.
of dealing with 4 schools as in option 5 you are dealing with 3. It also

destined middle school a year earlier. Is West has the space, then
why not?



5th graders separated from the older kids. Plus they would be riding

sense.

the bus together which would exposure them to topics or situations

I like this plan in theory but I would feel differently if it were my 5th

they are not ready to handle.

R

I would like to see the 5th graders still have the opportunity for recess.



I love the idea of moving the 5th graders. Couldn't we balance the



I'd like to see all elementary buildings remain K-5.

middle schools at the same time somehow?



I'm not a fan of pairing 5th graders in middle school.

I teach 7th grade in a building that has 7 and 8th graders. I currently



Impacts fewest students. Would have to work hard to not make the

Not just sitting in a gym. Perhaps invest in playground equipment for

percentage from SBES to be split from their friends and go to WMS.

West.

D

remain unchanged but it may also be difficult for the small

have a daughter who is in 5th grade. I can not imagine any benefits
of her being around 8th grade students. I know they will be

5th graders feel isolated.


"separate" but still concerns me. Lunch, gym, and specials will be

Impacts the fewest amount of students and families. It buys the
district time to fix the bigger issue of growth.

difficult to schedule.


I would be concerned about the age differences and keeping the

has room for growth. Based on boundaries, it makes more logical

grader going to middle school 1 year earlier. I like that most things



building to a child's school career. It's simply moving them to their

AF

Again, this would not have a severe impact on families and instead



I think all other options affect families by forcing them To have to

seem more fair to the people in the district.

difference in one school having grade 5-8 and another having 6-8.





T





In my opinion, 5th graders don't need to be on a bus with 8th

I think this idea is horrible. I don't like the idea of one grade being

graders. At times, it's hard to have 6th graders with 8th graders. Also,

moved. The 5th graders at Scioto/West will have a different

this would encourage potential overgrowth at the middle school in

educational experience than their peers across the district.

years to come.
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Is this plan sustainable? Are 5th graders bussed with the current 6-8th

changed with the boundaries. I am also pleased that this is a plan

graders? What will that do to "specials" schedules?

that can be revisited in 6-8 years. This entire redistricting project is

Involves the problem area while keeping the number of students

working off of projections that may not pan out at all. There is very

moved to a minimum. Is there a way to move other 5th grade

little concrete work completed at this time to direct us how all of this

students to have a bigger impact?

projected housing will actually develop. The housing market is

Isolation of a small number of students also can put titles on them.

unpredictable, always will be. It took 15 years for the community at

This could affect them and how they feel about themselves as they

Southern Point to be completed. I'm sure this was not their original

will not be a part of a "large" group. Isolation is NEVER a good thing.

projection. In 6-8 years, we would have a better indication of where
the houses are actually being built instead of just predicting where

AF

Development level between a 5th and 8th grade student is a HUGE

T



lots may sell. It may be more shortsighted than the other plans but

transition that I don't think they were ready for and I can not imagine

that could be beneficial because we are not making a giant leap

a 5th grader dealing with issues that 8th graders deal with.

relocating a lot of students. I would hate to move 570 students now



It makes the most sense and no one has to change schools.

just to find out in 6 years that we guessed wrong on the housing



It makes zero sense to change only 1 elementary school in a school

projections and then a large number of students has to be relocated

district to K-4 and leave the other 3 K-5. Seriously? This option provides

again, many of whom may be affected both times. I can be most

the most temporary solution of all the options. Anyone supporting this

supportive of a plan that errs on the side of caution. South

D

R

Negative!! When my students entered 6th grade it was a huge

option only has their own self serving interests in mind. I don't care of

Bloomfield elementary and many of the businesses in Bloomfield

that sounds mean, it's the truth. How can having your elementary

were built because of the big population explosion that was

schools be different intra district make sense? It does not create a

expected there. But that explosion never materialized. Many of the

long term solution. It does not eliminate the split middle school feeder

anchor businesses did not end up building and therefore the housing

issue, which is a big deal. It also creates more issues than it solves,

never materialized. I don't want to adopt the wrong plan just to find

such as 5th grade schedule. Do they follow middle school or

out that we adopted a longsighted plan that doesn't work 10 years

elementary schedule? Is their recess eliminated? Bussed with middle

down the road.

school or elementary? Too many issues.


It would be an "easy" fix but I don't know if it's a permanent fix.



It's fabulous that this plan only affects 34 families and not much is



Keeping the children and staff in their home schools!!!!!! Moving the
fewest number of students!
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Least amount of disruption in students and family lives. Older

costs.

community is not being disrupted because a newer community was




built

and many other parents/kids love that school and don't want to get

Least amount of pain for everyone. Least amount of transportation

moved.

issues. Least amount of geographic moves.



Makes the most sense to allow the children to continue to attend

Least amount of students impacted. However, seems like a band aid

their elementary school and progress as intended to their middle

for a fix, without plans of a new build.

school. This change makes the most sense as there is nothing

T



Makes the most sense at least for the kids at Scioto. I know my son



Least amount of movement, less people involved in change



Least disruptive option in student moves and resources.



Least number of students forced to switch schools makes this a fair



Minimal busing

option as well.



Moves the least amount of students. While not MY 1st choice for

cut short by 1 year.

AF



dramatic, the children take the same path that was intended, just

Least number of students would be moved. No additional cost to
the district. Boundaries/community schools would be intact.



Less kids are moved, kids are closer to their homes not making it

R



personal reasons, this may be the best option for the kids

challenging for parents with their student being further from homes.

My concern for this plan is with EMS and if this plan will allow for future
growth.



My daughter will be in 5th grade next year. All of my children have

Less movement Busing stays the same

had the same babysitter since birth. Not only would she lose the only



Like that students in northern area and western area attend Scioto,

school she has ever attended but we are expected to find new

closest to home. Like that it impacts the fewest students, fewest

sitters? I prefer this option as this has little disruption for everyone

families, fewest properties. Like that it is the easiest and least

community involved.

D



expensive to implement. Like that it is moving the district to



My kid just started school at Scioto, we live on Freedom Run in

changing grade configuration across the district at a later date and

Meadows at Southern Point. I am supportive of this option as it will not

toward progressive change. The middle school split is not as negative

have my child relocated. He really likes his school and teachers. He is

an impact as moving elementary students to new schools. Like that

OCD and does not handle change well at all. Its also nice as we

boundaries are all contiguous and it is easy to know if a home is in

currently live less then 10 min away, so if something was to happen

any particular boundary. Like that it does not move students east of

we are very close. We built our house less then 3 years ago where we

the Scioto River. Like that it does not require increased transportation

did because we wanted our children to attend Scioto.
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No matter how you slice it; 5th grade with middle schoolers is not in



Sb kids still split for MS Maybe even a worse split. Seems to be a

their best developmental interest.

temporary solution. District has spent a lot of money for us to choose



Not a fan of the 5th graders going into West.

a temporary solution.



Not a lot of change.



No way put 5th graders with 8th. They maybe in one general location



5th will be around 8th. Huge difference in size and maturity. Potential
for numerous problems. Short term solution as growth in general
continues - especially in Scioto area.
Not an option..



Not any real drawbacks on this.



8th grade students. Where would they be housed in West-they don't




Simple solution. Least disruptive and traumatic to students.

Not fair unless you do this with all 5th grade students in district.



Smallest student impact

Schedule uncertainties.



The isolation of a small number of students from South Bloomfield ES is

Not sure if this is a long term fix-could be revisiting again in 3-5 years.

not great for their experience.



elementary school structures are inconsistent; Not a good solution in

graders from Scioto over to west and waiting a whole year to pull the

terms of capacity at TV East Middle School; would create

now 6th graders from South Bloomfield is creating a hardship for both

inconsistencies in education experience for 5th grade students;

groups. The established 5th graders at west will form friendships but

seems it would create a lot of work on teachers, administrators,

the students at South Bloomfield with be separated from classmates

support staff, busing, etc. This option still leaves Scioto ES over utilized

when they split going to middle school.


Options 5 and 6 don't seem to take into account the educational or
social needs of the students.



The middle school is not going to be able to keep the fifth graders in
a bubble and parents should not want them to be either. Pulling 5th

D

Option 6 poses significant known and unknown challenges; the

in comparison to the other elementary schools



Seems like the less disruptive option. Expansion building will ultimately
be needed.

It would make a certain part of the district happy though.


Seems like a short term fix. 5th graders would not mesh well with 6thhave room for a separate wing.

R





AF



students should be in middle school.

T

in building but with specials/lunch/library and especially restrooms

Seems choppy and unsure it would help for long. Not sure 5th grade

what already exists. Fair plan for most.


Positive very low number of students to move positive can be

The number moved down to 34 is a big plus. Good idea to utilize
The Scioto and West Middle School area will be growing quickly and
will get overcrowded.

reevaluated for effectiveness in a few years
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Students attending West as fifth graders would be "isolated" as

students. This plan is dangerous for the well being of students.

mentioned in the challenges. Points to consider about moving 5th



The plan outlines that it would isolate students. 5th graders would not

grade to middle school...-where do they do specials and lunch/

feel as though they are connected to either middle school or

recess? -Do they participate in middle school activities? Dances? Is it

elementary. Plan would create inequalities for students based on

safe for 5th graders and 8th graders to socialize in this way? -

where they are living within the school district.

Numbers in 7th and 8th grade decrease which would make it difficult

Scioto would be prepared for middle school then the small percent

to field teams. -5th graders would be provided different opportunities

of students coming from SB to West would be at a great

or lack opportunities based on where they live. -This goes against the

disadvantage than what they have currently. This plan does not

T

5th graders from

allow for 100% feeding into the same middle schools.

AF

goals in the CIP which outlines that students get similar educational

Too many

experiences regardless of where they live. -Are 5th graders

unknowns to move to this plan. I am afraid it would be a long term

participating in PE, Health, Tech, Choir, Band and Art? If so, other 5th

problem for students and also a union issue for teachers.

grade students in the district are not given these opportunities. -How

a good long term solution.

do you handle teachers of Specials and Unified Arts, is this a union



This is not

This affects the least amount of students as possible. Allowing them to
continue there friendship bonds throughout there school years. Also

for sports, at this time 5th grade would still be in the building learning.

keeping transportation times down.

R

issue? -If students are delay started the hallways are used after 2:30

-This is not a long term option and $20,000 was spent to determine a

D





This appears to be the less disruptive way regarding cost,

long term plan. How soon would we be back at the drawing board?

transportation, parent concerns and paying residence of the

-Students who moved to West at 6th graders from South Bloomfield

community.

would have a huge disadvantage due to being in a new building



This creates a change in how these fifth grade students educational

and having very few familiar peers. There are too many unknowns to

experience compares to all of the other students...how will the district

decide on this option without first discussing and rolling out. This is a

be able to make it comparable for all.

dangerous option without discussing what it would look like. A lot of



This creates inconsistency of experiences across the district for 5th

people in favor of this option have not thought it through or have

grade students and it also puts them in an atmosphere they may not

only heard what they think will happen rather than anything based

be ready for.

on fact.

Changing the course of a child's education because of

convenience of parents is dangerous and not what is best for
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This does have merits. No need for major changes throughout

same elementary while also allowing Scioto 5th graders to gain

School District. I do not see an issue with 5th graders going to school

valuable experience sooner.

with 8th graders. Our school district does a good job keeping an eye 

This is the only option that we feel is acceptable. It moves only one

on our students. I like the idea of my kids going to school earlier in

grade level and keeps the district as normal as possible.

the morning.




This is a short term band aid. Also, this doesn't address the middle

community.

This is a short term band aid. Also, this doesn't address the middle





This looks to be a short-term solution, requiring a re-look in a few years



This option affects the smallest group of students, moving to a school
next to their old one. Fewer concerns with busing. Fifth grade would

AF

school division.



T

school division.


This is a temporary fix and 5th graders in the district would be given

be housed together as a team. They could even have a later start

two different types of experiences, which could cause social

time than the middle school if that is desirable. There is currently

differences in middle and high school.

room at the West.

This is my ideal option as the fewest amount of students are effected

R

and it would buy some time until a more permanent solution could



This option, grade levels at certain buildings, will be a long term fix as

be devised. I also think this is the more financially stable option at this

it will be able to self correct as one specific grade becomes larger

time as there is no increase in fuel and bus maintenance costs. I am

from year to year. More classrooms dedicated to a specific grade

very comfortable with having my student attend 5th grade at the

and less to a smaller grade. The building will be able to adjust

middle school as this is what I grew up with. I would also be ok in the

supplied classes to demand within the building. This is being done all

long term approving the use of finances to build further school

across Central Ohio and will work well for our area long term.

buildings or expanding on current ones as may be needed.

However, with this option, I believe moving Scioto's 5th graders to

This is not a bad idea, I would definitely support this options. I like it

West will eventually cause West to be over crowded when the larger

because it disrupts the fewest students overall. Transportation costs

grade levels become middle school students. Additionally, I would

and concerns seem like they would be kept about the same. I know

like to see students smoothly flow into their feeder schools with no

many people probably have concerns having 5th grade mixed with

changes to the majority of their classmates.

7/8th grades; however, I think if anyone can make it work West can.


The splitting of elementary buildings would be

disruptive. Young siblings would attend different schools.

D



This keeps my children in Scioto, which is the only reason I live in this

This is the least disruptive and allows all subdivisions to stay in the



This option is by far the best because it affects the least number of
students and has no additional transportation costs.
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This option and option 5 are the best options however 6 is the best.

across all schools while minimizing the impact on the children.

Not fair to uproot a incoming 8th graders from east middle and make

Moving fifth grade will allowing for the students to remain centrally

them go to west for one year. There should be a grandfather that is

located to aid in bus and parental transportation.

hard effective for incoming 6th grade.




This option is my second option because again it will impact the

already to change and they are older to handle it better

community as a whole and not just certain communities.



This option keeps everyone within the area of their schools.



This particular option is nothing but a band aid. I believe it is a short

overcrowding issue, without affecting home values, moving an entire



already in place. Would disrupt the least amount and students get to

smoother transition between elementary school and middle school

stay in their current area.

adaptation-strains on the children being moved.



R

This plan keeps all current Elementary Kids together. and Majority of

D

options this one seems to have the least impact with students




Too much growth coming to the Scioto, WMS area, it will get
overcrowded quickly.



Unfavorable for early childhood development because it sets a

This plan seems the least disruptive to the most people, although it

precedent for discrimination by area and may be perceived as

seems a short term fix. As long as 5th graders would remain "self-

segregation by area.

contained" & not mix with older kids, I think it'd be ok.


Too much growth coming to the Scioto, WMS area, it will get
overcrowded quickly.

Transitioning to another school or Middle School District. It is the most
feasible plan available.

Too difficult on busing and on parents. Would tax schools ability to
cover all ages and skill level of students... library, art, music, etc.

Elementary Kids continue together into Middle School. Out of all the



This would be the easiest plan to implement as transportation is

This plan is the least disruptive to all parties involved. It allows for a
and does not pose any immediate transportation issues or



neighborhood, current after school arrangements etc.

AF



This would affect the least number of children and would solve the

T



term fix to a long term problem.

This will be easier for all kids and parents. Kids going to middle school



Very few students/families/communities disrupted, can be made

This plan will cause the least change throughout the district which will

long term if more planning is put into action with the set-up of the

keep most everyone happy.

middle school.



This seems very logical to me.



This shift in grade will allow for a more even distribution of children
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Option 6: Online Comments


We are supportive of this option: 1 - Moves less kids, probably is
more economically feasible from a transportation perspective 2 Middle School utilization is balanced 3 - ES boundaries remain the
same 4 - Scioto gains more open seats to allow for growth based on
the yield data provided
We moved to Southern Point last year knowing that Scioto
Elementary would be the best school for our two sons who are 4 and
6 years old. I am a parent who works and HAS to be able to get to

AF

my child (who has medical needs) quickly. Knowing that I would be

T



right around the corner is exactly why we bought our house in

Southern Point. Moving small elementary children who is JUST starting
to get acquainted in a school setting is the most absurd idea I have
ever heard of. It makes more sense to have the oldest in the

R

elementary to be moved practically next door to the middle school.
Not a big move! My husband and our two sons absolutely support


D

Option 6!

When buyers are looking for a home their main concern is how far
will my child be traveling to school. This plan resolves the issue of
long-distance travel. And, also, gives the board opportunity to make
future plans for expansion to Scioto Elementary School if necessary.



Why use a short term solution?



Won't fix the problem



Won't fix work in my opinion
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Monday
Monday
Individual

Monday Group
Tuesday Individual
Tuesday Group
Online

25
2
1
5
8
11
32
5

52
3
1
0
3
11
14
4

AF

Monday Individual

Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4a
Option 4b
Option 5
Option 6
Other or Combination
No Consensus

Monday Group
3
1
0
0
0
0
4
1
4

Tuesday
Individual

T

Preferred Option

Preferred Option
Tuesday
Tuesday Group
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1

Online
135
5
5
18
6
33
126
7

Total
Individual
212
10
7
23
17
55
172
16

Preferred Option

Option 2
Option 3
Option 4a

Option 4b

40

60

80

100

120

140

R

Option 1

20

D

0

Option 5
Option 6
Other or Combination

No Consensus
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Preferred Option: Other or Combination (Monday Individual)

Preferred Option: Other or Combination (Tuesday Individual)



1, 2, 4a.



1 or 6.



4a



Any of these: 4a, 4b, 5



4a or 4b



Best over all balance.



4a or 4b is my preference.



Building school for 5th and 6th before moving 5th graders to the



5+6



6 overall is the best as it impacts fewer students, though it seemed



Combine option 1 with 4b.

like a band aid.



Geographically makes sense.



Need most growth for Scioto.



Option 1 is a possibility also.

rooms, but keep on same school schedule as elementary.



Option 3 is my second choice.



I like plan 4a or 4b I think the displacement of students is better.



Option 5 looks best for balance.



Make an intermediate school to accommodate growth.



Option 6 disrupts minimal families.



Moving Southern Point makes the most sense,



Option 6 would have to address safety of younger students- if



Option 4b.



Option 5 with recommendations.



Options 5, 6, 1.



Plan 5 reflects a shift in building utilization that has appealed to many 

Seems to be the best transition for the school system in a long term

districts. After that every boundary change can be made to work.

plan for growth and to maintain a good ratio between kids keeping

The best way to keep the largest amount of students, parents, and

things simple balanced and cost effective.

Also like #2 and #6.



Another option- take a portion of west MS and make elementary

R

D



AF



T

middle school.

possible this is a strong plan.



Option 6, then option1.



Options 1 and 2.

staff happy- prevents having to shuffle teachers, aids, etc.


The subdivision of Southern Point is furthest distance from the school it
only logically makes sense to keep surrounding areas which also cuts

down transportation.


Use modular buildings until schools can be added to or built new,
increase taxes.



Why not an intermediate 5/6 and a middle school 7/8?
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Preferred Option: Other or Combination (Monday Group)


Had one SP resident in group that was neutral, preferred 4B



Liked both 4a and 4b.



Split between 2 & 5



Would like boundaries on MS at 23.

T

Questionnaire Results



One or six.

R

4a or 6

D



AF

Preferred Option: Other or Combination (Tuesday Group)
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4 5 and 6 are all great. Keeping the numbers down and not making

bus to another district seems a waste of taxpayer money I also pay

kids move too far. 5 seems to be best solution for future growth and

Rita taxes to live here. The main reason I bought this home is how

planning though.

close it was to the school.

4a 4b 5



If not option 1 then option 2



5&6



I'm in support of Scioto not moving!!



6 is my 2nd



Logistically it makes the most sense and is disruptive to a smaller



Based on the goal of having each elementary school feed entirely to

group of people.

one middle school, option 6 is not ideal, but I don't think options 4a or 

Longest fix for now.

b will get enough support from the walker point residents. And only

Makes more sense to more the largest amount of kids so we don't

T



AF



affecting 13% of the SB kids seems like a fair sacrifice compared to

have to do this yet again down the road. Kids that's live in the village

affecting almost 600 kids.

limits should go to the school in village limits. Out side of town

Either 4a or 4b is my preferred options.

shouldn't get picked over village residents.



Either option 1,2 or 3



I approve highly of 5 and 6. Option 5 moves a high number of

R





Makes the biggest fix for now.



Most fair and equal long term solution. SP will take up 1/2 the
occupancy of SB and better utilize the school. Even divide of

classmates almost uniformly across the board. To the students, this is

locations and into feeders - 100% Moves all the same neighborhood

D

children to different schools, but keeps them with their current

a very important factor. Option 6 affects only a small number and

which supports cohesiveness and community! Only additional 2 miles

leaves room to adjust the plan according to new statistics in a few

to travel to get to SB. Currently SP travels the furthest to get to Scioto

years.

of all the other neighborhoods. It allows for future growth at Chestnut

I like 4a or b better as it meets all the goals of the redistricting plan, I

Commons and Walker Point. Best for transportation since they

don't think it will get enough support so I am going with option 6

already have buses assigned specifically to their development.



I like both Options 1 and 6 equally.

Based on numbers and plain simplicity - this is the best option!



I like option 5 equally as much but I feel it would require a larger





Move freshman into high school building, then move all 8th to current

amount of support throughout the district.

freshman building, that would then make middle 5, 6, 7 and



I like option 5 very much as well but 6 seems to be less disruptive.

elementary PK-4.



I live in west Scioto green subdivision and to transport my children by
117
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Preferred Option: Other or Combination (Online)


Option 1 - What about increasing area 1 and shrinking area 3 along

strategy...

US 23 to allow for the planned growth in Ashville.





Option 1 & 6



Option 1 creates a more balanced boundary for each of the

school ratio. Most cost effective when it comes to transportation.


Will transportation be provided regardless which option? What about

schools. Would work well for school transportation as well.

those who live one place, but have childcare provider in another

OPTION 5 ... This option will allow for growth in ALL buildings. This is not

location that would be a different school? Would we be allowed to

a temporary fix, it is a long term fix.

use sitter's address?

Option 5 is game changer!



Option 5 with the caveats I stated earlier. Because of the

AF



T



This seems to be most logical in regards to geographical location to

geographical area, I think this plan should be implemented for SES
and SBES only. Switch the 3-5 building to SES.
Option 6 is first then option 5 in second choice.



Option 6 then Option 5



or 1, not 5



Or another combination of grade splits while keeping the kids local .

R



D

My youngest child graduated from teays valley 2 years ago. I am
looking at this from the lenses of a home owner.


Perhaps option 2



This is the choice that makes the most sense for the kids and families
off all communities. Forget about the politics that may be out there
and let's think about the kids and families in all of the communities
here.



This seems like it balances the highest percentage of kids in the
eastern schools while leaving more room for growth in the growth
areas... appears at face value to be the longer term growth
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5th grade stays separate from 7th and 8th graders

altogether? How many kids to a seat and bus are on each option?



6 seems like the best option. Disappointed that Walker Pointe, within

Why does each option list every number but buses and kids to a

Commercial Point, continues to be an option to be moved from the

seat?

one school in Commercial Point. I am concerned that this is



longevity plan. Scioto will be underutilized for growth. This will keep

already presented and then retracted? Think students from

the elementary K-5 which is best for families with multiple kids and will

commercial point and moving does affect the community feel of

keep 5th graders with kids more their age.



All options are band aids. This is a growing community, why aren't we

I have a problem that you have not taken any other planned

build a west high school, increase taxes!

developments into consideration. All these plans don't have

Cannot break up community, option 1 meets the objectives with

longevity.



the best percent of all the ES utilization. So option 4a and 4b would

income for police and roads into Commercial Point so the subdivision

be the best.

of Southern Point will be using these resources without paying into

R

process, however, Chestnut and Walker Pointe pay .75% of their

For options 1, 2, and 6. Travel time minimized for local subdivision,

them which makes no logical sense.

while incremental travel time is also smaller for Southern Point




I would bear in mind that if we want to have the revenue (property

(compared to other subdivision options). Small change and impact.

taxes) to support schools we want to encourage growing families to

Hope the superintendent and School Board respect the outcome

move to our district and be as fair as possible.

and give proper considerations to the voice of the community and



the committee. People want to be heard and feel like they are part

of the solutions.


I have heard comments of RITA taxes not making a difference in this

Considering the best welfare of not moving as many students to get

D



tion, so that this doesn't become an issue again in a couple years.

planning for the future? Add on to schools, build another elementary, 

greater focus on future growth with minimum impact.


I feel the best option is one where Scioto has the most underutiliza-

AF



T

becoming a "who yells the loudest" type of thing. Wasn't an option

Commercial Point and should be considered.


I feel option 1 is the best plan with all the numbers and the best

I'm for less transport time. I'm a huge supporter of cohorts, as I have
worked in a successful learning community environment.



I've lived in Southern Point for 12 years, and I've stayed there

How will options 2 and 3 avoid additional buses and fuel cost? How

because Scioto is a blue ribbon school. I need my children to stay

long will the furthest kids be on a bus? Wouldn't it be an easier

there please.

choice to add onto Scioto and completely avoid redistricting
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Please share any general comments or questions regarding the redistricting process. (Monday Individual)


Long term solution



Longevity.



Make the change that will make the most long term change. Move



to support each other.

the most kids with one option that will allow the most growth without



Thank you for valuing our input.

changing lines again for 10-15 years.



This will be the 2nd time in 6 years that our family has been affected
by rezoning in the district. I much prefer the MS boundaries to remain

kids. Moving the Scioto 5th grade affects the least amount of kids

as is. We still have 1 child at SBES. We understand the possibility of

T

Making PK-2 and 3-5 buildings is crazy. Hard for families, staff, busing,
and they don't really have to change schedule, just go a year earlier.

change once more but it seems to be a lot of changing others

Moving children far away from their home school has increased risks

around to satisfy a minority of families. It doesn't makes sense for

to kids and poses additional problems for parents as well. There is also

Bulen-Pierce region to be bussed to Walnut.

an increased cost for transportation (gas, maintenance, etc.) a mere 

We like option 6

band aid.

What about moving all 8th graders to freshman building? Then 5-7 in



Need option that impacts fewest students. Need option that has
least travel.

middle?

Option #1



Option 1 provides best distribution for entire district and maximizes

D



utilization potential. District boundaries are most logical. This should
be implemented.


Students stay in the area they are and get to stay with close friends

AF





R



on more people.



What are the projected years these options serve? 5, 10, 15...



With all options the closes school is not an option. LockbourneEastern Rd!



You need to get teachers' perspective on option 5 & 6. May want to
question a district using it like CW before this is chosen.

Plans 1 through 5 will all work for students. Each plan creates a similar
experience at each grade level. West has historically struggled to
build athletic teams. Plan 6 reduces 7th and 8th graders at West and
would make it more difficult to build teams.



Please consider the ages of those moving and make the least
amount of kids move the least amount. Please consider the parents
time in making school events (during or after) and not make it harder
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Afraid that not all the options have been looked at with where the

community just vote on it. Unfortunately someone is not going to be

lines can go.

happy either way and that is why we have an administration.

After being in district for 15 years I feel moving one area or another



I hope the school district will make the best choice for the future of

doesn't seem fair to anyone. People love our school and move into

the kids.

our district for the schools. This major change could potentially cause 

I suggest allowing any 3rd or 4th grader in option 1 to stay at their

problems with that.

current school, all others would abide to new boundaries. No plan

Concerned with voice of non-housing development families getting

should be considered that doesn't have 100% feeder from and ES to

lost. Concerned with NW kids getting bussed for long distances.

MS. Whatever plan is selected should normalize, to the greatest
extent, utilization at both ES and MS levels.

AF

Concerns with $$ on bussing options.

T





Cost to the district- do not want to do again in couple years



I think option 1 gives the general district more room for growth.



Do what's best for the district as a whole and provides for longevity.



I think the long term thinking is an around better.

We don't want to do this again in 5 years. Keep it simple- not



I wish there was more information at how the grade level split works.

everyone is ever going to be happy.

Don't like splitting up Southern Point busing the Northern most

R



students south.

something that I am familiar with, so difficult to evaluate.



Following the lead of other larger districts could provide a permanent

D



Pros and cons from districts that already do it. It is interesting, but not

fix for us. Grade level schools will also allow students to build better

I would like to see more of a frost effect. Seems like everything would
be more even.



friendships by being in classes from the start,

Keeping feeder schools even and at 100% for both MS would be
nice. Allowing for growth evenly is key.



Glad the community voice is being heard.



Longevity really needs to be taken into consideration.



Good ideas that are thought provoking.



Most growth.



Hopefully the decision made would be long term because if not then 

Moving Southern Point make most sense for Scioto. Small area with a

another redistricting process would have to occur again.

lot of students. It is closer to South Bloomfield also compared to other



I can't believe how absurd the options are.

subdivisions in proposal.



I feel the transportation on bus times need to be looked at and highly 

Need more info on how grade splits for buildings would actually work

considered.

and affect kids. This is a huge shift our district is not ready to shift to...



I hope the leadership does the real choosing and doesn't let the
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Need to maintain good, happy teachers! Need to add bus routes as
necessary to eliminate extremely long rides.






Option 1 seems the most move of students and leaves a good

What options will parents have for childcare? Can they use current
provider and go to school where they currently are?

balance of growth for all schools especially for Scioto with the



Whatever option is chosen it needs to be a long term solution.

development of Chestnut Commons. There is a lot of people from



Why not move just the condos at Southern Point to South Bloomfield?

Grove City looking to move to Commercial Point in future.

Most of them rent. Lower house values. Usually when you buy a

Option 1 supports longevity for the district changes and stability for

home its for the school. I picked the best for my kids.

children and families.
Option 5 is most change which I know can be scary, but it could also

AF



Scioto. I feel the kids should be close to their homes.

T



be best for schools... teachers, kids, learning, other surrounding
district are going to the leveled schools.


Some options are close, are complete equal feeder percentages
that important?

Thank you for giving us an option to make a decision together

R



instead of like other districts.

Thank you for taking the time to all community members to give
feedback.

D




Thanks for including us!



Thanks for involving many different people! (Community members,
staff members, etc.)



This is the most fair distribution across the district, feeds MS from 2 ES
evenly without division. By far the most logical, long-term solution. Do

we want to pay another consulting fee in 5 to 10 years because we
took the selfish, easy way out?


Travel expense, my child is being bussed south when we live close to
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Questionnaire Results

Please share any general comments or questions regarding

Please share any general comments or questions regarding

the redistricting process. (Monday Group)

the redistricting process. (Tuesday Group)

2 really prefer option #6, 3 preferred option #1, with 6 as a close



second.

#1 enables most growth, transportation, Scioto room for growth,
generally even numbers.

Maximize growth, largest number happy.



#1 offers longevity, doesn't isolate.



Move S Bloomfield and Scioto 5th grade to MS.



4a or 6, would like 6 better if the MS feeder was fixed.



Southern Point wants to stay at neighborhood school. Need to



a 5th/6th building->current MS, a 7th/8th building, current MS.



Option 1 because of growth, but concerns about moving so many

consider travel times for young students.
Talk to teachers in other school district who have gone through this
process (especially grade configuration) before making final
decision. Costs and details need to be factored.





Option 1 is more of a long term fix, allows for growth. Other options
really don't allow that. Move kids once and be done! Don't move

Transportation data was a huge concern for this group. Their biggest
concern was kids closest bus ride.

R

We are concerned about bussing elementary school kids too far.

kids from school to school during their career.



pk-4, 5-7, 8 in freshman building, 9-12 in HS.



Split between option 1 and 5.

D



kids. Concerned about longer bus rides.

AF



T
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Always a tough call. sometimes the best answer is not the one that

transition work for all. Good luck with the process and thank you for

makes people happy.. Go with 1/2

the opportunity to complete this survey.



Are all plans based on 10 years?? Seems like option 6 will be less...



As a parents standpoint, please consider that you are attempting to

there others who are trying to put out their own agenda. They aren't

redistrict an elementary school. These children are young and should

thinking about anyone but themselves and aren't afraid to throw

not be so far from home due to many reasons. The bigger concern is

other neighborhoods under the bus and have them move. This isn't

after school care for my children, I have no way to watch over them

all about them.



Has the after school program that is currently offered at Scioto been
vetted to see how that program would be affected? As a single

Change happens. It is a part of life. When you live/work in a

parent, I have to rely on the services of the Y Club for childcare after

growing district, change happens. Fortunately, we are a great

school.

district! So any of our schools that any kid ends up in is a great
option. I hope that our families can see this is true.



Huge expense to the district to hire consultants. Why did we not go
with 1st committee results? Option 1 appears about the same.

R

Change is inevitable. I know this is a very difficult task that district



officials are not taking lightly. I appreciate the communication and
feedback from the community you are allowing. I know one of the

I am sure this process has been a long and intense one, but we love
our kids and just want what is in their best interest!



D





AF

Scioto and it is a huge benefit as both parties in our household works.

From what I have heard from people that went to meetings, was that

T

when school is dismissed as I work in Dublin. We utilize the Y-kids at



I am totally against moving the Southern Point elementary children to

biggest challenges is whether or not to move Southern Point students.

South Bloomfield away from Scioto. Part of the reason is due to

What I hope you understand is Southern Point is the biggest part of

possible lower home values and problems related to the sell of a

Scioto. By taking those students out you are in a sense reconstituting

home if young children must travel further for their education. Thank

the school. Although I no longer have a student who will be effected

you for your consideration of my opinions!

by these changes; many in my neighborhood are really hurting over



I appreciate having the opportunity to assist with this process. I was in

the proposed change in options 1 or 2. The distance is the biggest

the first committee meetings and was not available to attend the

concern along with the relationships with staff many have

ones after that. I appreciate the thoughtfulness around this process

developed over the years. Whatever decision is made I have no

and know that the decision will not be an easy one as some families

doubt your staff across the district will rally together and make this

will be impacted. Thank you for your consideration.
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I am very disappointed in this process. I think it is important to discuss



details of some of the plans NOW. I do not think the "Strengths" and

that is cost effective and not cause undue hardship to part of the

"Challenges" are honest. I feel like the strengths and challenges

district that would make them feel disenfranchised. The

outlined are all based on transportation and numbers rather than

administration should also evaluate whether the cost of an addition

whole child education. I am also bothered by the fact that most of

on SES would provide the district with a cost effective long term

the input received at meetings (based on my observation) and likely

solution.

the information received through these surveys is community

I believe there should be an intermediate school once the schools

T



are utilized at a full capacity. Elementary could go from PK-4,

on what is best for their current situation and not what is best for

Intermediate from 5-6, Middle from 7-8, and then high school. I

AF

members and noncommunity members making and voicing opinions
students. I unfortunately, feel the same about staff members voicing

believe that would be a good plan once all the schools are utilized

concerns about socio-economics being in different buildings. This

at capacity. To create more of a long term plan and utilize our

should not be a comment coming from teachers!!!

schools to capacity, option 1 is the best.

After spending

this kind of money to develop a plan I would hope it is long term, if it



R

is not, how do you put a levy out in a few years and expect it to be
well received?

I don't like that the paper reply form collected demographics and
this survey is not collecting the same info.



I appreciate having the opportunity to get to express my thoughts on

D



I believe the administration should take its time to provide a solution

I have worked as a sub at each of the elementary schools and
Scioto is very crazy compared to the rest of the schools. Also, there is

each of the plans. I, as well as many others I have spoke with, are

so much growth underway in the Scioto area that it is going to get

very against making the ES PK-2 and 3-5. I feel that would do more

very crowded.

harm than good. People move in to our district for the great



I hope that the district puts children first. A lot of things I am hearing in

schools....let's not ruin it!

the community revolve around parents and affecting the least



I appreciate the work and consideration taken in this process.

number of families. However, more importantly we need to look at



I believe that putting consideration into option 5 and option 6 allows

what change will be best for the future and not what is going to

for growth and minimal moving of students. Parents and students in

keep the most people happy. If we bite the bullet and do what is

specific regions are more likely to stay in their regions and yet the

best for students we will not be revisiting this any time soon!!!!

students can still stay together throughout their schooling years.



Please consider one of those options.

I hope this survey asks for my contact information, or it is very
susceptible to abuse.
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I hope that the school board and superintendent, who I have much

would hope the school is looking at the long term impact of the

respect for, take into account the potential negative and damaging

moves to avoid redistricting in the near future.

relations that will be created with a huge voting block of the district



(Southern Point) if our entire neighborhood is designated for

doing really good there, he is special needs and I would like to keep

attending South Bloomfield ES. It is safe to say that support for future

him as close to home as possible. Thank you.

district initiatives, levies, etc. will be strongly lacking from a sizable



(mayors, etc.) had been asked for any info/input. Though I supposed

would benefit the district long-term.

they could have attended the meetings....

I hope whatever decision is made is done in a time frame, so that

because a handful of people in Southern Point felt their kids were too

a good idea to host something for the children who will be effected

good to go to South Bloomfield Elementary. It really makes me sad.



process. Even though you have all done your best to get rid of them, 

I think distance from a school is so important. We would end up with

personal agenda are still being pushed. This decision needs to be

kids on the bus over an hour in some of these options.

R

district's students when making this decision.

D



I think it should be done in a way that is going to benefit the students,

community members need to let go of their personal agenda and

teachers, and community. All the elementary schools are unique and

remember that this is about our kids.

have pluses and minus no matter what. There is no way to keep the

We need a long term fix that

will best address the needs of our students.

whole population happy so do what is best for the majority and even

I like the fact that elementary schools will not be split when it comes

out the numbers by keeping the K-5 in each building.

to middle schools. In my opinion, All commercial point kids should



I think Southern Point is a large amount of our school district and

stay at Scioto due to the RITA tax which supports commercial point

taxes paid into it. We should really be considered when we are such

and is paid by all commercial point residents, which is where Scioto is

a large part of the district.

located.


I sincerely hope the board considers the best interests of all of the

I learned a great deal about the people in our district during this

made on what is best for the STUDENTS. The parents, staff, and



I really hate it that my tax dollars had to pay another $20,000

AF



parents can prepare themselves and their children. I think it would be
by the change.


I love the community involvement. I wish the community leaders

T

portion of the district with this potential move. I don't see how this


I love Scioto Elementary, I have a preschool student there and he is



I like the options provide 100% feeders into the middle schools so

I think the option moving only 5th is short term and still doesn't have
100% feeders

friends are not separated going from elementary to middle school. I
126



I thought the informational meeting was handled very well.
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Questionnaire Results
Please share any general comments or questions regarding the redistricting process. (Online)
I truly understand the need to redistrict, but I am having a hard time

board/district. One that will be able to best sustain the growth over

broken off and relocated when all the homes in the subdivision

the next several years. I would hope that staff interests are also

around them are not. It's not clear how that kind of move is justified,

addressed as well, as the moves also directly affect them and their

take a section of 50 homes and have them go here now even

choice of employment. Fairness throughout the district should be

though they are less then 10 minutes away and our busses go right by

considered as well and how to best balance the moves of the lines/

their homes. When I look at options 4a, 4b and 6 to me that is a

communities.



areas in a closer range to the school they will be attending. Again I

plans.



If kids at Scioto get moved, I also hope there is a YMCA before/after

understand the need for this and I hope the end result is a clear

program available at the other elementary schools. That program

educated choice based off the locations vs what is the easiest.

has also been very helpful.



I'm glad the school system is welcoming public input!

takes lightly. I just this of what a disruption this will have on all the



I'm in favor of whatever option keeps Walker Pointe at Scioto first and

R

I understand this is not an easy decision or a decision that anyone

children involved. As I said before my children have only had one

D

child care giver their whole lives. Not only are certain communities

second, causes the least dissatisfaction for others.


I'm very impressed with the job done by Dejong-Richter. Graphics

asked to change a child's school but their child care giver as well.

are great and easy to follow. Content is clear, concise and well

This is why I am very supportive of Option 6. Minimal families will be

researched. Well done!

affected by this change.



It does not make sense to move the furthest northern neighborhood

I understand we need to make changes because of the growth of

to the farthest southern school. This will put many different hardships

the district, but I believe if options 5 or 6 were selected, it would

on working families when it comes to childcare.

cause way too much disruption. We have a great school district,


I would like to see the least amount of students affected by these

AF

would be moving to already. It just makes more sense to keep the



I would like to see a long term fix presented and chosen by the

understanding the part where one section of a subdivision would be

clearer option as the relocation area is practically in the area it





T





It is absolutely absurd to move Southern Point. Our family will quickly

and we want to keep it that way.

be moving if Teays Valley shows us they are not the quality district we

I want my kids to live with short distance from school, while they are

initially believed them to be.

under the age of ten. Having children that far away from home



without after school programs is a huge issue

It is our hope the final decision made, does not further divide the
Commercial Point / Southern Point Communities. Thank You.
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Is it true that the original plan was to move Southern Point and



because their residents threw a fit, this process was started? Many

keep addressing same issues.

schools just redistrict and do not even take into consideration the



community's feedback, so I appreciate this opportunity - however I

Moving children away from their home school is a liability. And the
burden is on the children and their parents.

really hope the squeakiest wheel doesn't alter the decision from



My experience with this school district has been positive. I have seen
good decision making and good stewardship. I trust you will make a

communities - plural! Also best from a transportation aspect. I really

good decision for all involved

T

being the most cost effective, feasible, and with less disruption of
hope a long term solution is chosen because I don't think its the best



None of these options are great! I am so sorry I voted for a levy that
has done nothing for the district! Land with no income or high school

in the next 5 years. $20,000 is a lot of money to pay for solutions and if

for 13 years! Empty building that will solve all of these problems!! So

longevity isn't reached, the community will be paying that again in

sad. I will remember this when it is time to vote on board members

the next couple of years?

again.

AF

use of time/money to have to complete another redistricting process

It is outrageous to consider moving the northern most community



Once again, I can not stress enough how we feel its not acceptable

(Southern Point) to a school that is past the one currently allocated. I

to have young kids who can walk to school, to change them to

purchased my home in Southern Point 3 years ago solely for the

busing system. from a money situation, we don't feel it makes good

amazing elementary school that is assigned to the neighborhood

judgement either. thank you for your time.

D

R



Make sure whatever plan you chose has longevity. Don't want to

and I do not deserve to be penalized for such. I appreciate your



giving everyone the chance to voice their opinions and pray that the
decision is truly reflective of these real-life circumstances being

Option 1 and 2 make the most sense economically and socially.
Option 1 is the best option.



Option 6 and Option 5 could most easily be sold to families in the

presented to you on the surveys.

district. Most would view them as fair and simple. Most of the other



Kids should go to the school that is nearest to them.

options affect small sectors of the district in an uneven pattern and



Let's fix it long term! Do not want to have to have this problem again

could be viewed as unfair to the affected families and therefore

in a couple years. Scioto and Ashville area are still growing so makes

difficult to implement without support from the entire community.

more sense to move more students out of this area to make room for



Our children just love Scioto elementary and all the teachers there.

the growth!!!!



Overdue
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PLEASE PASS OPTION 6!!!!!! There are so many families and scared



Thanks for all your work in this.

young children that are in fear of having to go to another school



Thanks to all the committee volunteers for the work you did!

that's almost 20 minutes away for most of the families!



The Goal should be to try and have the least amount of impact to

Please take into consideration families with several children and

students having to change elementary schools or having to leave all

disregard any plans that could have all of our children being at

their friends once they get to middle school because they are being

separate locations.

shipped to another school. Option 6 is the only plan that does that.

Redistricting may be necessary currently, but the issue of our district's
growth needs a long term solution. This is only a band aid fix for a



suffer from the districts lack of planning when the levy passed several
years ago and when new schools were built

Regardless of which choice is made, you can not make every single



The idea of changing the coverage areas makes sense, just don't

person happy. I think it is important to be unbiased and what is fair

understand how southern point would ever be slated to go

for our kids...not a small percentage of our school population.

anywhere but Scioto elementary? I understand it's probably an

Schools in village need to go to school in the village. Makes no sense

easier change on paper as it represents a small area with a lot of

to move them out of Scioto. Walker Pointe can see the school and

children so there isn't much impact on the bus schedules and

walk to school if needed.

manpower costs but overall the change doesn't make much sense

R



The growth is no surprise and I disappointed that my children may

AF

much larger issue.



T



Sometimes change is hard but the hard way to go is the best option.



Southern Point needs to step up and realize what is best for all

relocating is the difference in education, if south Bloomfield was

students, not just their own.

rated a 10 than I wouldn't be as concerned but moving from a 10-4 is

D



to me. The largest concern for me outside of the obvious issues of



Thank you for all of your hard work!

very concerning. I feel as if the board needs to figure out how to



Thank you for allowing the public to have input and vote.

implement the necessary changes to improve the quality of



Thank you for the hard work that everyone is doing to figure out what

education at south Bloomfield before we start talking about being

is best for our kids. I will support you in any decision that is made.

removed from our current school. Would prefer to bring in some

Thank you to all who have worked hard in making these plans

temporary classes and add on to Scioto while they expand the

available to the community and working on such a tough topic.

school. With the anticipated growth from the new Chestnut Ridge

There are many who love their current school and don't want to

development as well as the Maronda home neighborhood in walker

change. These options allow us to be involved in the change. Thanks.

point and believe an addition to Scioto is going to be warranted.
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The less movement of kids longer distance the better. Long term



solution of a levy with building additions would make the most sense.



year....make a decision and stop spending money.

The plan chosen needs to be a long-term solution. The amount of



money put forward to this company to come up with a solid solution

that are used to the school, teachers, staff at Scioto. Scioto needs to

is substantial. If we do not make a long term decision and have to go

start adding onto the building now. Or add trailers on the property for

back to the drawing board in a few years the taxpayers will not think

class rooms. The number of children attending Teays Valley will only

money is being well spent and will have a bitter taste for future levies.

keep growing. I cannot be in 2 places at the same time if you split

The taxpayers have given the district good support for years. We

the elementary schools up into PK-2 and 3-5. I changed my career to

of students and does not require additional transportation costs.



The Teays Valley school district spans across a large geographical

area, travel time is irrelevant in the agreement for Southern Point to

This should start with incoming 6th grade and leave 7th and 8th to
finish at there school not ripping a kid from EMS to WMS for one year.



This whole process and how it was handled from the start is
disappointing. I have lost faith in the school board and its ability to

the current Walnut boundary area that travel on the buses for a

make decisions and have backbone to stand behind their decisions.

R

not be redistricted to South Bloomfield. There are many students in
significant amount of time both before and after school. The

D

Commercial Point municipal proper and the South Bloomfield



adapt to my children's school so I can take to and from school.

AF

need to honor that by utilizing the plan that affects the least number


This is a very high impact on the children. Especially moving the kids

T



There is really not much new in these plans compared to last



To try to move an entire area with young families having bought their
starter homes primarily for the school district and elementary school

municipal proper should remain enacted. The unity of the

rating is not only highly offensive, it is disheartening. To make my child

communities is important.

have a longer ride to a school that is further away, has a lower

The use of the Freshman building is a general complaint amongst

rating, and kindle new friendships is the least desirable of solutions for

teachers and students alike. The traveling between buildings is a

me. Not only would this greatly impact her early childhood

major safety concern and the teachers who travel back and forth

development, it would change our day to day lives from looking for

become less effective teachers. The space is there to move the

new after school programs to me having to potentially find a new

freshman back over to the main building so why not utilize that

career in which I would be able to accommodate her new

space as an 8th grade building, thus freeing up the middle schools to

schedule. As a single mother looking to have my child thrive in her

become 5-7. This would free up capacity at all schools and not have

social and educational environment, I implore you to reconsider

the high school sit with many empty classrooms.

moving Southern Point out of the Scioto Elementary School district.
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Very concerned about my son having to change MS for 8th grade.

utilized. Also move the 5th graders to the current middle schools and



Walker Pointe pays taxes to The Village of Commercial Point. This

form 5th to 7th buildings. This would open up space in all elementary

means all infrastructure and police presence is funded by those

schools. Also, this would require less movement by students. They

residents. Moving them away from their home school would be

would stay with the groups they currently are with, keeping friends

extremely counterproductive.

together. Moving to middle school a year early is not a concern. It

We all know change is going to happen. We just please ask to look

would essentially be as it is now, just in another building.

at the information as a parent of elementary students. The safety of

Transportation costs would be similar as to now. If needed, move



our children, the amount of time they will be on a bus with and

T



some students into Walnut to make it more utilized. It is apparent
that we need an elementary in the northern area of the district.

AF

without stops. Snow days will be more of a concern and will effect

our students the further away they are from the school they attend.

Clearly, with Southern Point being the largest development in the



We need the biggest fix for now and option 1 or 2 does that.

district, there should be a school nearby to reduce or eliminate



Well done. All were heard. Nobody can complain they didn't get a

transportation costs. With most growth occurring in the north-western

voice.

part of the district, the ratio of 1 elementary west of Scioto River to 3
elementary schools east of the Scioto River was poorly planned. I

the longest/furthest distances?

hope that in making this decision, Please consider the youngest ones

While I have noticed that many/most of the people forming public

D



What would be the estimated earliest arrival time for the buses with

R



opinions about this process have thrown Southern Point "under the

neighborhood school. Thank you. I appreciate the committee's

bus" to keep their children from having to endure a change, I feel it is

work to help make this difficult decision.

honestly in the best interest of the district to pursue option 5 as it will



and try to keep as many as possible close to their home and their



Why move children living closest to the school that 10 out 10 rating to

result in long term stability for the district as a whole without having to

one further away, with a 7 out of 10 rating? Makes zero sense,

redistrict again in a few year. As for the bussing issue, with each new

particularly for people who purchased their homes for this reason.

house, the district will receive 1.5% of each working person's income.

Thank you for your consideration!

Those additional funds can be used to partially cover the new busses 

Would be interested to know how the reconfiguration of buses might

and drivers that will be needed.

affect the cost of transportation and potentially impact taxpayers.

Why not move 8th graders to the 9th grade building at the H.S. and
form its own 8th/9th grade campus? The building is currently under131



Young children should not be on buses longer than necessary. Sister
schools shouldn't even be a consideration.
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172

63

52

56

17

Questionnaire Results
Overall Results Charts

Very Supportive

Supportive

Neutral

Unsupportive

Very Unsupportive

Options Comparison: Individual Paper & Online Questionnaires
0%

10%

20%

Option 1

50

77

77
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63

46

172

48

100%

158

184
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128

90

90%

46

169

95

77

80%

106

R

Option 4b

42

70%

T

89

46

60%

75

D

13

51

Option 6

50%

AF

58

Option 4a

Option 5

40%
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Option 2

Option 3

30%
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175
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Demographics
How did you hear about the Community Dialogue?

Monday
Individual
TVLSD Website
TVLSD Social Media (FaceBook, Twitter, I nstagram, etc.)
I am on the Steering Committee
From a Steering Committee member
Social Media (FaceBook, Twitter, I nstagram, etc.)
Friend/Neighbor
District employee
School marquee
Newspaper
Email
Other

Tuesday
Individual

AF

R

Please specify other.

19
29
5
14
28
31
18
3
0
4
13

T

13
16
6
24
23
6
16
2
1
1
3





Paper from school. (3)
Phone call from school.
School left automated message to cell
phone.
School newsletter, mail.
School paper.
Student teacher at Ashville ES.
Voicemail.
Wife.

D

Monday
 Automated phone system.
 Facebook.
 Flyer from school (3)
 School newsletter for 4th and 1st graders.
 Superintendent.
 Teacher.
 Wife. (2)
Tuesday
 All call.
 Flyer sent home. (2)
 I didn't, my parents just took me
 Mail, Phone dialer.







Online

Online
 I'm in Southern Point and we're very worried
about our small children!
 Parent
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TOTAL
82
107
5
53
129
138
68
3
1
24
0

114
152
16
91
180
175
102
8
2
29
16

Family
My momma
Walnut elementary PTO Facebook page
Kids brought home papers from school
Flyer in my door at home.
Mailing
Phone message (2)
Went to the first steering meeting
There was a flyer on my front porch. ALSO,
received a call from the school's messenger
system.
School Viking Blast notification
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Demographics
Age.

Less than 18 years old
19-29 years old
30-39 years old
40-49 years old
50-64 years old
Greater than 65 years old

Tuesday
Individual

2
27
162
95
33
9

R

Parental / Guardian / Student Status.

1
5
48
30
5
0

TOTAL
3
39
258
151
43
9

AF

0
7
48
26
5
0

Online

T

Monday
Individual

Monday
Individual

D

Parent/guardian of child less than 5 years old
Parent/guardian of kindergarten thru 5th grade student
Parent/guardian of 6th thru 8th grade student
Parent/guardian of 9th thru 12th grade student
Parent/guardian of priv ate /parochial/home school student
Parent/guardian of former student or graduate
Grandparent of student or graduate
Current TVLSD student
I do not hav e children in the District
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30
57
19
12
0
2
3
1
5

Tuesday
Individual
29
67
24
17
1
3
2
2
6

Online

TOTAL
95
199
73
36
2
29
20
8
28

154
323
116
65
3
34
25
11
39
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Demographics
Ethnicity

Please specify other.
Monday (none)

1
0
0
0
3
306
7

1
3
1
0
6
466
9

D

Tuesday
 Chose not to answer.
 I have biracial children in the district.
 What does it matter?

0
3
1
0
2
79
2

TOTAL

R

0
0
0
0
1
81
0

Online

T

Asian or Pacific I slander
Black (Non-Hispanic)
Hispanic
Nativ e American I ndian
Multiracial
White (Non-Hispanic)
Other

Tuesday
Individual

AF

Monday
Individual

Online
 Caucasian and Hispanic
 Does this have anything to do with redistricting schools?
 Me
 Seriously?
 White
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Questionnaire Results
Demographics
If you are an employee or retiree of TVLSD, what is/was your position?

49
1
0
10
4
0

Online

52
2
0
10
3
5

TOTAL
233
1
1
31
15
4

334
4
1
51
22
9

AF

Not applicable
Administration
School Board Member
Teacher
Support Staff
Other

Tuesday
Individual

T

Monday
Individual

Tuesday
Individual

D

Ashv ille ES
South Bloomfield ES
Scioto ES
Walnut ES
East MS
West MS
Teays Valley HS
All
None
Other

R

Please select which Teays Valley School(s) you are affiliated with.

Monday
Individual
5
13
53
7
11
22
17
0
5
2

12
10
50
9
15
19
17
1
1
2

Monday
 Substitute.
Tuesday
 Counselor. (2)
 Substitute. (2)
 Sub aid/current long term sub.
 Spouse is a teacher at Ashville ES.
 Sub custodian.
Online
 Coach of athletic team.
 Related service provider.
 Substitute.
 Substitute Aide.
 Seriously?
 White.

Online

14
43
200
31
31
77
60
8
8
3
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TOTAL
31
66
303
47
57
118
94
9
14
7

Please specify other.
Monday
 Parent of students.
 Resident of Ashville, teacher at Walnut.
Tuesday
 Both will be in middle school.
 Kids attended, taught at East, sub at West
Online
 None currently. These are based on our current
location when our children are older.
 How about asking what trailer park you live in as
well as subdivision. They have a voice too!!!
 Not currently affiliated with any, but will be with
Scioto, West Middle School, and TVHS in the future.
 Parent of student.
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Monday
Individual

Questionnaire Results

I do not reside in a subdiv ision
Ashton Crossing
Ashton Village
Ashton Woods
Bloomfield Hills
Canal View Estates
Chestnut Estates
Crites-Cook
East Law n
Foxfire Estates
Genoa Crossing
Riv er Bend
Scioto Landing
Southern Point (single family homes)
Sunnyside Acres
The Estate Lots at Southern Point
The Village at Southern Point (condominiums)
Walker Pointe
Walnut Heights
West Scioto Green

Demographics

0
1
2
1
3
0
27
1
0
1
0
0
0
15
0
0
3
5
0
0

Online

0
1
5
0
2
0
23
1
0
1
0
0
0
12
2
0
1
8
1
0

AF

TOTAL
112
0
7
2
7
2
24
1
1
2
1
4
4
82
1
1
20
40
0
8

T

In which subdivision do you reside?

Tuesday
Individual

112
2
14
3
12
2
74
3
1
4
1
4
4
109
3
1
24
53
1
8

Subdivision of Respondents

120

112

R

100

109

74

80

40

D

60

14

20

2

53

24

12

3

2

3

4

1

1

4

4

3

1

1

8

0

TOTAL

137
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